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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. .—. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
Telephone Orchard l&CT 
B. BENOWITZ 
DESIGNER AND TAIM>R 
MAKE US PROVE IT! 
W e claim that oar 
clotaea flt t h e bent 
A Trial Will Convince 
SUITS MADE fo ORDER 
From *i*.00 l'» 
^2 RIVINGTON STREET, N. Y. 
7 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loval mem-
ber of your organization. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
matter what ita name, unless it bean a plain 
I readable impreMion of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
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A Year's Work of Our International Union 
A RETROSPECT 
By AB. ROSENBERG 
• • 
• 
Last year the self-styled prophets of 
the labor movement, within and without 
our trade, had made the gratuitous pre-
diction that since the Cleveland strike 
had not resulted in complete victory, the 
interests of our locals in particular and 
of the International Union in general 
would be adversely affected. That the 
"prophets" were doomed to disappoint-
ment may be seen from our gradual but 
steady recuperation of strength in 1912. 
The old year opened for our General 
Officers with a financial deficit of some 
$20,000 ,and with many obstacles in our 
way. But we proceeded with the work 
before us undismayed, as if nothing hap-
pened. In the first six months we even 
maintained in the field a larger staff of 
organizers than the preceding year. This 
was our convention year. The conven-
tion held in Toronto, Canada, lasted ten 
days and involved the general office in 
an expense of several thousand dollars. 
Yet we have the proud satisfaction of 
able to inform our-members that 
t only have we covered our deficit, but 
our present financial position is 
satisfactory. The paid-up per cap-
- the month of October was for a 
rship of 97,360. 
Nor does the financial aspect of our 
International Union give us the only 
reason for congratulation. As will be 
seen further on, we have also made a 
general advance in the direction of gain-
ing better labor conditions for our mem-
bers in the way of shorter hours and 
higher wages. And even though our 
members' wishes may not have been 
completely fulfilled, sufficient has been 
done to place us on a level with some 
of the big American trade unions. 
In the past the main difficulty con-
fronting our International Union, as well 
as other unions consisting mostly of im-
migrant workers, was the necessity of 
continual agitation among the rank and 
file in order to keep up their interest in 
ihe Union. This was particularly the 
case when a strike was lost. Then sev-
eral years passed before the Union re-
covered lost ground. Of late, however, 
we have been concentrating our energies 
,to render this problem less acute. By 
introducing sick, out of work, and in 
some cases death endowment t^enefits. 
some of our locals have established an 
element of stability and an abiding inter-
est in the Union. This is an encourag-
ing sign of our future progress. 
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Affairs in New England 
'• Early in the month of January we re-
ceived the news that the cloakmakers of 
Boston declared a genera! strike, or, ac-
cording to the version of the Union, were 
locked out by their employers. Not be-
ing prepared for a strike of this magni-
tude the General Office found it advis-
able to call off the strike and order the 
empjoyees back to the shops. The Bos-
ton locals, judging the attitude of the 
general officers superficially, were not 
pleased with our action and considered 
it a moral defeat. Subsequent events 
proved that the future well-being of the 
Boston Locals justified the course we 
had taken. A general strike just then, 
undertaken hastily and without prepara-
tion, as this was, would have proved 
disastrous for unionism among the Bos-
ton cloak makers, while by our firm at-
titude we have saved the situation. Our 
locals there have since been recovering 
slowly but surely, and bid fair at no 
distant date to have one of the strongest 
unions in New England. Since the last 
three months International Organizer M. 
Sigman has been located in Boston and 
has done a good deal to reorganize not 
only the Cloak Makers' Union, but also 
the Ladies' Tailors, and the ladies' gar-
ment workers in other branches of our 
trade. 
New York Waist Makers 
Precisely at that time a strong agita-
tion for a general strike was proceeding 
in the ladies' waist trade of New York. 
As only two years had elapsed since the 
great Waist Makers' strike of 1909-10, 
it was difficult to move the vast masses 
to any great enthusiasm for a general 
stoppage of work, and as usual the gen-
eral officers came to the rescue by throw-
ing their energies into effecting settle-
ments with individual employers. The 
result was that in all the union shops and 
in some non-union shops we won a 
"bloodless" victory in reducing work 
hours to 50 a week. 
Internally the Waist and Dress Mak-
ers' Union, Local No. 25, has likewise 
gained much. For despite its smaller, 
membership as compared with previous 
years the Local has managed to pay its 
way, while last year its accounts showed 
a deficit of some $5,000. Thus our lo-
cals have learnt to carry on their affairs" 
in a business-like y/ay which in the past 
was practically impossible/ 
The Cbak Makers' Strike at Toronto 
In Toronto, Canada, we have con-
ducted a strike at one of the biggest 
mail order houses in the world. /In this 
strike our International Uniqn had 
proved itself a power to be reckoned 
with. The whole force of Canadian or-
!NgahJzed labor and that of Toronto in 
parjtfcular, ranged itself on our side in 
this strike. It was generally admitted 
that what had been impossible to accom-
plish in the case of such large unions as 
the Carpenters, Electrical Workers and 
others, was accomplished by the Ladies' 
Garment Workers. 
Although the strike was not officially 
settled, yet we learn that the Eton firm 
where the strike was carried on was 
compelled to apply to the strikers, its 
erstwhile employees, requesting them to 
return to work. We are justified in an-
ticipating that before long the Eton firm 
will have a strict union plant. Our In-
ternational Union has supported the 
strike with several thousand dollars and 
our locals have sent separate donations 
from their treasuries. 
The Corset Workers' Strike at 
Kalamazoo 
Simultaneously with the strike 
ronto the Corset Workers of Kal 
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Local No. 82, presented demands to the 
Kalamazoo Corset Co., for a minimum 
scale of wages and sanitary conditions 
in the shops. The company refused these 
reasonable demands and about 500 em-
ployees, mostly women, came out on 
strike. Although we had enough to do 
in connection with the Toronto strike, 
we .have nevertheless not neglected the 
strike at Kalamazoo. W e sent Interna-
tional Organizer Miss Josephine Casey 
to conduct the strike and have made* 
regular remittances of large sums for 
the payment of strike benefit, although 
our International Union has no strike 
fund and is not obligated by our con-
stitution to pay strike benefit. 
So strong and irrefutable was the em-
ployees* case and so good were our 
chances of victory that the employer 
rushed to the court for an injunction. 
And so hostile to the claims of the em-
ployees was the court that an injunction 
was granted forbidding the strikers to 
picket the factory. We came to the con-
clusion that the only way to combat the 
injunction was to transgress it and in-
structed the strikers to proceed with their 
picketing in spite thereof. The result 
was that twelve strikers, including Miss 
Josephine Casey, were arrested and kept 
in jail 10 to 30 days. This unjust ar-
rest of frail women to please the em-
ploying class caused a commotion in la-
tor • circles throughout the land and is 
destined to give a strong impetus to the 
movement for the abolition of injunc-
tions. 
The strike has now been in progress 
for 9 months. A number of the girl 
strikers are touring the country around, 
enlisting financial and moral support and 
agitating against the Kalamazoo corsets, 
strikers are determined to carry on 
struggle until either their cause is 
won. or tlie Corset Company is out of 
Victories at Buffalo, N. Y'., and 
Savannah, Ga. 
Our members at Buffalo, N. Y., Lad-
dies' Tailors, Local No. 90, and of Sa-
vannah, Ga., Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 
87, have secured notable victories. In 
Buffalo the general strike lasted five (5) 
weeks and the employees gained an in-
crease of $3.00 to 04.00 a week in wages, 
and a reduction of hours from 54 to 50 
a week and other minor demands. 
In Savannah, after a strike of a few 
ddys duration, the employees won a re-
duction in their work hours from 10 to 
9 per day with the same pay they for-
merly received for ten hours. 
Victory in Cincinnati 
-The Cloak and Suit Cutters of Cin-
cinnati have likewise given a good ac-
count of themselves, marching to victory 
after a strike lasting a few days only. 
The movement for better conditions be-
gan early in the year. The cutters were 
bent on a reduction of hours of labor . 
and the introduction of a minimum scale 
of wages. The general office has directed 
and advised them in preparing their de-
mands and General Organizer Israel S. 
Fcit rendered best possible aid. The 
Cutters won all their demands. A strong 
feature of the brief struggle was the 
solidarity manifested by the employees 
of the -various crafts. Thus in those 
shops where the struggle was prolonged 
skirt makers and prcssers walked out in 
sympathy with the cutters. This was an 
altogether novel manifestation among our 
people in Cincinnati. Since the appoint-
ment o'f Charles Fxomer as organizer our 
Cincinnati Locals have gained, new 
strength. 
Our Locals in Chicago "s % 
The cloak makers of Chicago have 
taken a considerable time to recover from 
\ 
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their defeat in the strike at Palmers & 
Co. This should serve them as a good 
lesson for the future. Early in 1912 
the General Office appropriated a sum 
of money for organizing work and re-* 
cently we have sent thither Vice-Presi-
dent Polakoff. His strenuous labors of 
1 
the last three months resulted in reviv-
ing the existing locals and in organizing 
two new locals in trades hitherto un-
touched by the influence of unionism, 
namely the Waist, Dress and White 
goods trade, and the raincoat trade. 
The Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 71, 
have emerged unscathed from their re* 
cent struggle to maintain the eight-hour 
day. Recently Local No. 71 has taken 
proper measures for laying the founda-
tion for a strong, solid and stable or-
ganization in the manner pursued by the 
American trade unions, namely by rais-
ing the dues to cover sick benefit. The 
significance of this new feature and its 
effect on the future well-being of the 
Local cannot be overestimated. 
Our Clevelmid Locals 
will prove of assistance in the%organizmg 
of the ladies' garment trade in Cleveland. 
• \ ; : 
Affairs in Philadelphia 
A great deal of organizing work re-
mains to be done in Philadelphia. An 
agitation has been started and energetic 
measures are about to be taken for or-
ganizing the workers there and bringing 
about better labor conditions. 
The Philadelphia cloak makers have 
one good feature connected with their 
Local Union No. 2 which other locals 
would do well to imitate. The Local has 
had a sick benefit fund for some consider-
able time and regular payments there-
from are made in accordance with defin-
ite rules. Of late a death endowment 
fund has likewise been introduced and 
every member is insured in the sum of 
$500.00. These features conduce to the 
stability and permanence of the organi-
zation. ' 
Our Locals in New York 
In view of the reaction that usually 
follows the suspension of a strike, we 
have all along borne in mind that the 
cost of our attempt to improve conditibnsX 
in Cleveland has been too great for u s 3 
to cause any break in our activity in that 
city. Accordingly we have maintained 
in the field one and for some time two 
organizers, and the General Officers have 
besides visited Cleveland occasionally in 
the interests of our members. We may 
confidently
 %say that despite many diffi-
culties and notwithstanding the assump-
tions of critics we shall soon have strong 
locals in Cleveland. 
Not long ago we have succeeded in 
organizing a new Local of Ladies' Tail-
ors in Cleveland. This Local has a small 
membership at present, but eventually it 
In the past one of the greatest diffi-
culties attending the unionizing of our 
trade-in New York resolved itself into 
the question of how to keep together the 
organized locals and prevent the mem-
bership from oozing out at the least 
crisis. At times our cloak workers' lo-
cals numbered thousands of members. 
A few months after, the thousands were 
reduced to hundreds and sometimes the 
hundreds to tens. We used to concen-
trate our entire energy on the question 
of maintaining the numerical standing 
of the Union. In some branches of our 
trade the problem has not yet been com-
pletely solved. This year, however, wc 
may proudly relate, that so far as the 
cloak and skirt makers' locals are con-
cerned their membership has actually 
increased. Some shops previously un-
known have been reached and unionized. 
. 
i* 
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We derive peculiar satisfaction from the 
fact that in all the cloak and skirt shops 
of Greater New York the union shop 
prevails and the various locals number 
$0,000 members in good standing. 
In course of the year several disputes 
with the Manufacturers' Association had 
occurred upon the working of the Pro-
tocol and ?ome busy-bodies had tried to 
foment trouble. But the International 
Officers promptly intervened and suc-
ceeded in straightening out all misunder-
standings. 
We are now engaged in negotiating 
with the manufacturers for a higher 
scale of wages for all week workers, as 
well as other improvements in the trade. 
The Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 38, 
have recovered from the crisis into which 
their reckless action had precipitated 
them at the time of our convention. The 
committee appointed by the convention 
to supervise the Local's affairs have suc-
ceeded in establishing order and disci-
pline. A short time ago the manufac-
turers renewed their agreements, main-
taining the labor conditions won during 
the general strike of September, 1911, 
and the Local has been brought to the 
same normal position as our other 
locals. 
The Ladies' Waist Makers' Union, 
Local No. 25, White Goods Workers', 
Local No. 62, Wrapper and Kimono 
Makers, Local No. 41, and Children 
Dressmakers, Local No. 50, have, with 
* the assistance of the General Office 
gained an increase in their membership 
and are preparing for a general strike. 
Judging from reliable information by our 
organizers in that field there is every 
chance that they will emerge victorious 
and gain improved conditions of labor. 
In Outlying Cities 
Nor liave we omitted to look after the 
smaller locals in places where the trade 
has not yet fully developed. It is .(rue 
that much was expected of us in the past 
year and here and there organizing mat-
ters are still awaiting our attention. Such 
omissions, however, are not altogether 
due to any neglect by the General Offi-
cers, but rather to causes beyond their 
control. By far the most predominant 
cause is the constitutional inability of the 
International Union to pay strike benefit. 
In the smaller cities where our mem-
bers do not count in their thousands, as 
soon as the union begins to carry on an 
organizing campaign the active members 
are discriminated against, or sent out of 
the shops altogether. In order to pre-
vent the collapse of the union strikes 
must be called. But when the General 
Office is not empowered by its constitu-
tion to pay strike benefit and conduct 
the strike, disappointment and despair 
set in, leading to gradual disruption. 
Let our members ponder over this 
great defect in our organization and 
hasten to remedy it by voting to raise 
the per capita and thus providing the 
means for carrying on organizing work 
more effectively in the future. This will 
enable the General Officers to show a 
much better record for 19x3. 
On the whole, upon summing up the 
work accomplished in 1912, it will be 
found that compared with other organ-
izations of our size and standing we have 
reason to congratulate ourselves on our 
continued progress. 
In conclusion 1 hereby tender -to all 
our members a happy and prosperous 
New Year, better working conditions and 
renewed strength and abundant energy 
and enthusiasm in the struggle for the 
cause of labor. 
. 
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General Executive Board in Session 
Extracts from Minutes 
The third Quarterly Meeting of the General 
Executive Board was held at 32 Union Square, 
December 10th to t4th, 1912. 
There were present S. Polakoff, M. Sigman, 
M. Lapidus, H. Dubinsky, S. Lcfkovitzt I. S 
Feit, II. Kleimnan, M. Amdur, B. Witashkin, 
H. Strassberg, A. Mitchell, S. Slotchin and 
D. Cohen. 
Local Committees and Requests 
Sister Weinstcin and Brothers Klein and 
Lebovsky, on behalf of the Wrapper and Ki-
mono Makers', Local 41, stated the conditions 
of their trade and requested the Board to 
sanction a general strike which, they felt, was 
the only means of organizing the employees 
and improving their shop conditions. ^—^ 
Sisters Rose Schneiderman, Rocke and 
Londe and Brother Shore on behalf bt^tfic-
White Goods Workers', Local 62, made a 
similar request. 
Brother Miller on behalf of the Ladies' 
Tailors of Los Angeles, Local 52, requested 
financial assistance. 
Brother Rabinowitz on behalf of the Ladies* 
Garment Workers of New Haven, Conn., Lo-
cal 22, requested the Board to assist in organ 
izing their trade. 
Brother Madow on behalf of the Ladies' 
Garment Workers of Buffalo, Local 90, r e 
quested the assistance of the Board in their 
present difficulty. At the beginning of the 
season they won their strike for higher wages 
and had hours reduced to 50 a week. Now, 
however, at the end of the season, the em-
ployers are commencing to discharge the work-
people. 
Brothers Pomerantz and Phillips on behalf 
of the Goak Pressers* Union, Local 35, called 
attention to the fact that the demands to he 
presented to their employers by the Waist 
Makers', Local 25, as published in the papers, 
stipulate piece work for the pressers. This, 
Local 35 considers injurious to their trade, be-
cause a number of their members are work-
ing in dress houses and have a weekly scale. 
Communications and K«iuests 
From the Ladies' Garment Workers, of DeS 
Moines, Iowa, Local 46, came the complaint 
that the employers were discriminating against 
and discharging their Union work people and a 
request for advice and assistance. Brother 
Feit was instructed to proceed to that city 
soon after the G. E. B.; meeting, and assist 
the Local. 
The request of the) Cloak Makers* Union, of 
Baltimore, for permission to draw sick ben-
efit from their general fund for a few months, 
until a special fund is created for this pur-
pose, was referred to the General Office for 
investigation. 
Request from the Ladies Tailors, of Balti-
more, Local 34. for the appointment of an 
Italian organizer for a period of four weeks, 
was deemed impossible at this moment. 
A Other Communications In\a communication from the Ladies' Waist 
Makers' Union, Local 25, Brother Baroff, the 
manager, described the progress of the agi-
tation for a general strike. He requested the 
G. E. B. to appoint an English-speaking or-
ganizer; also to take over the management of 
the strike and to try to organize the Waist 
Makers' of Philadelphia. 
General Secretary read a communication 
from the Ladies' Garment Cutters, Local 10, 
that they have appointed Brothers Beaver, 
Searington and Cohen to co-operate with the 
Ladies' Waist Makers, Local 25, in their agi-
tation for a general strike. Several com* 
mittce meetings have been held and both lo-
cals are working in harmony. 
A communication from the Raincoat Makers, 
Local 20, was read requesting the Board to 
reorganize the raincoat makers of Boston, 
now under the jurisdiction of the I. W. W. 
Agreed to inform the Local that the General 
Office would try to do so at the first best 
opportunity. 
Request of the Joint Board, of New York, 
that the G. E. B. adjust the difficulties existing 
in the firm of Holzberg, arising from the fact' 
that some of the work people belong to the 
Skirt Makers*, Local 23, and some to the Waist 
Makers', Local 25, was referred to President 
Rosenberg. 
Request of the Cloak and Suit Tailors', Lo-
cal 9, was read asking the Board to enforce 
Resolution 49 of the last Convention, referring 
to the jurisdictional question between Locals 
1 and 9 and I-ocal 17, which reads: "All those 
who are not reefer operators shall be trans 
ferrcd to their respective locals." 
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President Rosenberg for the committee ap-
pointed to enforce Resolution 40 relative to 
Local 17. reported that the committee met the 
Executive Board of the Local on Tuesday, 
December 3rd, and again on December if they 
met a committee of five representing the Local, 
but came to no conclusion. During the dis-
cussion the eommittee of Local 17 admitted 
in substance the correctness of Vice-President 
Mitchell's report, namely that a considerable 
number of their members are working on long 
coats and not on reefers. They contended, 
however, that this is a cheap class of coats 
and in order to maintain union standards they 
must have a separate local and be controlled 
by one center. 
Agreed to inform Local 17 that they must 
transfer all operators working bn long cloaks 
to Local I, and all finishers to Local 9 l>y Feb-
ruary 1st, failing which the General Office is 
instructed to revoke the Local's charter. 
The General Secretary should at the same 
time instruct the other locals whose members 
are working as Reefer Operators, to trans-
fer them to Local 17. 
Appeals Against Local Decisions 
Vice-President Kleinman, Mitchell and Slot-
chin were appointed a committee with full 
power to investigate a protest by Brother Egar 
against a fine imposed on him by the Ladies' 
Garment Cutters', Local 10. 
A protest by the above Local 10 against a 
previous decision by the Board in the appeal 
by Brother Tragerman was sustained, and 
VicePresidents Polakoff, Mitchell and Slot-
chin were appointed 10 reinvestigate the matter 
and hear the contention of the Local Executive 
Board. 
Appeal by Brother Rosman against a fine 
of ?to.oo, imposed on him by the Ladies' 
Tailors', Local 38, was referred to the above 
committee. 
Appeal of Brother Ferrero, of Local 38, 
against a fine of $3.00 imposed on him for 
working Saturday afternoon in violation of 
union rules, was not sustained. The Board 
deemed this a mild punishment for the offense. 
Appeal of Brother Davidson against the 
action of the Ladies' Tailors', Local 38, re-
fusing to honor his transfer from the Cloak 
Tailors', Local 9. on the ground that he has 
been a foreman and has therefore forfeited 
his right to membership, was allowed. Agreed 
to request Local 38 to honor the transfer and 
admit Davidson to membership. 
REPORTS O F COMMITTED 
Per < aptta to be Raised to Five Centa 
The committee appointed to investigate into 
the cost of establishing a statistical Bureau, 
reported having interviewed Professor Horo-
witz, of the Census Bureau of Washington, 
who wrote saying that the minimum cost for 
maintaining such a Bureau would be $8,000 
per annum and the total cost would probably 
amount to $10,000. Vice-Presidents Sigman. 
Polakoff and Kleinman were appointed a com 
mittee to work out a definite plan how to 
raise this amount for maintaining such a 
Bureau, and to carry on an agitation amongst 
the locals explaining to them the necessity 
thereof. 
V. P. Anidur for the committee on Per 
Capita, reports that the committee met on the 
7th of December and decided that the Per 
Capita should be raised to 5 cents, 2^/2 cents of 
which should go towards a strike fund. The 
2.y2 cents per capita for last year was $78,000. 
To raise the same to 5 rents would mean an 
additional income of $78,000. In the opinion 
of the majority of the committee this would 
be sufficient to cover the ordinary strike bene-
fits. President Rosenberg for the minority 
report contends that the Per Capita should 
be raised to 8 cents per week, claiming that 
2x/2 cents a week additional would not be 
enough, because as soon as such a fund is es-
tablished an extra clerical staff will be re-
quired which will increase the working - ex-
pense of the General Office, and that 2j/$ cents 
will not cover the entire dffice expense. After 
a long discussion in which Mitchell, Amdur, 
Dyche, Feit, Lapidus, Polakoff and Lcfkovitz 
participated, the majority report was accepted. 
The committee appointed to use its efforts to 
amalgamate the Ladies' Garment Worker with 
the publications of the Joint Board reported 
that the Joint Board rejected the scheme -of 
amalgamation they submitted. 
* The committee appointed to take charge of 
the affairs of Local 38, Ladies* Tailors of 
New York,, submitted the following report: 
"To the President and Members of the 
General Executive Board. Greeting:' 
Immediately after our appointment we con-
ferred with a committee of the Executive 
Board of Local 38, and laid our plans and 
intentions before them. The committee had 
no objections. But when we submitted the 
plan, to Hie Executive Board and Local-meet 
ing we met with quite some opposition. Some 
of the members did not agree with our policy, 
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because this was against their "Spirit of Lib-
erty," and they thought it insulting to thenf. 
Some even went so far as to say that they 
would rather stay out of the International 
Union than to be under the dictatorship of 
the committee. Happily, the majority of the 
members favored our policy and we proceeded 
with our work. 
We have frequently visited their local Exe-
cutive Board Meetings, and advised them how 
to conduct their affairs. The Executive Board 
accepted our advice in most instances without 
our having to resort to the "Big Stick" of our 
so-called dictatorship. 
On July 16th, a general member meeting was 
held for the purpose of nominating new offi-
cers. In conjunction with a committee of the 
Local we examined the candidates and objected 
to some of them. We printed a ballot with the 
names of the candidates who in the discre-
tion of the examination committee were eligi-
ble for officers. The members rejected the 
ballot on the ground that there were not suf-
ficient candidates from which to make choice. 
Our committee did not wish to force the elec-
tion that evening and a second nomination 
for candidates took place. But we madc i t 
clear that we would not permit any of the 
members who were responsible for the revoA 
cation of the charter and for brMigimr the local/ 
to a crisis to be placed on tlie ballot. At 
, the next meeting the present officer's were 
elected. 
On the 15th of August a mass meeting was 
held in Manhattan Lyceum. Brothers Bisno, 
Mitchell, Lefkovits, and Caroti addressed the 
people, urging them to live up to the rules of 
the Union and its present agreement; not to 
work by piece, and not to work more than 50 
hpurs per week. We also issued a circular to 
that effect. This stirred the members and 
made them realize that the Ladies' Tailors* 
Union in New York was still effective for 
good. The officers could not accomplish much 
at the beginning, because the majority of the 
members were discouraged and lost faith in 
the Union, partly because of slackness in the 
trade. The few people who worked in the 
shops did not observe the Union rules or the 
agreement and worked by piece, and on Sat-
urday afternoons. 
A series of meetings was held for the pur-
pose of discussing the terms of a new agree-
ment. A misunderstanding with the committee 
of the Local arose in connection with a para-
graph in the agreement, dealing with the em-
ployers' right of discharge. We submitted the 
entire agreement to the General Executive 
Board for approval and sent same out to the 
employers, but most of them did not respond. 
We then called another mass meeting at Man-
hattan Lyceum with Brothers Rosenberg, Lef-
kovits, Mitchell,'Woolf and Ninfo as speakers. 
The situation was explained to the members 
and instructions were given them to be ready 
for a call in case the employers refused to 
sign the agreement. The meeting was well 
attended and the speakers were listened to at-
tentively. 
On September 26th, the Union commenced 
to take action against employers who refused 
to sign a new agreement. The first firm was 
Madame Osborne, who inserted an advertise-
ment in the \l\orld for help, stating that non-
union men onjy need apply for positions. The 
other firms ordered on strike were Green-
stem, Weingartcn and Pearle, Jacobs and An-
thony. Within two days all these strikes were 
settled. Many other shops were organized 
and the firms signed agreements. 
The Merchants' Society of Ladies' Tailors 
soon became aware ,of the activity of the 
Union and in a communication addressed to 
President Rosenberg\ asked for a conference. 
This communication was referred to us and 
the first conference was held October 1st. The 
representatives of the Merchants' Society 
agreed to all of the demands, except the 60 per 
cent, extra for overtime and one of the three 
legal holidays. On October 3rd, we held an-
other conference, when all the demands were 
agreed to and an agreement with the Mer-
chants' Society was signed, covering most 
of the big houses on Fifth Avenue. 
After the settlement we learned that in most 
of the shops the people did not receive the 
60 per cent, extra for overtime as agreed. 
We complained to the Merchants' Society and 
at a conference they explained that our mem-
bers agreed to work for 40 per cent extra 
for overtime. We pointed out the fact that 
according to our agreement with them, they 
had no right to enter into any individual agree-
ment with their employees, and that the people 
did not wish to work for less than the agree-
ment called for. We submitted the question to 
a vote of the entire membership, and an over-
whelming majority voted for 60 per cent. The 
Merchants' Society then agreed to pay the 
difference from October 16th. 
On November 4th we called a General mem-
ber meeting and explained to them that they 
do harm to the Union by entering into individ-
ual agreements with the employers and ap-
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pealed to them to refrain from doing so in 
the future. 
- In conclusion we feel gratified in submitting 
to you the following figures: On July ist, when 
the committee started their work, the Local 
had a membership of 1287 and a fund of $428 
in its treasury. The membership at present has 
reached 3147 with $3,600 in the treasury. One 
hundred and forty-five members had been init-
iated and 158 applications arc still pending. 
Out of the 11 strikes, 9 were settled in favor 
of the Union, one was lost in the shop where 
two men were employed and who left the 
shop; One strike is still on. We have at-
tended 21 regular meetings, 5 general meet-
ings and 18 Executive Board meetings. 
Under the circumstances wc feel that we 
have accomplished much good for Local 38 and 
that its members were taught a lesson in trade 





Agreed that the committed be discharged 
with thanks for the valuable services rendered. 
1 Local 38 Thanks the G. E. II. 
The 'following communication was read: 
To the General Executive Board, I.L.G.W.U. 
Dear Sirs and Brothers: 
We, the Executive Board of the Ladies' 
Tailors' Union, Local 38, wish to thank you in 
the name of our Union for the good work 
done by the committee appointed by the last 
1 convention that has had supervision of our Local for the past six months, namely Bro-thers Mitchell, Lcfkovits and Kleinman. 
We also hope that you will assist us in any 
difficultly that may arise in our union in the 
future and remain, 
Fraternally yours. 
Executive Board, Local 38.. Vice-President Mitchell reports that himself 
ard V. P. Kleinman investigated the claim of 
the former members of Local 68 regarding the 
S.po which they had claimed belongs to them, 
being a separate fund for the payment of sick 
benefits. They have, however, not consulted 
an attorney in reference to the matter as per 
instructions. 
Jurisdiction Question Between LOCAI 23 
an<l Jjocal 2 5 
Brother Wander, Fishel and Simon on be-
half of the New York Skirt Makers', Local 
23, repeated their request that the Board amend 
their charter, giving them jurisdiction x>ver 
tailor-made dresses. 
General Secretary as one of the committee 
appointed to adjust their jurisdiction dispute, 
reported that he called a meeting of their res-
pective Executive Boards when the nature of 
the difficulties was discussed. * At that meet-
ing the representatives of both unions offered 
no solution tojthe question. It appeared, how-
ever, from the discussion that the dress shops 
which are now under the jurisdiction of Local 
23, form a distinct class of shops, when cloth 
and linen dresses are made. At the same time 
Local 25 does not demand that the members of 
Local 23 working on dresses, be transferred to 
them, because those members work both on 
dresses and skirts. He therefore came to the 
conclusion that the jurisdiction dispute should 
be settled by amending the charter of Local 23 
to read, "Skirts and Cloth and Linen Dress-
makers' Union." 
Subsequently, a committee of Local 23, con-
sisting of Brothers Abramsky, Wander, Fishel 
and Simon ,and a committee of Local 25 con-
sisting of Brothers Portnoy, Silver, Seidman 
and Baroff, were admitted and it was agreed 
that each committee be allowed one half hour 
to state the case for their respective Locals. 
The main objection on the part of Local 25 to 
the proposed change in the charter of Local 
23. was that as they arc at present preparing 
for a General Strike, it would cause confusion 
if the jurisdiction of any part of their trade 
is given to another Local, and it would injure 
the prospects of the proposed strjke. Presi-
dent Rosenberg and Vice-President Polakoff 
and Amdur were appointed as committee with 
full power to change the name of the charter 
of Local 23, if they find it necessary, and in 
tha*. case to place all the newly-organized dress 
shops and their employees under the jurisdic-
tion of the respective locals to which they 
rightly belong. Upon further motion it was 
also' agreed that Local 23 should have the 
right to appoint a committee to work in con-
junction with the settlement committee of Lo-
cal 25 during the General Strike, and that all 
pressers who are now working in dress shops 
which may come under. the jurisdiction 0/ 
Local 2$ should become members of Local 35' 
IMPORTANT DECISIONS 
The Board agreed to donate $400 to the 
Joint Board of Boston. 
To empower Vice-President Polakoff to con-
sult an attorney in the case of the former 
V 
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financial Secretary Tensley of Local No. 44 
of Chicago, referred to in Vice-President Po-
lakofTs Report. 
To empower President Rosenberg to ap-
point women organizers at his discretion. 
To instruct the General Secretary-Treasurer 
to communicate with the affiliated locals, re-
questing them to bond their secretaries and 
treasurers. 
Vice-Presidents Amdur, Mitchell and Slot-
chin were appointed a committee to investigate 
the complaint of Brothers L. Cohen and J' 
Adler that they were removed from their shop 
because of the charge that as members of. the 
price committee they had betrayed the inter-
ests of the work people. 
The question of separating the ladies' tailors 
and cloakmakers of the Newark Local, No. 21, 
was referred to President Rosenberg. 
Vice-Presidents PolakofT,,Lefkovitz and Du-
binsky were appointed a committee to concert 
measures for improving the condition of the 
official Journal. ^"N 
The demands to be presented to the em-\ 
ployers by the Wrapper and Kfjnc^p Makers,/ 
Local No. 41, and the White GbodsVworkers, 
Local No. 62, were discussed at Ic*hgtn and it 
was finally decided to endorse a General Strike 
in these trades. Vice-Presidents Sigman, Am-
dur, Mitchell, Witashkin and Secretary Dychc 
were appointed a committee to decide the date 
and conduct the strike. 
The committee appointed to confer with 
similar committees of the United Garment 
\Vorkcrs of America and the Journeymen 
Tailors' Union of America, for the purpose 
of discussing the advisability of amalgamating 
the three Organizations, held their last meet-
ing in Rochester, at the time of the A. F. of 
L. Convention and report progress. 
Agreed to donate $200.00 to Local No. 52, 
Ladies' Tailors of Los Angeles, Cal., in con-
tributions of $10 per week, and to instruct the 
organizer to be in charge of Local No. 52 to 
visit Local No. 8 of San Francisco, Cal. 
Agreed to empower the New York members 
of the Board to conduct the General Strike 
of the Ladies' Waist and Dressmakers' Un-
ion, Local No. 25, and should the assistance 
of the other members of the Board be re-
quired they shall be' on the spot on request. 
Agreed 10 present the bankers, M. &. I* 
Jarmulowsky with an engraved testimonial for 
helping us financially during the time of the 
Cleveland strike. 
Vice-President Fcit tendered his resignation 
on the ground of failing health consequent 
upon his exertion to organize the ladies* gar-
ment workers of Cleveland both before and 
since the strike. l ie feels now physically un-
able to fulfill his duties and accomplish re-
sults. Under these circumstances he believes 
it morally wrong to hold the paid office. 
Upon motion agreed to accept the resigna-
tion of Vice-President Feit, the same lo go 
into effect January 1st, ioi3-
Agreed that the New York members of the 
Board be empowered to appoint an organizer 
for the MidclJ6 West at their discretion. 
The following cities were nominated for the 
next quarterly meeting of the Board: Cincin-
nati, Philadelphia, New York and Boston. It 
was finally agreed by twelve against three that 
the next meeting of the Board be held in 
Philadelphia. 
Agreed that the General Secretary-Treasurer 
be instructed to write a reply to the attack by 
Abraham Cahan in tne Jauish Daily Forward 
of November 26th on our delegates especially 
on Secretary Dyche, attending the Rochester 
Convention of the A. F. of L. The reply to 
be published in the Ladies' Garment Worker 
and the Nezv Post. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer. 
REGARDING SURETY BONDS 
To All Officers and Members of Affil-
iated Locals. Greeting: 
I beg to call your attention to the de-
cision of the last Quarterly Meeting of 
the General Executive Board held De-
cember 9-14 to the effect that all Finan-
cial Secretaries, Treasurers and other 
officials handling monies of the Organi-
zation, must secure bonds through tin-
International Union. Application blanks 
for bonds have been mailed to all Local 
Unions. Executive Boards are request-
ed to see that blanks are filled out by the 
Secretaries and Treasurers and returned 
to the General Office without delay. 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer 
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Editorial 
The Cry of the 
Women Workers 
By the t ime these lines 
will reach our mem-
bers over 50,000 work-
people engaged in the mak ing of waists, 
dresses, wrappers , kimonos and white 
goods, consisting mostly of girls , will be 
out on str ike battl ing for' bet ter condi-
tions of labor, shor te r hours and a living 
wage. Some of them, especially those 
engaged in the W h i t e Goods t rade , are 
girls of tender ages and are now work-
ing for wages r ang ing from $ 3 to $ 8 per 
week, and working in many instances 60 
hours per week. In many factories the 
girls have to pay for t he use of power, 
needles, machine s t raps , etc., and 
they are subject to the whims of tyran-
nical employers, a number of whom are 
taking advantage of the helplessness of 
the workpeople by imposing fines and 
using all their ingenuity Xo reduce their 
low earnings 
Loral I liions 
Do Your Duty! 
T h e General Executive 
Board, in accordance 
with the mandate giv-
en to the Board at the last T o r o n t o Con-
vention, has sanctioned the strikes, the 
members of the New York Board ljavc 
been instructed to conduct them and the 
General Office is n o w busy laying out 
plans and making preparat ions . It is a 
big undertaking and will be successful, 
providing our New York Locals will give 
them the necessary financial support . 
There is no doubt in our minds that if 
the New York Locals will do their duty 
the strike will end in victory. W e 
therefore call upon our. locals to be 
ready to respond to the call of the strik-
ers when issued. Should the locals whose 
representatives gave the sanction to such 
strikes fail to do their duty they will have 
to stand the consequences of a failure of 
any of those strikes. 
..• 
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A Call for 
Volunteers 
A victory for Locals 
No. 25, 41 and 62-will 
not only be a victory 
for those locals and a betterment of the 
conditions of tens of thousands of worky 
people engaged in these crafts, but it will 
also be a victory for the cloak makers 
and for all of the locals of our Interna-
tional Union. The betterment of the 
conditions of the strikers must have a 
very strong effect upon the conditions of 
labor in other locals of the International 
Union both in New York and outside of 
New York. W e also call upon the offi-
cers and individual members of our Un-
ion, who are willing and can spare the 
time, to call at the headquarters of the 
strikers and help in the tremendous 
amount of work involved in making this 
strike a success. Of the 50,000 cutters. 
operators, finishers and pressers, mem-
bers in our Organization, there arc quite 
a number who have gone through more 
than one strike, who have gained experi-
ence and possess the necessary ability to 
conduct such a big battle. W e want 
ousness of this step, both for the Inter-
national Union and for Local No . 17. 
It is over two and a half years now since 
the members of our Organizat ion began 
to press upon the International Union to 
see that the jurisdiction of Local No . 17 
should be confined only to reefer opera-
tors. 
Originally when the reefer makers 
were organized under their present char-
ter the membership of Local No. 17 con-
sisted not only of operators and finishers, 
but also pressers and cut ters . Then Lo-
cal No. 10 began to press upon the Board 
to see that the cutters are t ransferred to 
their Local. So did Local No . 35, and now 
it is Local Nd. 1 and Local No . 9 that 
demand the same process to take place. 
There was nothing else to be done by the 
Board except to carry out the wishes of 
those locals and the mandate of the con-
vention, and we hope that Local N o . 17 
which has been one of the most loyal 
Organizat ions affiliated with our Interna-
tional Union, will abide by the decision 
them to be ready upon call to take o f fNof the convention and carry out the in-
their coats, roll up their sleeves and get struction of the General Executive Board. 
busy. W e need all the energy, ^11 the 
enthusiasm, all the devotion to taajie. this 
movement a success. T h e success of this 
movement means unionizing all of the 
ladies* garment workers throughout 
Greater New York. Every member in 
our Organization is interested in this bat-
tle and we do not doubt for one moment 
when the time comes they will do their 
duty vand respond to our call. 
I t is t rue that they will have to t ransfer 
quite a considerable number of their 
members to other locals, but on the other 
hand there will be added to their ranks 
quite a considerable number of reefer 
makers who have hitherto been members 
of Local No . I. There are about a dozen 
firms employing operators on reefers who 
are now members of Local No, 1, 
' . . K. R. Carries 




tive Board has notified 
Local No . 17 tha t un-
less they t ransfer their 
operators working on 
cloaks to Local No. 1 and the finishers to 
Local No . 9 by February 1st, their char-




Th i s method of adjust-
ing jurisdiction con-
troversies in our Lo-
cals shows without a 
shadow of a doubt that our members 
will not stand for any industrial form 
of organization. F o r originally Local 
No . 17 was purely an industrial organiza-
tion. I t consisted of all the workpeople 
engaged in the making of reefers. But 
-.. 
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gradually the local had to transfer the 
various crafts engaged in the making of 
reefers to their respective locals. It 
proves conclusively that the International 
Union is run on the "Trades" and not 
on the "Industr ia l" lines of organization. 
We mention this because of the attack 
which was lately made upon the repre-
sentatives of our International Union at 
the Rochester Convention of the A. F. 
of LM for voting against the minority 
report calling for an industrial form of 
organization. \ \ r e have been called to 
account for fhis attitude by such a high 
authority as Dr. Hoffman, the editor of 
the Official Journal of the Joint Hoard 
of New York. The claim of the editor 
of the New Post is that because at our 
last Convention a paragraph was inserted 
in the preamble of our constitution which 
calls upon the workers to organize in-
dustrially and politically, therefore he 
concludes that we are necessarily bound 
to follow the form of Industrialism in 
our Organization. If that is the case 
then Local No. 17 not only has the right 
to claim the operators and the finishers, 
but' also the pressers and the cutters, the 
shipping clerks, the. stenographers and 
bookkeepers connected with the concerns. 
W e will, however, excuse Dr. Hoffman 
for this curious interpretation of the pre-
amble of our constitution. Dr. Hoffman 
who is a new comer, has not, it appears, 
mastered the English language and does 
not know that the word "industrialism" 
and "industrial organization" have been 
used in the English language since trade 
unionism has come into existence. " In -
dustrialism" as denoting a particular 
form of organization in the union move-
ment began to be used only within the 
last few years. At the convention Local 
-
VJ
'°- 35 * , a v c been granted jurisdiction 
over the pressers even on dresses. This 
is an additional proof that our Organiza-
tion will not entertain "industrialism" as 
a form of organization within our ranks. 
and that we arc strictly a "trade union" 
and not an "industrial union." 
Of course, there can be no organiza-
tion which has not got some form of In-
dustrialism. Such a purely trade union 
as the Cigar Makers have Packers 
among their members. The Typograph-
ical Union controls the machinists who 
look after the linotypes in the composing-
room. Our own Organization, like the 
United'Garment Workers , consist of sev-
eral groups of trades engaged in the 
manufacture of garments, but that docs 
not mean that the United Garment 
Workers or our International Union arc 
in favor oi industrialism as a form of 
organization. W e therefore contend that 
the delegates to the Rochester convention 
who voted against the minority report, 
according to which the membership of 
any large organization of any industry is 
given the right to swallow the smaller 
organizations, expressed the desire not 
of the outside theoretician, who acciden-
tally came into our Organization, but of 
the rank and file of our membership. 
* * * 
. „ , . We have had occasion 
A \\ on! 
With Our more than opce to re-
"IrreconcilaMes" fcr to the discontented 
and irreconcilable cle-
ment in our Organization. E*-very organ-
ization has this element. By their dis-
content with prevailing conditions they 
often do a useful service. By clamoring 
for more than we have they only illus-
trate a law of human progress. Rut at 
times this element becomes dangerous, 
particularly when they fall into the hands 
of demagogues, who in order to main-
tain their position in the Organization, 
pander to their prejudices, stir up dis-
content, and magnify it, and try to force 
the organization to demand from the em-
ployer the impossible. Let us examine 
the chief reasons for the,discontent with 
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the present arrangement between the Un-
ion and the Manufacturers' Association. 
These may be summed up under two 
headings. One is the. question of Dis-
charge and Discrimination and the other 
is the so-called leakages in the Protocol. 
T h e i r It is contended that 
Contentions because the majority 
of our people are piece 
workers, requiring constant adjustment 
of prices between the employer and the 
employees, the manufacturer, in order to 
get the piece work done as cheaply as 
possible, discharges the active union men 
and all those who insist upon &~living 
wage, and by intimidating and terrorising 
this element in the shop the manufactuY-
ers can get them to work for prices to 
suit themselves. It is contended that 
since under the present arrangement of 
the protocol the Grievance Board is com-
posed of an equal number of represent-
atives of the manufacturers and the Un-
ion, and it is difficult to prove discrimin-
ation, OP. to come to an agreement satis-
factory to both parties because it is im-
possible to bring all cases of discharge 
and discrimination before the Board of 
arbitration, our active men are discharged 
wholesale and as a result the price for 
labor is lowered and the very existence 
of the Union is jeopardized. To remedy 
this they propose, what apparently ap-
pears to be a very mild suggestion, that 
there should IK? an impartial chairman 
sitting on the Board of Grievances, to 
adjudicate the discharge and discrimina-
tion cases. Then only, they say, will our 
active union men be safe from the terror 
of losing their positions and they will 
therefore be able to maintain their prices 
and make a fair bargain with their em-
ployers. On the other hand, as long as 
this threat of discharge hangs over our 
j>eople in the shops they are not in a 
position to fix prices on garments that 
would yield them a living wage. 
The second objection to the present 
arrangement of the Protocol is the "leak-
ages," namely: that the manufacturers 
under present arrangements can get their 
work done in outside contracting shops 
and by sub-manufacturers, so that even 
where the employees succeed in fixing 
satisfactory prices for their labor, they 
do not get the garments on which to work 
in order to earn their wages. These bun-
dles go to the sub-manufacturers as al-
ready stated and there lis a constant pro-
cess of rolling the bundles from up-town 
-shops to shops down-town on Canal St., 
Gireene Street, etc. It is contended that 
as long as the manufacturer can get work 
in non-protocol shops, as long as he can 
buy his goods from sub-manufacturers, 
alL these adjustments of prices inside the 
protocol shop is a farce and a comedy. 
Incidents and dates are given where a 
manufacturer, after settling prices with 
the men had told them that they will get 
the prices, but not the work, and im-
mediately after had proceeded to carry 
out his intention. 
. . . A closer examination, 
Inlieren* 
Fallacies however, of those two 
objections will show 
their inherent fallacy. If it is true that 
the manufacturers do so terrorize and 
discriminate against all active union men. 
that the threat of discharge and the ac-
tual carrying out of these threats affect 
the price of labor in the inside factories, 
so that the manufacturer can get the 
work inside as cheap as he wants it—if 
that is true, why then should there be 
any "leakages," or why should the bun-
dles constantly be rolling from the pro-
tocol shop to the non-protocol shop, from 
the manufacturer to the sub-manufactur-
er? Since with the exception of one 
skirt shop all sub-manufacturers and 
contractors are union employers, employ-
ing union people, and the union has full 
sway, these manufacturers and contrac-
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tors cannot 'discharge without the con-
sent of the work people; and the price 
committee -can fix prices to suit them-
selves, for in these places they arc free 
from intimidation and terror of losing 
their positions. If the evil of discrim-
ination in the Protocol shops is so great 
as it is contended, then the process of 
the rolling of the hundles should be just 
the reverse. They should roll from the 
manufacturers who have an individual 
agreement with the union, where the -em-
ployer cannot discharge anyone, and the 
price committee are therefore able to fix 
prices to suit themselves, to the Associa-
tion houses where the employees are 
terrorized, discriminated against and dis-





If the Protocol ar-
rangement works out 
to the benefit of the 
manufacturer and to 
the injury of the union men, why do 
some of our people demand that the sub-
manufacturer should be recognized as a 
contractor and come under the Protocol? 
That there is discrimination against ac-
tive union men both in association and 
non-association houses, no one will deny, 
but in the Association houses, of which 
we have a closer knowledge, it is carried 
on in such a small degree, as not to have 
any influence on the settlement of prices. 
Under the present arrangement between 
the union and the association it is a 
mighty difficult task for a manufacturer 
to discharge a shop chairman or a mem-
ber of the price committee. And be-
cause the union has a better control in 
the association house, the price commit-
tee are protected, and their rights jeal-
ously guarded, arid, the people are in 
some instances able to make such prices 
as to make it more profitable to the man-
ufacturer to buyvhis goods from the sub-
manufacturer, who works under the in-
dependent agreement with the union. If 
there is a leakage in the Protocol, and if 
there is a constant rolling of bundles 
from the Protective up-town houses to 
the down-town non-association manu-
facturer this is a conclusive proof that 
in the. association houses the people are 
able to raise the price, so as to pay the 
manufacturer to have his goods done in 
a non-association house. 
No one can show a single incident 
where discrimination is claimed that the 
prices have gone down and the earnings 
of the people have diminished as a result 
of such discrimination. We contend that 
not a single incident could be brought up 
where discrimination has been proved 
that the discharged people have not been 
reinstated. This evil of discrimination, 
while we admit that it does exist here 
and there, yet its extent is wildly exag-
gerated. 
Where T h e r e a f C ' h o W (?v e r> 
The Leakages serious leakages in our 
HeallyAre trade which unfortun-
ately our people pay 
little attention to and are very slow in 
putting a stop to them. These are the 
leakages in non-union houses of Phila-
delphia, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati 
and Chicago, and other parts of the 
country where about 25,000 cloak and 
"skirt makers are working under non-
prootocol and non-union conditions- I t 
has been demonstrated time and again 
that those smaller centers in the cloak 
industry cannot maintain any unions un-
less the International Union will have a 
General Defense Fund to pay to its mem-
bers strike benefits; that it is impossible 
to organize effective unions in those 
cities unless the International Union will 
be financially strong enough to assist 
those smaller locals 'financially to enable 
them to keep up union conditions in the 
face of the opposition of the employers. 
In order to prevent these very serious 
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leakages our International officers have 
on every occasion, in season and out of 
season, advocated a higher Per Capita, 
but so far it has not met with the re-
sponse necessary from the very same 
people who raise a hullabaloo about leak-
ages in Passaic and Newark. 
A few months ago the Executive Board 
of Local No. i found fault with the 
General Office for neglecting to look after 
a few factories recently established in 
the vicinity of New York. A closer ex-
amination showed that the amount of the 
output in shops in the vicinity of New 
York is very small, and is confined to the 
cheapest kinds of goods, that the whole 
output of these alleged non-union shops 
for a whole year docs not amount tJTt^e 
volume of business manufactured i n b o n \ 
union houses in Philadelphia in one week, 
that one dozen non-union factories in 
Cleveland turn out more cloaks in one 
day than all of the shops in New Jersey 
or Connecticut. 
A Higher per A s a first a t t e n i P t >« 
capita tho only t h e direction of stop-
Keroedy ping those serious leak-
ages referred to above 
the General Executive Board at the last 
meeting decided to submit to a referen-
dum vote the proposition of increasing 
the Per Capita to 5 cents instead of 2}/> 
cents per week. The reason we fixed 5 
cents is not localise we think this enough 
to meet all of the eventualities, but be-
cause we came to the conclusion that an 
increase of 2x/2 cents Per Capita to be 
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devoted exclusively to a strike fund will 
bring in close to $75,000 a year, and tak-
ing into consideration the number of 
strikes we had last year, $75,000 will be 
enough to meet the obligations. Should 
the number of strikes be larger and more 
serious then the Roard will be able to 
meet the contingency by levying an as-
sessment of 10 cents per week, in ac-
cordance with the provision of our con-
stitution. 
It is true that this small amount of 
Per Capita will never allow for the ac-
cumulation of a Defense Fundi but since 
the original proposed pet; capita cannot 
be^carried out unless the New York 
members will agree upon a higher rate 
of weekly dues and since we know they 
are not prepared to do that, our first at-
tempt in the direction of stopping the 
leakages must begin with an increase of 
2]/2 cents Per Capita. We hope our 
members, especially in New York, who 
have so far opposed an increase of Per 
Capita, will take into consideration the 
serious evil arising out of the leakages 
in the trade in non-union houses and try 
to meet these evils by creating a general 
strike fund to enable our locals outside 
of New York to maintain their position. 
Our New York members who are 
rightly claiming that their present earn-
ings are not eough to meet the increased 
cost of living must not forget that every 
increase in the cost of production of 
cloaks in this city must result in the 
bundles rolling out of New York and 
going to Philadelphia, Cleveland and 
other centers of the cloak trade. 
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Organizers' Reports to/ the G, E. B. 
President Rosenberg*** Report 
To the Executive Board. Greeting: 
I t will be impossible for me to give you a 
detailed account of all the organizing work 
done hy this office during the last quarter, be-
cause this work has been done by four of our 
organizers, who will no doubt submit their 
own reports. 
I shall therefore be as brief as I possibly can 
and I hope you will give my recommendations 
due consideration, and act upon them. 
Some weeks ago, Vice-President Sigman, 
our New England organizer, wired mc to pro-
ceed to Boston at once- I tried to ascertain tfie 
nature of the trouble and the reason for my 
presence there, but the next wire read: "Come 
to Boston at once." I therefore proceeded to 
Boston and learned that there was a strike in 
progress at the firm of Julian and Levine for 
many weeks. The treasury of the local was 
exhausted, strike benefits could not be paid 
to the men and women on strike, and the 
strike would have to be given up if the General 
Office did not come to the rescue financially. 
This would have a demoralizing effect upon the 
Boston locals. Vice-President Sigman in-
formed me that the Boston Cloak and Suil 
Manufacturers are behind this strike. I also 
learnt that the firm of Rudy locked out 15 
jacket operators. Evidently the manufactu-
rers were trying to weaken the union by in-
volving its members in strikes. 
On the following day I met the Boston 
Joint Board. We discussed the situation and 
I came to the conclusion that no strike ought 
to be called at the firm of Rudy, and that Un-
discharged operators should wait until the firm 
engages another set of operators, when the 
union would take action. Last week T was in-
formed by Brother Sigman that the firm sent 
for the old set of operators and thus a strike 
has been prevented. 
Regarding the strike at Julian and Levine, I 
informed Brother Sigman that I had not the 
authority to promise any financial assistance, 
but I advised him to communicate with the 
members of the Board, asking for their ap-
proval. The majority of the Board approved 
of financial support being given and I in-
structed Secretary Dyche to send them a check 
for $200.00. 
When the American Federation of Labor 
Convention adjourned. T-proceeded to Montreal 
to make arrangements with a French-speaking 
organizer in accordance with the decision of the 
last convention. On arriving there I was in-
formed that the Union was conducting a strike 
at the firm of the De Lion Costume Company. 
The object of this strike was to establish san-
itary conditions in the shop. I interviewed the 
firm with the object of settling the strike, hul 
was informed that the firm could not con-
sider my offer. 
I addressed- a joint meeting of the locals 
which was fairly attended. I advised them lo 
raise a strike fund and to establish sick bene-
fits, which they promised to take up in the near 
future. 
I also made arrangements with a French or-
ganizer who was recommended to me by the 
President of the Central Labor Union. lie 
agreed to work for $25.00 per week for an 
indefinite time. He started on his duties De-
cember ist. 
During my stay in Rochester, while attending 
the A. F. of L. Convention, I tried tp organize 
the Ladies' Tailors there, but nothing was ac-
complished at the time, due to some misun-
derstanding. The matter will be taken up at 
the opportune moment. 
The Ladies' Tailors of Savannah, Ga., have 
recently won a victory. Their hours of labor 
have been decreased from ten to nine per day. 
The Ladies' Tailors', Local 52, of Los An-
geles, have reorganized, and I understand' that 
the prospects for organizing a strong union 
in that city arc very bright. They arc, how-
ever, in need of an organizer to do the ac-
tual work, which cannot be done by the people 
working in the shops, for they arc in fear of 
losing their positions. They have appointed a 
temporary organizer for four weeks and would 
like to retain his services for an Indefinite 
period, but cannot do this without the assis-
tance of the General Office. 
* The locals of Albany and Troy arc on (lie 
verge of collapse and unless some thing is 
done to strengthen .thehi they may be com-
pelled to disband. 
The situation in New York is as good as 
may be expected under the circumstances. 
The Waist Makers', Local 25, White Goods 
Workers', Local 62, Children Dressmakers' Lo-
cal 50 and Wrapper and Kimono Makers', Lo-
cal 41 are preparing for a General Strike. The 
.General Office is in. touch with the situation. 
Several conferences have been held in which 
President Gompers participated. 
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Local a8, Ladies' Garment Workers, of Se-
attle, Washington, have been experiencing some 
trouble on account of the I.WAV. As soon as 
the members of our local became active in or-
ganizing the trade, a branch of the I.W.W. 
tried to imtimidate them and informed them 
that unless they sever their connection with 
our International Union, they, the Industrial-
ists, will strike in every shop where our mem-
bers are employed. I thereupon informed 
them to stick to their positions and if the in-
dustrialists should call strikes we will be ready 
to help them financially and morally. 
The employers of the Ladies* Garment Work-
ers* Local 46, of Des Moines, Iowa, have 
been discharging all the union officers and a 
strike will have to be called to put a stop to 
the trouble. 
The case of the Reefer Makers', Local 17, 
has not as yet been disposed of. I believe it 
will take some time before this matter will he 
adjusted. 
On November 15th, I instructed Miss Casey 
and Miss Barnum to come to New York 
to assist in the agitation for a general strike 
among the Waist and Dress Makers. Miss 
Casey is now doing organizing work in Peck-
skill, N. Y. 
In conclusion I wish to say that I do not 
believe it is practical to have our organizers 
stationed in particular districts, for in this 
case our organizers will eventually become 
business agents for some of the locals in those 
localities, thereby neglecting a good deal of 
work. Some 1 of our locals are under the im-
pression that the International Union must 
supply them with business agents. This must 
not be permitted, as it might have a demoraliz-
ing effect upon them. 
I would 3lso recommend that the G.E.B. use 
all of its available organizers for New York 




Vice-President Polakoff's Report 
My Work in Chicago 
On November 27th I organized a new local 
Union of Raincoat and Cement Workers, Lo-
cal 54- More than 100 people work at this 
trade, and there are two or three principal 
factories. The conditions arc very bad. I be-
lieve we shaR have a good union in this 
trade. 
Before I left Chicago, Local 44, composed 
of operators, finishers and pressers, had nearly 
400 members in good standing, paying 20c. 
per week dues, for which they are entitled to 
sick benefit and copies of the Ladies' Garment 
H'orker and the New Post sent them free. It 
is very necessary to have a Polish Organizer 
for this local for a short time, because there 
is a large number of Polish people employed 
at this trade, in the same proportion as Ital-
ians in the East. To succeed in organizing 
these Polish people means the complete organ-
ization of the cloak makers. Among the few 
hundred cloak makers employed by the firm 
of Palmer*, for instance, one of the largest 
in the city, there arc only two or three 
Jewish people, while the rest arc Polish. If 
we had a good Polish-speaking organizer we 
would succeed in organizing Palmer's people, 
for the conditions in this shop are horrible. 
I would also request the General Executive 
Board to have our Constitution translated into 
the Polish language, for the reason that a 
large number of Polish girls work in the 
Ladies' Garment industry in Chicago, and it is 
necessary that every member of our Inter-
national Union should know exactly what 
our constitution stands for. 
Local 51, composed of Waist, Dress and 
White Goods Workers, is a new local which 
has been organized on November 1st. 
From information received from various 
sources, I learned that 18,000 to 20,000 (80% 
to 85% women workers) are employed at 
this trade. The conditions are very bad. The 
tmployees include a large number of children 
under the age of 14. The hours are very 
tong and they work under locked doors; Al-
though there is a law prohibiting child labor, 
no one seems to care about trying to carry 
out the law. There arc some factories where-
in about 700 or 800 girls arc employed, and II 
we had a woman organizer in Chicago, a 
strong union could be organized and the con-
ditions of the trade improved. As at this 
meeting you will be interested mainly in the 
conditions of Local 25 and other locals in New 
York. I doubt whether you will be in a po-
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sition just now to secure a woman organizer, 
but I hope you will bear this in mind. 
The members of Local 51 are very green in 
Unionism, and it is absolutely necessary to 
watch and teach them, in which case this 
Local will make good progress. 
The Ladies' Tailors', Local 71, is progress-
ing. A lengthly report on this Local appeared 
in the December number of the Ladies' Gar-
ment Worker. Let me, however, add that the 
Local has now a membership of over 400 in 
good standing. , 
Local 81, Cloak and Suit Cutters, have made 
no progress, but when the Cloak Makers 
will be thoroughly organized, they too, will 
fall in line. If it were possible to send over 
an organizer (a cut ter) , to Chicago and St. 
Louis, we would succeed in organizing the 
cutters. I have tried to reorganize the press-
ers into a separate local several times, -but 
without success. Nevertheless, I believe Jhat 
in the coming spring season they will fall in 
line and will again have their own local. 
About 40 pressers 3re now members of Local 
44- \ 
The mass meeting of November 18th at 
which Meyer London was the chief speaker, 
was yery successful. The other speakers were 
John Fitzpatrick, President of the Chicago 
Federation of Labor, Miss Gertrude Barnum, 
Peter Sussman, and myself. Brother Siskind 
presided. 
I have succeeded in organizing a District 
Council in Chicago with which Locals 44, 51, 
71 and 81 are affiliated, and- Vice-President 
Strassberg is the President. The District 
Council is expected to have constant super-
vision over the locals and will do their or-
ganizing work. 
Brother P. Holzberg, the financial secre-
tary of Local 44, is taking care of the finan-
cial side of Locals 5* and 54. To encourage 
him, J would suggest that a gold union button 
of our International Union be presented to 
him. 
On looking over the finances of the locals, 
I found that the system of the ledger cards 
supplied by the International Union does not 
work well. Some of the Local secretaries do 
not know how to keep their books in order. 
I have met Mr. 'Glatt, an experienced account-
ant and bookkeeper of Chicago, and he sup-
plied me with a draft loose-leaf ledger in 
place of the ledger cards. He is also going 
to draw up a simplified plan of uniform book-
keeping for all the Locals. In view of the 
sick benefit system adopted by some Locals 1 
believe such a simplified system necessary. 
I have also engaged Mr. Glatt to investigate 
Ihe boojes of Locals 44 and 71. He promised 
to send his report to the General Oflicc at 
the end of this month." 
Mr. Tenslcy, the former secretary of Local 
44, did not keep the books in proper order, 
and he, morover, disregarded all registered 
letters sent him to appear before the Local 
Executive Board to straighten out matters. 
The Board claims that there was a shortage 
in the accounts. He did not hand the books 
over to the succeeding secretary in proper 
order. I therefore request you to permit me, 
if necessary, to use legal action in this case. 
5"/. Louts, Mo. 
On Saturday, November 30th, I addressed 
a successful mass meeting of Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers in St. Louis, Mo. The secre-
tary of the Trades and Labor Council was 
one of the speakers. 
On Sunday afternoon I had a meeting with 
the Executive Board of Local 78, Cloak Oper-
ators, Skirt Makers and Pressers. The ques-
tion arose about the pressors having a loca" 
for themselves, as they cannot make any pro-
gress otherwise. When the amalgamation 
took place a year ago, each local brought their 
treasury to Local 78, on certain conditions. 
I succeeded in adjusting the matter. The 
meeting decided that on December 7th, 1912. 
the pressers should form a separate union, 
the sum of $75-00 to be given them to com-
mence working their reorganized Local. 
On Monday evening, December 2nd, I at-
tended a regular meeting of Local 78, when the 
raising of the dues to 20c. per week for the 
men was decided on to take effect on January 
1st, 1913. This would entitle the members to 
sick benefit and copies of the Unites' Garment 
Worker and the New Post. 
The same evening I attended a meeting of 
-the pressers, and installed the reorganized 
.Local 31 of our International Union, under 
the old charter. There were about 20 mem-
bers present. Both officers and members of 
the St. Louis Locals promised t o t ry and 
organize all the Pressers in the trade.. s 
I also advised the officers of the Ladies' 
1 Tailors' Union, Local 105, to raise the dues 
from 15c. to 20c., and I ordered the Locals 
in the city of St. Louis to organize into a 
Jpint Board or District Council, not later 
than January I9 |» l9l3» so as to do their 
organizing work collectively. 
%
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In regard to Local 16, the cutters of St. 
Louis, if it were possible to send an or-
ganizer both for Locals 16 and 81, we would 
get them into line. v 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
On December 4th, I visited Ciicinnati. Ohio. 
All the locals of that city arc controlled by the 
Joint Board. The Cloak Operators', Local 63, 
has about 250 members, all good Union men 
and in good standing. The Cutters', Local 48, 
has about 50 members in good standing. All 
these locals are thoroughly organized and 
work in Union shops. 
Brother Fromer who is business agent for 
the Joint Board, has succeeded in bringing 
•more life into the Organization. I am pleased 
to state that he enjoys the co-operation ami 
good will of all the members of Cincinnati. 
A strike is in progress at the firm King 
Garment Co., due to the fact that Cutters have 
been discharged. All the locals arc giving 
this strike their full support and are confident 
of victory. 
At a well attended member meeting I ad-
vised them to create a sick fund, suggesting 
that every member should pay $500 in weekly 
instalments of 50 cents. The fund would thus 
be an accomplished fact at the end of ten 
near future. They arc at present, organizing 
their wives into an Auxiliary Society, teach-
ing them to understand the economic condi-
tions, and how to help them in time of trouble. 
The local is in good condition in every respect, 
but it is necessary to organize the girls into a 
separate local union. 
Toronto, Canada 
On Friday evening, the 6th of December, I 
visited Toronto, Canada and attended a meet-
ing of the Joint Board. A strike is now in 
progress at the firm Korn Skirt Co., where 
our members were locked out because they 
belong to the Union. At that meeting if was 
decided to continue the strike. The ques-
tion of a lady organizer came up and the 
statement was made thai the Board could not 
proceed with their organizing work, unless 
the girls in the skirt trade be first organized, 
because they arc in the majority, and the mo : 
meat that the male members make an attempt 
to organize they arc fired. The Locals arc 
absolutely helpless and can do nothing for 
their members in the skirt t r a d / unless they 
have a lady organizer to assist them. I would, 
therefore, recommend that a lady organizer be 
sent to ToiMiHo. At a mass meeting held on 
December\7th, I advised the Locals to follow 
weeks. The members received this s u g g e f ^ y h e examjfle of the Chicago and St. Louis 
tion with attention and sympathy. 
The only Local which is in a bad state, is the 
Skirt Makers', Local 85. About 95% of them 
arc English-speaking girls and this makes it 
difficult to organize them. 
On January 7th, 1913, a meeting of Local 
85 will be held for the purpose of launching 
an agitation to organize these girls. The mem-
bers desire Miss Casey to be present at this 
meeting. It is very important to have a wo-
man organizer J n Cincinnati for about four 
or five weeks, to help organize the girls, be-
cause the conditions are very bad. 
Toledo, Ohio 
On December 5th, I visited Toledo, Ohio, 
and attended a meeting of the Cloak Makers', 
Local 67, Secretary Cohen read the financial 
statement which showed that the Union has 
$1291.52 in the treasury, including $219.85 in 
the sick fund. They promised to take up the 
matter of raising the dues to 20 cents in the 
loca l s and raise the weekly dues to 20 cents. 
~Tne suggestion was received favorably. The 
T. Eaton Co., where a prolonged strike oc-
curred last year, is reinstating our members. 
Before long another attempt will be made to 
organize their employees. 
I kept up communication with many locals 
further west, which I could not visit, as far 
as Los Angeles, Cal.; I instructed them and 
advised them as far as possible. 
In conclusion, I wish to say that the Union 
sentiment is growing among our workers. It 
is absolutely necessary to visit the various 
cities as often as possible, because this en-
courages, the members and helps to keep up 
their enthusiasm for the organization and to 
stimulate them in the work of raising the 
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Vice-President Mitchell's' Report 
I trust my last report has made clear to you 
the course I pursue in the local Unions as-
signed to me. In addition to the work out-
lined I have been carrying on an agitation 
through the press and by circulars and leaf-
lets. I have also issued an appeal, which ap-
peared in the Jewish Daily forward for five 
days, to The Wrapper and Kimono Makers and 
the Childrens* Dressmakers to join the union. 
I arranged a 'mass meeting for the Child-
rens' dressmakers'. This was held on the 
25th of November, and was a success. As a 
result the local initiated forty new members. 
We have also been successful in organizing a 
branch in Brooklyn, which is now doing good 
work and i s initiating members all along. 
I likewise arranged a mass meeting for the 
Wrapper and Kimono Makers. This was held 
on the 26th of November, and was very suc-
cessful, 50 new members have been initiated. 
My proposition to the Wrapper and Kimono 
Makers to levy an assessment of 50 cents on 
the members for the purpose of raising funds 
to continue the agitation, was accepted. Shop 
meetings have been held frequently and many 
new members have been initiated. On Novem-
ber n t h three mass meetings were held for 
the White Goods Workers, two in New York 
and one in Brooklyn, which were very success-
ful. Shop meetings were called after the mass 
meetings and from all appearances it seems 
that the girls arc very anxious to organize. 
Those who are unorganized are being influ-
enced by the girls we have succeeded in or-
ganizing, with the result that the unorganized 
workers are coming inter the union. 
It is needless to tell you of the deplorable 
conditions existing in these trades, and what 
low wages the girls are compelled to work 
for. Some of the stories told me by the girls 
are heartrending. In fact, it is not necessary 
to hear their tales of woe, one look at their 
pinched and worn faces will convince you 
that the conditions under which they labor are 
wretched and the wages they receive pitiable. 
What can these girls do with the f&OO to 
$7.00 a week they are receiving, when $9.00 
or $10.00 is hardly enough for them to live on? 
They would be more happy if they should re-
ceive $9.00 or $10.00 per week. Some of them 
are compelled to attend the shop meetings 
without hats, because they have not sufficient 
money to buy them. Can anything be worse 
than this? And for those pitiable wages they 
labor 53, 54 and 56 hours per week. Many of 
them attend school in the evening and they 
cannot afford to spend 10 cents to have their 
lunch and must go to school hungry. They do 
not know what it seems to work in a sanitary 
shop—this is unheard of. 
I happened to mention to them the incident 
of the Triangle Shop and immediately tears 
came to their eyes. The- thought of having 
to return to their firetraps made them most 
miserable. 
It behooves us to concentrate all of our 
energy in the direction of introducing a 50 
hour week, sanitary conditions and fair wages 
in these trades. 1 am positively convinced that 
we can carry it through successfully. They 
realize what tyranny they are subjected to 
and arc more than willing to become members 
of the Union. 
I want to call your attention to a particular 
incident which will demonstrate the injustice 
the girls have to endure. An examiner who 
worked in a shop for six years, was suddenly 
taken ill and her physician advised her not to 
do any work in a standing position. When she 
returned to the factory she informed her em-
ployer that she cannot be an examiner any 
longer. She explained to him the reason and 
asked him to be "good enough" to give her 
some other work. He transferred her to a 
department to pull ribbons through the' gar-
ments. When she worked as an examiner she 
received $6.00 per week. But in this new 
department she only received $3.50 per week 
on the ground of l l i . g too slow for that line 
of work. 
The conditions existing in the Wrapper and 
Kimono shops are just as bad. I do not see 
any future for these people, or any way of 
improving their conditions, unless by means 
of a Genera! Strike. I feel confident that 
should such a strike be called, it will ter-
minate very speedily and successfully. The 
nature of the trade is such that the employers 
will not be in a position to carry on a fight 
very long. They -manufacture every-day nec-
essities and for this reason I predict a very 
short fight. There is another very important 
r.cason why a strike should be called in these 
two trades. I understand tliat there is a 
line of cheap linen waists on the market which 
are sold at 08 cents. These are made by the 
thousands in the shops of the white goods 
workers. In addition to this there is a gar-
I 
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ment called the house dress which is sold for 
$1.00 and is manufactured in the Wrapper and 
Kimono shops. This would prove a handicap 
to the waist and dressmakers during their 
strike. Upon investigation, I have ascertained 
that three years ago when the strike of the 
waist makers was in progress, thousands of 
waists were made in white goods shops and 
tin's encouraged the waist manufacturers to 
keep up the fight. By calling a strike at the 
same time of the white goods workers and 
wrapper and Kimono makers, I am more than 
certain that the strike of the waist makers will 
terminate more speedily and that it will be 
much more successful. At the same time we 
would be helping the wrapper and white goods 
workers, who arc very much in need of our 
assistance. 
I therefore recommend,' that the Board ap-
prove the demands of the Wrapper, Kimono 
and White Goods Workers and sanction a gen-
eral strike in these trades. If the Board de-
'cide not to sanction such a strike, the decision 
will have a demoralizing effect upon the pres-
ent membership and will neutralise the good 
and effective work done in preparation for a 
General Strike. 
My Visit to Balt imore 
Upon President Rosenberg's request, I went 
to Baltimore Saturday, November 9th. I at-
tended a meeting of the Goak Makers', Local 
4, where I also met a committee of the Ladies' 
Garment Cutters', Local 24. This comm«te( 
informed me that it is very difficult for them 
to organize the trade because they work to-
gether with the mens* cutters, cutting silk 
shirts. They stated that this difficulty could 
easily be overcome by changing the name of 
their charter to read, "Amalgamated Ladies' 
Garment and Silk Shirt Cutters' Union." They 
would then be in a position to organize the 
trade, especially those working in shops where 
shirt waists and men's shirts are produced. At 
present thosc\working on mens* shirts are not 
organized and do not wish to join the union. 
claiming they will not receive the necessary 
protection from the International Union. The 
committee is convinced that if the name of 
the charter is changed as suggested, Local 24 
would he in a position to organize the entire 
trade. 
At the meeting of Local 4, Cloak Makers' 
Union, the question of using the Local funds 
for the payment of sick benefit, or other pay-
ments contrary to Article 12, Section 8, came 
up. Some of the members strongly opposed 
this. I explained to the members the neces-
sity of using the funds of the Local only for 
regular expenditures of the Union, strike ben-
efits, or donations to other labor organizations, 
and that donations and contributions for any 
other purpose must be raised by either volun-
tary contributions, or by the creation of a 
special fund. It appeared to me that they took 
this matter seriously and will not misuse the 
funds of their Local ^again. 
1 attended a meeting of the Ladies' Tailors', 
Local 34, and was informed by the members 
that the trade is not organized. They attri-
buted this to the fact that there is no Joint 
Board in existence and therefore they are not 
able to place an organizer or business agent 
to take care of their affairs/ They contend 
that a Joint Board would attend to all the 
business of the Union, and have some capable 
persoiK supervise their work. At present Lo^ 
cal 4 have a man attending to their affairs, but 
they ha^re not sufficient work to keep him oc-
cupied and they believe that if the G. E. B. 
'would grant their request for an organizer 
to be with them for at least four weeks, he 
would assist them and help to organize a Joint 
Board. 
I gave them the necessary instructions and 
advised them to proceed with their organizing 
work until the General Office will be in a po-




Report of Organizer S. Ostein 
Most of my organizing work was done at 
the request of Locals 25, 4*. 50 and 62. I 
have attended a number of their regular 
meetings and Executive Meetings, and have 
assisted them in conducting their meetings in 
a proper manner. I have also attended a 
number of special and regular meetings of 
other locals in Greater New York. 
I am now working with Brother Mitchell, 
and we have both done the best to help our 
New York locals. The local officers have 
cheerfully done their part, with the result that 
the locals above mentioned have made con-
siderable progress during the past three 
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-Months. The $25.00 per week donated by the 
Board to locals 41, 50 and 62 for organizing 
expenses is being used to the best advantage. 
The locals have had considerable success in 
the'agitation for a general strike. Judging 
from the present indications I firmly believe 
that a General Strike in the trades under the 
jurisdiction of Locals 25, 41 and 62 will be of 
very short duration and will give us strong 
organizations. 
The sentiment and spirit of the workers for 
a general movement is very strong in all the 
trades mentioned. The chances for success 
arc much greater in the Wrapper and White 
Goods trades than in the waist trade. As far 
as the Children's Dress makers are concerned, 
prolonged agitation and organization is nec-
essary before a strike can be called. 
During the past three months I have visited 
Newark, N. J., Baltimore and Philadelphia 
in the interest of the Cloak Makers, Local 
No. 21, the Ladies* Tailors, Local No. 34, and 
the Cloak finishers, Local No. 69. 
I n Local No. 21, of Newark, N. J., there is 
a strong desire on the part of the ladies' 
tailors to form a separate local of Ladies' 
Tailors and Dressmakers. Since the Joint 
Board of New York has assumed control of 
affairs in this Local, the Ladies' Tailors find 
themselyes more estranged than before. I 
strongly recommend that the Joint Board as-
sume jurisdiction of the cloakmakers of 
Newark and that the other members be trans-
ferred to the respective locals in New York, 
or that a separate local be formed of the 
Ladies' Tailors. 
In Newark I found a number of waist and 
underwear . manufacturers and contractors. 
Now that we are planning strikes of these 
trades in New York City, Newark, as a 
field for organizing work, should not be neg-
lected. 
The Ladies' Tailors of Baltimore, Local No. 
34f and the Cloak Finishers of Philadelphia, 
Local No. 69, are in a very poor condition. 
The workers in these trades will not organize 
unless they are given hopes for a general 
strike. 
The Waist Makers of Philadelphia, Local 
No. 15, are in a very poor condition. The ap-
proaching General Strike in the waist trade 
in New York, makes it necessary for one of 
our New York Organizers t o spend a day or 
two each week in Philadelphia, with the ob-
ject of acquainting the waist makers there 
with the situation and awaken in them the 
necessary interest 
Local No. 72, Ladies' Tailors and Dress-
makers of Brownsville, have not been success-
ful in organizing their trade in Brooklyn. 
Several meetings have been called and appeals 
distributed, but the response has not been 
very encouraging. Local No. 72 have now-
given up its long sought for jurisdiction rights 
as a bad job and it is up to the International 
Union to organize the Brooklyn ladies' tailors 
and dressmakers. 
The Ladies' Garment Worker 
At the last meeting of. the Board I was 
elected a member of the Joint Committee to 
work out a plan of amalgamating the Ladies' 
Garment Worker with the publications of the 
Joint Board of New York. The Joint com-
mittee accepted my plan which was submitted 
to the Joint Board. 
The details of the plan are as follows:— 
"At present the Joint Board publishes three 
publications, namely, The New Post in Yid-
dish, Lotti De Classe, Italian, and Nova 
Potchta. Russian. The International Union 
publishes The Ladies* Garment Worker, 
monthly, in Yiddish and English. 
The committee was of the opinion that it 
would be a great gain, both financially and 
morally, if the publications were issued jointly 
by both parties, instead of being issued inde-
pendently. At present there is considerable 
overlapping. 
The committee therefore recommended that 
the New Post, Lotti De Classc, and Nova 
Potchta be published in the name of the In-
ternational Union and Joint Board of New 
York, under the supervision of a special man-
agement, a committee cansisting of five mem-
bers representing the Joint Board and five 
the International Union, with full control 
over the publications. The committee to re-
port from time to time. 
In consideration of this change the Inter-
national Union agreed to discontinue publish-
ing the Yiddish section of the Ladies' Gar-
ment Worker and to contribute $200.00 per 
month towards the cost of the publications. 
The locals of the International Union not af-
filiated with the Joint Board to get the pub-
lications on the same terms as the affiliated 
locals, namely, subscribing members to pay one 
ctnt extra with their dues and the locals 
buying them by the hundred to get them as 
at present. The plan to be tried for a period 
of nine months, and should it prove unsatis-
factory to cither body three months' notice to 
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be given of intention to terminate joint publi-
cation. 
I regret to say that it does not redound to 
the credit of the Joint Board that this fair and 
reasonable proposition for co-operative action 
was rejected. 
At the request of the committee for raising 
the per capita, I prepared a number of rules 
to govern the system of strike benefits, which 
arc 'appended to this report. 
I have given a good deal of my time and 
, attention to the Yiddish part of our official 
journal, as usual. 
I must impress upon you the necessity of 
concerting measures for increasing the circu-
lation and making the official magazine of 
service to our Organization. In this connec-
tion I herewith submit a plan suggested by an 
outside party for your consideration. 
Personally I believe that if the organizers 
employed by our International Union were to 
devote a little of their time Lo advertise the 
Journal at all the local meetings and induce 
members to become subscribers, they would do 
much towards the solution of this problem. 
Respectfully submitted, 
S. ELSTEIN. J 
Vice-President Sigman's Report 
Conditions of Locals Outside of Boston 
Having visited the small locals in the New 
England states, namely:—Providence, R. I.. 
Worcester, Mass., New Haven and Bridge-
port, Conn., respectively, I came to the con-
clusion that these locals were losing ground. 
Owing to their small number tliey fail tojjet 
official recognition by their employers ana b \ 
the rest of their fellow craftsmen. Being \ m - \ 
able to bring about definite changes in their 
trades, disastrous results usually follow, lead-
ing often to the disruption of their small OP-
ganization. The few active members in small 
cities where the market of the ladies' gar-
ment trade is limited, become noted and suffer 
from the black-mailing system which is car-
ried on continually by employers in all trades 
against such workers as have the nerve and 
courage to display activity in their organiza-
tion. Such active members lose their positions 
and in most cases are compelled to leave their 
homes and search for employment elsewhere, 
in order to maintain a livelihood for themselves 
and their families. 'This is nothing new and 
you know how much ihis vicious system dis-
courages every one connected with the organi-
zation. 
Conditions of Boston Locals 
Referring to conditions in Boston, I will 
particularly touch upon the Cloakmakers* Lo-
cals, namely. Locals 12, 56 and 73. To a cer-
tain extent our General President and Gen-
eral Secretary Treasurer are familiar with the 
standing of the above locals. In the month of 
January, 1912, the Qoak Prcssers', Local la, 
submitted a list of demands to their employers, 
independently of the other two locals with 
whom they were connected through the Joint 
Board. The Cloak Cutters, Local 73, likewise 
submitted demands to their employers inde-
pendently of the other two ^ocals. The rc-
sulC^was that the Cloak Manufacturers of 
Boston, conceded the demands of some in-
dividual Cutters and flatly refused to even 
conside/ the demands of the Prcsscrs\ Local 
12. The Pressers then decided to go out on 
strike. The employers, on the other hand, at-
tempted to get their pressing done by non-
union help. Finally the Operators and Cutters 
upon the request of the Pressors, refused to 
cut or to operate any work which was pressed 
by non-union men. For this, the Cutters and 
Operators were locked out. After investigat-
ing the strike the General President found 
that it was both illegal and hopeless, and or-
dered the members back to work Although 
the General President's order wa; nude in 
good faith and in the interests of the Union 
and the employees, it brought disastrous re-
sults to our members. They interpreted the 
General President's orders as permitting them 
to do as they pleased, and every one who was 
able to secure an individual contract did so. 
Others returned to work in groups forming 
a complete set, and thereby held a monopoly 
in the shops. They brought prices down to 
the lowest possible standard, practised sub-
contracting and increased the working day 
from nine to twelve hours. The above condi-
tions have prevailed to this day, with the re-
sult that our best and most active members 
have been barred from all of the shops and 
are walking the streets in idleness in a fruit-
less effort to secure any kind of a job. You 
will readily understand how demoralized the 
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Cloak Makers' trade in Boston is under such 
circumstances. The problem how to improve 
the conditions and ease the sufferings of our 
best men remains yet to he solved. This prac-
tical and effective work among the Cloak 
Makers cannot be undertaken and carried out 
successfully in Boston so long as there arc a 
large number of sufferers. I believe that all 
future attempts to improve conditions in the 
cloak making trade in Boston, if based on the 
old system, will be fruitless. 
In order to restore the Boston Locals to 
their former standing, it is necessary to create 
a general movement for a change of conditions 
in the cloak making trade, even if this means 
a general strike. I favor this very strongly. 
This is the only possible remedy for the solu-
tion of the Boston problem. I do not feel 
encouraged to work in the New England states 
unless it be with this object, otherwise T feel 
like performing a thankless task with no pros-
pects for tangible results. About the other 
Locals, there is also much to be said, hut I do 
hot believe it practical to make any suggestions 
until something effective be done for the above-
mentioned Locals. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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T31K ^8t ^8Pt# W PB iyB83 iyT tB ,yB 
ByT'5 nyB"CK3?KnK„ VIM imjm lyB'ays 
."18'3T BnyB8P B T W P^'B ps Bjyms; 
.|yt'»'3K3n« iv "t iy«ys nyB3»5 B5«« !8T 
Tt B8H 4 ?8P8^ !1B 33'B'O ByT "2 
45 njjpi$v* Myonw; onvb njn 
8TK linn iw i^py- u*n "t .DMTpni yann 
oip^aw ps jy;^ K »i ps iyo?»nya w IBIK 
H Dip no*i j"e VIM .JPBPKE y'nsK n 
-ix iyo*;>Ery3 inftlWp 110 *r.K*a or*trn 
DWrrni n pc DPWOKDD |y;>yDi?:ye»; 
cm jynnua oyn D*I- . m u n i *i PB 
-"t n;K^v?p PK owrpni H TK ^ip^aiB 
n*3 pK qjn&Trni n MI W Y Q P J >y'B jyj 
IBM pc 3;i3^D:ycynyB nm nyo»i* .pi*1 
"Mym nyi lynoMiya *p« 0*11 ,DP'BD*D 
0*9**3 oyT jynynn*B TIM*3 .tpy >8n 
nw "Dyv3nE„ PK "DpyttfiKii,, n VIM 
ytDDy-ij H IW"1 jyevB "iiv y?yn .oo:yc 
ny"T PK ,"iyD"aiK yovp;83i* ps D'M3W 
-yp TO o*u ,oin pK 3BUUP PK |**vn*B* 
H pwitt pr«ia3%3 n |yr»Si3jn o*3 jy: 
.nyo'rrw n PK Dyo*a 
iv DKTpnyncMK imyni "TO D3'^ ny jy5yoenv3* o"P3n:ynonj H TIK lyase 
n« yonn*3M3n*3iM n ,03nyp*3*?i* "inyc 
'IKtrpyo s Di;vEy33"K jy3*n D3nyo"3 
IKE T^ysr lyMftysaiM PK oyafrv; pyvwD 
.vno or: 
"8S D8?P"iyCE'lK VIM fM ?*M W$& D ^ \ \ 
-DMJ n VIM T»M*3 .Tpy 58n3ye>n n JIQJV 
pc Dtfvya om jyin'EiVD'iR oMpan3yn 
• H irty6jn:iyc iv ,jKJwyn;*p -iyavy5 iyi 
tf>KP*5 H .(DPyD MO'BMP 1VB) iy"B&TE*P 
-yotr iv T:*etr D*K O<3 pO"i tsoyii nyn pK 
nyD*a *i iv (yjinrnifB softni -uyavK iy5 
-p»noo tjtfn*vy3 iv on;*E p« 5y338o DMK 
ifgErt'rWKPM *i TK pnrwi %,T .oo,Ey:ya 
.pno oy 5*T ppiv 5K3 
.' „"nmy"M v ^ m n a 
.osrrtmfiMi nyo6 
im*ny; onyoywyB DunRvni inw IVJ*»H 
I« ,ovy* .^*n 8 IK?*"!. "TJ pa *nw pc 
-.yc pir PK ft'vtspnsnif IK nsa nynt H 
H lynoKnya -j'M D?ipi ,iy~)$ny: DV;IPE 
""1* 18 pn* lyp't? iv i ^ : v ?K;tj^":-.yt3;>K 
oyri n is
 riy?M pa T « PK #pwT^w 
H PK , in^D vw Daiyya :yn I^K 
>yD'28 D^T inyryaoMM Ivaifn ij»"3nMt 
,Wtyo jyviip oyn 3y>w pnynowtiiM 
-in jypne n > i^v
 #DiyoyTB H v^ byTDBnn 
/jmy^rinyr umya tn$i \y: 
""D DH"? n PB ~)Vvv~\PVO pa Mnya K 
n TK ,oyi^yo 99 >Kpjf? aniaots^ B pE nfi 
,n:»Dciv jya^ay^p 8 PK T* oj^ sya SMPJJS. 
D'D iriiiKiiBnyB PK nynwiyno nyn 5«« 
•^ pyn oS i^i "I^ K .5KP#5 njn- ps ni<ya oyn 
5*T "nKip .tpy ^tnyjycn n TK ,iynn:yc 
-3"K DiyiictyiD iipar >KP«> y^8 iy«Miv 
VDnj*a |yay5iv 
tain .Xon*j ww lynyn lywiunya n 
?n*v yc3^n 8 jyp i^vpyiiM jpaai^ ya D*n 
TO PK
 lonyDB' yiruK pK nyo^aiK n ns 
H pB 5n*v n ^inin ony;y^piys jy3*n 
n* n 1KB Djyo^ DiyD nyn .yt*5>DD"3iK 
,iynyn iv nypiKO^ DI*P D:"^ t^vKt^K: 
-oyo y"3 pnn jyoip D"V IV ts^v pa PK 
^^K .D3ity3 nyoy3 jjnyii D>:^ D'D H JIK onya 
lyp^p 5«T .a .tpy twtn H TK ,jynoMi tD5*ii 
I«l D^*II 1*13*5 TKD) iy3nyi jyoonnya 8 
-D8D jytyn 8 in^DyiiK iv dyooya DK 
-:y5iv?p n ft'pjlb '^ •to*' n t 8 ,:3^O^D 
-O^ DD tyo'^strnyD Diyiitropys^Mo i n 
iy:8D nyo"3-iK jon»i TK ,DJH jyjyn otwyo 
Sj^ O^D OOTlJhfeTHl ]1B D3nj?3 
jy3*n Dijoejna y"3 50 j^any 18 phw 
-lyayntryi-^K vi 
y3*c^ p PK lySSKT H iv :85c*n*c p«o 
50 D'D lyopyo f*t iy5*T «i TK ,Diypn*n 
"MD^M IK iya*n iv CIK D;yooyD8 o;yo 
"EKC 49013103* ljn*liy3 T*K /I3*E-D3**V 
IIK pn*nya po5*nw3* iw«t \nv&p 
wmimM* oiysvo y^ y^ c 
-D8c **iri iyrn Tyaoytwp jyoii in 
W « *" TB »n*iiya iyo?8ny: tyawo 
PK i^pna ,pn*' v: PK n r p DTO 
••erw 1 PE yoxnytjj'K H DM? ^ n n r o 
3*n jyoanya yamynns y3"n PK 
TK »« ani oyT Basil typiwa* pw ^^K 
T D o*n iyo ya^ yn ,D5KP*5 n PK D"3*IK 
~M2tt -^K 3*n D3yovy5 .jyayaynya^ K 
PK yoyis ivi Tin I*'VKD'3K IK wn'fi 
3*n I^^ K .bbySB'5 PM mMSip^ D Tin 
Irr^npo n ye 33'D^CD8C 8 onwiMTi* 
18 lyiw T^K M^C3 iyr .myp^Doym 
•3"K Vi jys*n onyacyo y"3 40 jj*Biy 
8 ojn:nay3 spiM a*n *^K .jyayn^ya 
3*n VM .pJWtt pK imo nyi pB B*tD3jna 
'BIT, n IKE 33'D'CD828 t3Te*;3K"l"8 M^K 
T'K 33'D'O "UTI .iyt3"3"lK y3*D'P J1K iyfi 
nyp"M$ii Dayonw c - p ^ njn -it 
DJH pa 3JiT"? n i8s awm yPV5"M H PK 
DID p'p os: 2$n T K .wooip p« Dyttyu 
;nip D D ^ B D i s i&uy v: n p * [yo^aiK w 
Wl'fl M M o n * 8i8 D*J ;yr. J t tnonK 8;s 
yi83p:Bi-iK IK ftnta eftfYi T K m nr« ,TK 
jn3j/D"in v w uu&vn pv O*D p*wm 
PK D>KP*P run:* H BOTH .jwwtfiun 
is ,tr: 3n>a T K TO ,iy:i$i is >y*a $i I»W 
V3>yii i:yrpK'iy38D is B»opms PK Dy 
D*J ^*: PK oy :;K> MTH ,tyj$'ymay&$Pjn 
18B CQStyXttti DtfV.Dy IJnipub ftntDyaSMK 
.D>KP$? ytMnspijnayanK ,J: 
,331B383$n CD 
Ijnjni lyovny&nc o*; jyp pnyp»Dpiipp 
H iytPV.V D"2"1K JJD8TP1M1 pK fiCHaPKlB 
•D^2 P K jynjm Din'ayaonK v ^ ^ ^ f i i y PK 
yoma 8 T t tarsy: ta im MI : : K ? n t * , i^u 
po inva y?8 I K ,an>S l * * .y i :y- j "? >n$v 
D"yP"CPl*7P DVT pK JttB? H mVOWIXOMK 
~ y p»p jy2$n • * ; jy;yp i$taD{$2 p« v n o 
Tjn ^ " K twnanay: p n DWni " i 3nK ,a>$5 
-Dip n lysyarepmv C IK .Dyoo'D iy t»B 
P K ,1 :80^ pnywiG * # " * D?KP$> -iy;t$D 
saiasmya ya^cya^K ]8 jya^mvBnR irona 
oy~ p « jyaaiaanya H pK u r u r u y I N I B B 
V I >$t oy i8a$T an« »Tno a w o m i p p 
T K .p*noD h r n n n m s t r u n nrumi fs 
Dtp .p«noD 8T8 n»e PMMP nnyr nyotr 
njre wjn*tjr»"BlTi JIB aa^ iya 
" 8 - b*i"?,i uy i ps iyoi3 l y - w n ^ j t:y_T 
• to ,i>-y?i* P W ?m V * . " w i*n u->*^ 
~*£t££H? ?1 D$ii , ; r i uy i |i£ uoo/^iyi . o. s 
iiu pu i*'fc/-ii*-iDyu I . T K Diyoy u .iis. W ' X B I 
oxy* p«
 #Diyaoyo ynsynyo^Du i u Ann 
pa T--ifi3 c» iVT?jBDy w pifiy ' i Dynyj8?e 
.D,2y;y2-jyp-8 -v 
iyD>«my \T*"\ Dijr,
 rDt)Hffiyi n pa 
D3yfc-n'?k_w>jr2 o y c ^ i s .12 | I B [yi^wy-
113 pK TMf3'fiO^VlSTI 'OyjS'DJ'O TJT1 |ia 
,45 /NfJf^ tia; lyuyipyu) ,pJK"P O' iy i t y i 
K pK ^pyi'oj 'D jiu D;«PI^7 H i ; i iy: , f iy j 
DyDiSjtfiyi pi t - r * oy rv, .i3B0enx | w w 
ps if^iuonK ipaifDpif njn pn [yii^tya 
nye iv Dip t*« r " W l $ H o :yc"8 : c n " ? w 
. P " I D D onyo8P Dyi ps a^lpny oy i iyp:8i 
m m Tttttjp i ro ipyrpy ?K i y : y ^n n 
iy?yonv: i f n p s » i y?«pi#? n- pM iPWiy 
' T'K-se'unywK m ? " i i ,DD3y^Ti"K-Dy;pn 
• y i y^?yn
 f o i y i " : « r i # ' n i y i ^ , D I V D ' E $ 
n w ivnofinic D^: jy:yp ,D?KP*P n iy^^r 
.D;ycr,»K Djopa unmyo iP 8 r y s m >ye 
-'0:^0 P K iypiynya ts t ' « D$ti ya?yt D^-J 
jpMirmo p« sypiyoys is v * T1« ' l tD^: 
r« m D'J^D'K p« p»noo nxn y h a y 
• D " ^ nxn jya;i!>ya ^ ^ i DI^H
 #jy>iwya3nn. 
pc D3y rn "K oy:i^2
 fDn'fi«> Dijn-ny-tB 
-1XJ"K ,lfD3lf1^D pK TJWP DJ' I f^ t l 1V1 
^•triy^cyD n tyo^8n 
•8:~iv iv DIK D»mojn PK pmya pr -q^K 
.• -**> "n prtJ"3n« ys j^n- ^yin^c n prpi*3 
-"n yny«t .dyorn WJm^rp pK ;6*1 
-ya H PK pr^iora Diyay^p-iys jj3*n oysrn 
.•=i>^ xncny^ K Drajtvgn jyj«n perain 
pK ,5:^ 0*0 8 tyenyaa^K 3i?n T K 
tv motfya ts*3 i'o D*n oy y»5»» 
oyp^srsiDD H 2j«w
 f"t jnn';»: iv 
I^Jp ^ |ysy: Dsnnsy: Bteapl Dyo^2 n D911 
iv D;^'.U->B«. r'o b*o ajnjuiya p«< 
u j jn ' i x IB u i, D'n lyoons ,i>winyt.-i»N 
u^oa^u^fi iy»>y- pa yti lyT»K r>« ,-ii«w' 
m r W D n i« " ^ K pa
 #P"31K p'C j v r i-y w 
8 [ yo i i v^ i *>.t.«>- - 1 ^ : iyn j i iy- iyi»>i,yj 
• oup ' i a o n " ? »i itfO-pnoD 78ri-ywr. 
,D3ity2 arfii ^ K o(fr. ,peKC 2i> H pa 
- ;K lux Eijy¥*iB 10 03«eya ya»3^K |y2tfn 
.Vljlfl 2D yiy-UK ^ ; iiK D;ys^is" ou y i y i 
rE8ir |«n ia yDn«;onK i y i D*S ,L.PHJ?P ps 
.DDI$P T?D^rD*iK D"3n«ya tNfn \na im i 
Dyc^2 n " 2 aittr i f ionK y>«ya s - |«: 
•OH W iycipya VM P3 ,iyt3"21K H " 2 pN 
•DD2iyn oy i pe ; ; S E : ^ p« i8 ^au'^v iyaw 
SKB' ]y2>y: oy i J'N D28cy: pny i i i^ryo 
2tjn ^*K . o i y s n ps tuyvipB nyoma 8 
"8D nyo"2 iK y r ; " K TK
 #jyjisy;DnK ^ I N 
ifcp-uy «t P K o p i ^ p : ^ D ps ?«no p»« jya 
jywya P K oy .o iyan jy28*: D U : ;t$B cy i 
iyo*etry2 is ^^ayc;iK _ OI^I#D2K "iKDiyi 
iy^i PK onypvcp^>p lyi iy: iy:"T oy i y r 
(ynyii DJJI; jDBKbyao^K .pnyp^p iysn 
?j*yi# DU jy:^T 17 ?KP^? po D^yioayp 
; ^ yenwoMK D*D
 fchiji4>fi,VD**i PK D I M 
• i "K PK o*: jyt3"2i8 ys?yi'
 tonyB^a*D H 
typne n .1* ^KWf5 pB O n n D*C : :K^P 
I"5p "iny.T j y r n iyoi8^ ta^nijv jyc W$vi 
-8D n .0^218 njn pc Dyb*5>*wi?njri DMS 
• I V : I K nnyi iy i iy; j y r u jyaaiMnya ^yi8o*: 
m m - : i : i , o p'o •?!#; . i^^ytSK^yiy ' iE 
*KP»> is T* i»&»^3* uroniiuii 17*>KWf5 
mr* ps lyiyv. tsrSineJijp mm oy i jni j , i 
11KIJ2 D 3 ^ t i n IK /UK ,118^2 tD^ljrn 
H,iyiyoy2ivDnK o«p3*?ay&,n lys '^n ^ r 
. . . . . ^ -IK 3 j u r i y : 
m^b:>en) f4 cyi* eHK5y2;K D*)i 
pKjiriittjn p * onyr
 f^ B>f3 PK P^IDD 
43 nypntpi wxnrwj tf*W$ njn 
MI ;ynoiny; "t *iyna 3TO |w
 #D^vrT3e: 
.D"2IK ijr«t o*o jnyaiv:$ 
-$3 jyou 8 vo tyayn ««"» |«o 1$: 
T O Wfn ,iirv80'38 nyir.K pnrpBiv;y |jn 
•*# mil onyotr *i fyairya OB$ ,t*M lycnsn 
•PIK .Tt !?:*&]» D-iypiyii o:yo"i8a DH 
nom nxn tyotensMK TO tyjyp IBIK KTK 
«i TK lysse v>ayo p« **yo"3-iK n lie 
pn ipajmrosmyc PTWMMK jyjyp yfiw 
JjgpU^Jfi .c ,::iD38 o » 
-oyo *i .oyoD'D D*Ey;ya-p'D 8 prime 
-IPDH iv iwwnftmi t8>e o n lyayn onya 
* ;.|yro 
jyayn vo nyaSyii »a ,yevB ft&'K n 
-BMK DEiK i^y: pnw ov* "lyDMiy: 8 o*e 
Dnyaoyo pn» ovy^oonyi ,P""IDD 8 |y3y: 
,tM«i lyoanoMK n PK ,^KP$5 nyt:iK po 
DB31P1V nyo:yny; nyn PK tam SKB> H T8 
.DTPJ8n$ 'pM 
y^ y^ B O*D lyaynewann *pi 3$n TK 
"D»5 Ml 0"ii ntMJ fOoyn njn ps DSKPS? 
undn oajmrirwi r» nanja 
•yru* Tin pE ,Dyoip n .p»noo 8 pK jnya 
"IK (fWBM jyanp tt o^now (yayn ,D": 
H tju*n i»ruy ,iyDyiB tap IKD ny-s^ v: 
:-K?i*tj ay" o?'cny oiyoKp pK DIKD'^IB^V 
IV tMKiDjy yr pra^ii p« Diyoyne n ^ » -
ya?yn IJVJYK |yo*»Tilf iv nyiy jy-p1^ 
-o*j lie DDyisy: PK D*H O'UIK ?yp'Dtr 
•"1BK H pK DTOKP H .WUIK JIJ'JV 
,JT«piya lyoqpBwoMK -lKEiyn \y:»\ DIKED 
•an oyff
 #i/j«? Tin po «iainye;iK [8 i$: 
nyi TK ,MUUtfttDMK cflnnjm ?Kiyjyt?n 
-vyiyj;iK \vxm Ml onyp^noo n pfi oner 
-ya «i o*n iy |)M
 frDyopyr,v-o^ pK T ? 
3**&3K .D«2-IK iyn iv WW jnya jyo^n 
PK D:yinyiB ^Knyjycti PE njmij Tin 
03M3K tyoDy3 Tin o'o iy-*v.ya iayjy; 
n PK i^;v nyn po lypyiyDi'K n pK PK 
-y: o'j wn lyinij nytn opi
 fiyO"3"W 
-:IK n8B D80?uyi tytaTJMW oyn D3«n2 
-yjDMK ivatfn iyo"3iK n .Diysoyo ynyr 
cjn PK Diyn'tynB ps Diy^ ruf n DB'tj^ tD 
"i MI pno iv D3M>ny »*l PK oy T8
 Ppt 
n Dwgra o p wpi ,-iyj"K nyiy^ PK ,jy>Mi 
,1M n8c DP8".D;VP 8 jysipys iv c p a ^ y o 
-pmv T* iy2«n ynyi;8 JipioyJ nw e$n 
•ifn PK ,Dyeni pK D"3IK nyi iv tDinypy: 
.DBKC H PK ?lfBIJ2ip 01»D 8 038Dy3 IV3 
iv pa iyt"iB H opmyas^K [yaipi " j 
DTvopKna iy3i^ n ,yDioe> nyooamy^ nyi 
oyn onyajraTyc |ya$n PK a*Opmo2Jfp'3)D 
.lxn:ior 9 m *pm p*J pc 3IJD-DD"31*< 
T'3 tyoim 1*3 jri'DDMpy |y;;«:nya jrm 
i8 ,PK WW^ Wjn i n pn ,3*D l y j w n DIV 
•wt oiysoyo yoovovno PK ytsoys ynyt:iK 
PK DBKJP y>8 PB ijn«ny: iyo*^ cy;DMK \v: 
o*: #!yo8: n nysm rnirJ DIIK wnvs 1%t 
^yn n:y:TK Dmva iv :^KDB' cm a^isy.i jnyDcnyB Da'*? oyi! nnm .^u'DEyrys ys 
PK i*oo»3 PK w o nyaKopiij^ p "in ps 
4jn:ycp^iK y3^ yrK *yD3iK oiM^mvcin 
PK ysK? n tnycysnyc iv MI Dy^sme c«"i 
yocys jnyuiK ps p r w n ?xnyo3"?"yE 
ytyn •mini ot^^y: i*; «iiri D-y3t:yo. 
*i|F>a">p H ODirys 3gq v* *^ ajna*: 
;V?eju ,DO"DD n:K?3jypj n PK D?KP 
nu ,.)D8D ,nyDDi8ii ,.K .T iajyiMisia 
•ipya im pa ,.JJIP ,cn(#B^nna p« jyii»n 
-nyom iynyii D?KP^? yrn t8 ,DIW DIV jyn 
•lpya ?n*V ny;"?p nyn ay»?iv .nyasn^ 
pE -3uypTy;8 Jftyattfiif pv ou "i jyo 
.lyo^anK'D^on ywt pB PK Dyoija y-iyn 
yooiDBva m n w v r m a»nyo :n jyn or: 
D*HM iyoip ,Di"io y"iy"t p« iyj:ny-jy 
IJTUPD ya?yn ,iyDKDi»iryT yanyMio psiy" 
iy:"?p iy"t po aawajnaK nyn iv DBI? 
D".y3cyD yroyno tjp**vi H .I^V8P38314 
pa cyp"i8D "iyn IKII pnyos? yj"?p n p« 
-yn ^op^ics'ys PK i^iD D;yon8a DH"> H 
•an ps m"> "i PK ooiKiiya i«5a lin 
-y3;tf onyn ya?yn ,oyDD^ D M^»opy5a 
iyaya D T ' 1 0 y?« pit oyo^a n pa onn»fi 
.nyo"3iK y3?ytK 
.D^Kpy1? ujtDDya ">i JIB I J W J W I J D ' i 
-D«$3 pK iy;3u:ny3 H iy;yn anajhri 
n pnmntfa TJaytDBMn ^ K • SMI ,I*D 
,12 >Kp*? IT^OPJ ,D5KP»> Dnyp^Dpiij?p 
"JiK jy3"t lKna jyoMiya s 1^3 .73 pK 56 
5>»nyjyt*n PK Djjnnjns ^inowfi nyt 
-iv oyn D^D o;8py3 lynictyno-iyDynpyD 
nyn pK .D^KPV> yoampnyn n pa "nKOtr 
•JHB - P I ^ P H tyayn 1912 18I:K' DSJ^O 
O'D yoD'? 8 D y^oB'yaiv 12 :>KP$5» onyo 
3 :^yn2K;iK .,oyDij3 jnyn iv twanyin^s 
"* y3^ y11 D^D t&ntpfi "*.iv nyijK H pe 
Wi&Fi H yiri irwuiys lynya |yi«t 
iya*n 73 ^KPV> DiyoKp-piij^ p H .niKjja 
,DyD«?3 yny^i iy::njm^B o^yotryj IMK 
•D^KP^ "Miv injnaK n PB yajynawiK 
1380 pi»5p H t8 rfjniya PK osD^iryi nyn jy3y;y33i$: iya*n pfODya ps cnynsropyB jysyn PK myoKP yi*:"K PB lyavwniJB n 
lyoaK^eya iv IB3I#T 03Krt3:y !yv:«a p« ^-t 
.12 ^Kpy? D-iyoriB H pa iy;;njm*B H 
-iVDMnK tyoySCTs i n iwiin Diyoy-iE n 
/ 
D>RP#> £i .DP I tDjyo 20 pa i«5<9 nyajyt nrreira $y\mv PK i»uD^^x#o ypn'M 
-yotfayoKnv ?$riH> pftm D**tf oayo PK n .ooaJyi T K |IK V P W ontp ,maitf3 
iya'»"T3yatfa iy**i*rs THHp B^ymi 8 UD .oaspya J W I*»K jya*n yosyf* 
-$> an* D* I flnn PK aai3**o JMD j u ra * -opnoon K lanma tt tyaai^ ya PR T O 
.D"V iy*iiP R IKB lyo^r. 81 pa 16 *RP r^nnivni PR ,D>RP$> purnut PE ^DJUSP 
-ya oasow »i jyo>ipi ,iyp*3Bai$ is osnya 1 .JRDWD pnipuu PR aiiaotfiop oayi 
.omaipB jy i :yo" i 5RP*5 pe nyoynpye ,aiyax>$n imvia 
^KP*> pe iya*a n tpiR j; ior« 013 o*a ,44 
•tP8n$ /'DyJWD o**pi«ap3«i. pa jy3"» D5»K pK ,54 PR 51 
lTOWttMf 5R3*e>"3iyo3iR n TK ,TK iyay-
^oyrDrh I*K b?Rp$5 ' " oanya a*n T K ty?mx*B$ (K o*o lyrbayttrm on<K >$? 
.liWMB^ tvtaia s nnyt pR ixriisva »T PR ,|$o$3i$$3 
'tween K p« »r:««nyB iy:*n D?KP*5 n #JPB
 p c annwia n anawwriKra 
nya nrjj ,iyo$iE D5i8B>0 .13 pK ,+iRip * i m ,Dtie> ow lyoipya T K pa .o^Rpttf 
y m BMoai MRenyeiyp i y i pa iyoyio D^B* ftnyaytwi i y i yaSyu ,QyoD*smsp 
if5 *i jynoKiya ayn V« JM»n iyoa^a ,D*Rpttf n puf tyaayiaa i^R lyaaREyaa* o$n 
wn pc oyoD*o ya^yt n iyeny:iv:» D^RP yiyoyipyo yooinyc *i #*0PRTB o^ a PR 
D5Rp*5.ny»a»p^ nywiR m Do*Eyaya PK DTIBP * I BWP y^ R 0*3 PK DES i n iyo»a 
# p« t>Kp*tf iya*va**R i y i .jyeuy::» iyat$n -I*3**K ,PK iRciayo^pyi p*o . IPWB 
PR ,DTP:»:n$ pnsbtr D1: T^ K D$II ,tyr«bB' -a«x « DM^ "wiiy*? nih5-ii5 KW ?ynn>a 
\m nyaK .DIPPED OI*IPD H pa 85 ^KP*0 pa jjnsiiya Dasoyj VD nna r^ K ya^yn ;«i: 
•pno nxn TK ,D3KiDya:K I>K tDcnyj jyr: .nya^paia Diyeopy IK 
-RpnyoK pa e^anKya ^ K ^ D ^ D PK tnyr 
TJ^ pa yaK^  n pw EHWi IKT fly?T»D ny: ^pMl^D 
fyncKiya aifn ^I^K .nyanayoBnyB. 85 5KP 
"p»ntDD K jy^oKt |y5$i «i TK ,D5KP(J5 H P« 'pJfw^n oaitya o:yovy> a^n TK 
IK lpr)tf>att*b *1 fi'iK anayayJa i^R ,i;^a on^^o w f l 57 $XP& nyr:iK r« ,iy:iay; 
10 PK ly^nuvya IV inSip 5 pa tryooyDK mw i y i .y^s^ yanymo i ro i s PK T^ K 
n pa lyoyBc tDini jK^enya u h jaotfn aa^ D'ia p»p iyo^Knyj DKnya w>: pic oijn , 
.WDuyaas wwi itnv*5}w -)m:vwit a»n v« .(joipi IIJB yca^n K 
-ann PK w ^ b ^ e y^rops nnya n jyo 
•JJ^ Bny ^TJ^JJB >KP^ 5> oyi ny:y^ B (yayn " i b^b T * OIVW: 
.lynypn^D^nya w 
tDawya T * 2^n nyaoyvyn 3:KE:»$ IK 
,%a pmya nay«n«is pa PK #'KMf # * T ^ O .D^KI^ cayo 
DIMPD PK pw^ sp 67 ^KP^^ PE aa*ta»D K 
PK ipi Da^ ay: >RP$5 nyn .war onyp^e p,K D^KI^ oayo oaitya T W aijn T K 
ea«oya jjnyn lyaips .lasonv iyoi: K -:yD» «^nc PK ,33*0*0 K »ny"T ernHmv 
rDiyaoyo *T PE |ymn n- iyn*p3K3n^ w .33*010 niKtja iroipytpy D3*^cn y^**T oy-^  -
lynyociye nyoya pMfl iy*na *T ,**T *na' n .oy-ia i^B 78 5KP#5 oasa p«oay5« PK 
«i>'n K pn fy:?^ p J*,K aauynyanyo^anK n pm* nnK' K o*o ^n |ya»n yaJyiv ,nyoyne 
.nyo^anK yoi*T*:Kan^ *n « pfrn ,5«P*5 Dy"i 9t \w&&vnit o»ny; 
PK .p>5« t t 1KB K^Pt?^  « jya^n OV*K ' 
-IHVtyp ^JbatTlOT "WW BD'&Wra oy PK ?yn*oiPB*T ^y'B.^v: 
^KP«5- D«I PK ,iya«n D^I \fi*\ **r TK ,iyi 
oaitya T K aijn
 ?^T»^O anayTtj^ iyE ny^j (yaaMfiwaif 1R5«f 75 lyaya **T 5IJ: 78 
OWo K bjmpnyai%3 PK ,xny:yp.
 fip3in*o iynyi3K IK "a ,v3yoo*Tpy yanayococa^yt 
33^ 0^ 0 cy-i ^a 11**3 oa*$trn cyi pc 5«p$5 oy**: oyi ooa^ yT T»K a*n layaK 
K »3jw o^yi:«nya oayoD**o "=I*T O».I ,OI*^KOD>*K 
.^Rfioifp ennpo n»'p yoi*E i y i '*a P**IDD 78 Whfilvim wpwjmvww K T*.K. 
•iva* p«ieo oyi oc^orya o*n sro^o i y i pn jy5ip DVH ya^ 03yay*,*, *i TK ,oo*ocy2 
y;Kic H OI*DIPCSI ^w.Difn jyc -iyo5Kn iyiy^ao*o *i ya^yii TD- - ,WI « oayo 20 
iycya jy:yp iv
 #iyi«a»;iij *HE « jyayr -*.* jyaijn PK mb?3$TtPB lyoipya Ww 
PK |yo**aiR ya^mi
 r^ y>i«*3 n ipiR iypin* -i*n oayGiKa DH"? „ oyi D^HK wvy: 
PK iya?yr .arce R «a /i»nb DIVPD . -DPI mmvn ^ .*OC*B y**;„ 1 PK "iyp 
=*^ .Diyacyc yiWaiRjifi j y i ^ y ; mo^unya PK ' .1013 IKI:K* PE W TT oa:i?B 33*.5,IKV 
"a«: lynoKiya T*.K oyiyiaK jyr^w »M T-K PE T I K ,ba»^W **•• »oy*.*. O K : ^ lya^yr 
-3"K pn *aRp>r PE 9mt&»2 or rya^Eiv i y i jyiyr lybwyac^R DI»5^D D*I*^ *i 
( 
41 nypw* Bjyinto untf njn 
,17 >KP$? ,D"iyp"o nuan n |ifi m v H 
,2M>3 T « .|y*ajv,y: D3n:yy3 o1: W T,« 
D"V yoMW 8 ?ycny: pmo l ip mm oy TK 
TW o>yoyDy; oyv, IMDIKBQH iyryn- pa 
-:*K T « a#n lyaoinup jyol5 cyn .jjn 
IS D*,n»3 DO'D |1K V P CD'S ttWVIDD 
"•DW W iye^ yn « pi$n*a W iyin$c 
oo«ii H pc p»noo ftrnnwi « I«E UP* 
twy» tDintD *D"p DD^C .D-iyp^Doyn jw 
.* .3 >PDP*B PK D^awTw&rwPHM'iij 
D'; 3M?> T* ?8 ,fy:$T T « SMI Dtftr my 
ynyt;iK jy^yonvpyttK B^DPUIB PK cy rg 
>**ti ,DDpnDDH yoc^cyr PK myp*;83i$ 
vim BVP^Mnf jnyt:^« jyjjhi ?«fi KTK PK 
yDMW nse DD;yt?n"K-oyjP2 ^ 4 t a i n 
-pyn* »nyv. *»t wft nytny n p» D5KWJ5 
Ifi truftm lie ftu«M .B"2-IK ^D K *pvi 
-PK *i TK ,pm:"K Bjfi nsrtttiK ;ypn D^KP 
D^C tpn^nys »n no ppjp >K:*tr":iyo 
MM5IP M wn Din •mmw'irBrif'a 
T^mipsjn 8 lys^n IVP DIP 5«tt jyurn 
•»t 3MM «IP*PN r u m 
D-iyt^ :ft*5n^  mm* y?8 Roniaiyfi 5$T h \ 
.«>05jn«^fi PK pntp w *U5S% 
A3ie3M*in bus BSVDBWV 
A a m n J W I 
DTO D'Ml ,25 ?KP*#^ Diy?"t3 BD"tt ^ 
Diyp^ocyn p m M t i ,62 SatjSjft "Dnyp^c 
-*> Diyp^c $ :# rp pK Uffin p« 50 5 K P ^ 
.P"iDD ?Niy;ytrn « tv ^ t jyo^na ;41 £KP 
D8tp-yes^K inyT PK D'£$ HnKqwri "Un 
l»wt ;yx:yiyfcu$p W»5«K .ysw? Sin WM 
Djjnnyifi ya^im P«
 ftvn*iwa iyo?«nyi2^ 
pa DWujii t3:ysns3 CHV^: 28 5»KP^? 
"^"io IJTDM1W i< osry: Dijn ,.f «iv ^yps^D 
xnyni« »M •jM?a »n),w .« iin ??^w ^V2 
•83"i« D'o iftoynD' pnwum IM»9 c-iyscyc 
njn pc cD:y-i3 t? o^n „"i,nD oyn jyin*: 
-cys jny:;m lypjntpwr1^ o^-itsy: .v, .11.« 
\j/fyX\ «t 2MK TK
 fD5"noyaD^o " t liN jBUa 
nyr:iK tD>c jwjniwyfi jny*n jysynna^ t r : 
":*K H- / n jyjyii
 t \ w 5K3^*»nyp3*K 
BKE' jjfty> p« jyp>HDD
 #iy»o^8H»Dijn 
nijn ^^N .jyo>,3"iN DWaoOD y"iyr:iK i«r 
jy^r >n r« ^J^noyaD^o DW-ID :^ ^«5J "t 
H 3'iK ts PK ,D3i«^tM yijhn ^a jjra^a 
K "^Wcno'nK ?y5i?r lybD^KneDtj"?:^ 
nifv. wayoiw D^n^5 H ps oyc^2 H 
;
^?»n »wnp8 ,w*»P3Djn ps 46 ?KPIJ^ onyp 
« PK
 rD*iyo*fiiri¥*3V y?N iy:NTo:y p« jyo DIK tv^ ivii tfevweniii iv^o »yti p*n»o 
B|^p8^fi BajrrtjnB'D^n ps io3*TO 
JJT pnm T.no oynT |1M DD»*ll nyi p« 
*D"c ,iyB,:Ko 18,000 TV i« Di'DBjwya 
yoMia ySyu tp iy-"t oy .jmno D;yo 
500 pc DrccyE'y2 phmi oy iic: ,imv& 
D?*r, nyt«:»jrttf »no » ^yJrns 800 t>3 
pc y3K> H .o"2n* na^tptMi wno s;ypy3 
.D3y>»r "inyt TSK iyD»»ann *T 
D-i^ cyn p*o PK (ypnwjij 3$n ^ K MI 
,-;y3cyvjn pc "nyrnifr, c;yciK3 D*n"J# PK 
,71?KP*5 jlpHf on^^'D Bn«S H tD28!: 
0*; jy2$n tsifto yw^K n .oyn:ir.s 
Piwf'p H iy:«T
 fejn3»nfi p'P bnnnttprw 
D*; »*i ?y!»y« joi*** oy m ,PK DiyoKp 
nn\ tyDBopi^P n ijn«D w ; v pK jjRMp 
-y*E'Piu^p «n .OTWKTHI pn iyn»"«3 ty? 
.DKT;:K^ inyr nw* ,Djna*nB |y2»*D ciyc 
n*fi ^yr":K3iij D^K nyt^ Kp K lyarna n*ta 
. .D'K^ D;yD pK tf3Kp*r 
- 'KC .;y3 pD^m «IMK jm$eram "8n 
•"yc^K is ijnivi T*K ,t3-:jny3 o^n pfui^ 
"*« am "2 jy2«n DP .3^ciy ^y2^;r:yry; 
•gn &*#/&$*$ iKrrn tDny"iy3 y t * 3 re 
VH| iKr^-ijnyc ij3KP"*tr ijn pc DamiyTfi 
ytsco^y n pc ny;»*K ,IKDO« -lyoyB
 rn»3**$ 
P2 B3nya tyovy> p^o pc o"x ny-i PK 
"*#> t$ imj^rainiif iv jyaaiSya n^o P K w n 
PK ,(54 ^KPJJJ') onyp-^r Digprn pc ?KP 
_
"D D j m PK DD»fl PC 51 >KP^? Dyi tD^ D 
b^v nyi i sc D*KP#> njg DIJT 028D Diyp 
.t^KP'tr PK pn i"o pc 
PK D-iy28o DVlpo IIK Pi^5p 44 9MPW9 
"nyny*5ao»o H .y3K^ yiyoya 8 PK oyy> 
p.K ,Diyoyn3iyE •7;yD^iy2 «JM 0»n DESL" 
20 ipm ijnijiiy; Diy3yny3 jy;"T ovt n 
Dny2cyo ^ ly^njjv iy:yp W
 r ^ i i K D:yo 
y";w ^ D^HK lyp^ix «t PK DO,cy:y2-p,D 
."nypn*vt D:ym»3 DH*^W oyr p« MDD«B 
-y^ W3"t n"io t33yoi83 DH«5 i in PK 
""2 my .iyo"2"iK JTIP^MB v5vns 03>&&yE> 
iyo?Wi pc yqn*c "iyDMi3 nyn "2 : ^ s r 
-MB inyc ^D K D3>Dcyry2 jyiyn I^D i:v 
•"? y^^MB *T .iyo"2^K yc»TK »ii y^»5 
PK j?m KTK tyJyw.DWiiW t3;yci83 DH 
- ^ .p*i*r v'; pK nyjy^Ko^K «i MI ,yjgp'e* 
.^yT";83^« jyc^MBS pK v t fiWwu V:»P 
y^^MB K iy2Kc n jynDinya IMK »5ut« T K 
-:IJP 5K;«c"3iyDrK nyr:m pc srvynyrK 
;pwc 
•10 
11883 W j p i T l IS W t t D* JUOpn .tflB 
nyn pc Dvon^'ss n .uiD'&ro nyn 
nyoyvyo B i ' t in tw i t Tin |w mra? 
,?qn o^u q>t« pjr#u s **t yp*v w w; 
IKpnvDH. nyi JIB iwMjhwifP '" tW 
;v CIK p>Kjr*ttM$o "q$; pnawnaif V* pa ' 
o$n iyT":»mj it? D*o Do:yccr:y-iK iyrsc 
co ; :S?P;"K pK jpnnaamfi Whin typa 
.t«pjyn;*P "iyevy? i jn lie Di>t?ya cy-
Dr^nByjO'D T O jyo p$n pns JHjyDlpitf 
revs "iyT r « p'noo 8 B I T E | $w n is 
pyr.v nyn /;KEC$P C$DD$P I I ^ ^ V I ps 
inn ' f iWM jyron PK P«IDD jytyn JIB 
'T« .BKSP oyi pM iy:;i;;nyz nwftNIB 
nm o*o yeTB nyi o^o Dijnyaain ?pt 2$n 
ptfra H nw« ,P"ICD cyi ijtfoyo w pjnw" 
-,$2 pns jyp n TK
 PpDm orijry: To Dt?n 
g OTDITHK 2$n *p« .iyonyj:$ D O ; K > # 
PK "iy2?yu
 fD>Kp$? H ps a rco op^trn 
•yj *n 2$n ^ K ,o2nya ou ^1>oys jyiiyj 
p« lijfB'P'HDD B |W5pw3Jto«ni jynoKn 
"t Dfrt ,D0'By;y2-jyp;^p tjn**a8oy tt 
-;ynij; nyn pn pno iv lyajpeenya jy2$n 
DDjyccnjyiB osscy; T I K 2$n ^ K 
PK -iy3?yy TOTWfTCI |yp'j*03OTS « B*B 
-,Tyns o n pe ijn*uya DT"ttyospjn TO 
ny .j^Sv 1K2"? rwoayo Tjn pe Wjn 
•>ip i& IUB [m^aiM IV ppHM0W3)"K o$n 
•:IJ D .^T ly .o"x yoowjaaiK IK w , s 
/lyaojrcm jyei cyT jyD"2"iK vx iy::KEy; 
"2 nyoDy&?o$-i p« \nt i"c T3jnny« 
2tjn ^ M* .£ .K -lyn pa {Vffifimp nyi 
" " > ya^ onifT n gn^pJKmi w trrarn T « 
o:ypy; OB»: l ip 2»n ^>K TO ,DI^?^D Dn 
•yni ojm w n -D^V "lyjy* PK prnwiM 
jya»DTO^  oyT pK wiyii IKHWDUM "iyi 
,n«3«mjD p« WijS«D DH"> n .o:ycjjc 
8 pmv :;B> C : osnya iy2jjn jiPBmiijBn 
fOh iy:«r ijrr;iDc-cc^2-iK y i y u .;y»r |l*w 3*8 « un^Dtr pyv pfi jynij^ya BV» 
D«> pc 52 &p$9 D I I ^ ^ D p^«7 *n .j«:' 
By^jP^t S,J Djp p2 ^n iy2$n pyfrymix 
" M tytxrronn H T8 ,D^.K n*o oroft cy p« 
"y:y ISK jipjr' yn»otr 8 I I W O T 
; "y=K BD»ina *n .DU nny? j y m oniwp 
ya*ttna n nn^,^t nyasjm ,-.yT":8r^ j» 
»*i p2- unyn ]ijnoy: D^: jyp b|jm o"2iw 
" t ^ T , , i yBytr n PK pnnalki yz'rvi* W"5 
.D2Kcrn mr^i iny^nys *.v irtto jyr^r 
ty:*c^: ^«PD PK ^ : K 2 ^ po cf*Kp«^ n 
PK y;»^ n .yE^'ncc nyrriK PK inyr ^r 
Brtwww iyp ^ *r. oy nr» W pi»^ r; 
' • . . in:ycr ^K n nnatu 
[ysya %.v re IKE ^^jyoiiw i"'i D»H uy 
Qy'i »-> liijfll w*:~v> |y('1 j i - |i.' HJliyj i^ i'CJi/-
p*v t- J"»« y n ?f»ii ^HK1 /ypiy's [i/oxyr 
"n»> >r.yi-iK pa ijpfi Tin svi^r.y- i^.iuv; 
iy.>uLu DMW |y?yn ya?yii
 fDurp^sj 
"iv i i " ' •"'yii I'K. Domain y:y*>',K w*i 
t« "i«>'i T« i'-K ^vjyn m HiP *ITB n«c 
iy;t>'iM:yc^ky" yj*>o iyp;yu' oyr. nn^ K 
.D^pssrp-.ycE^K yafBiy»iy2 
T » * o ^ i Bijn p*iiv iy2jju yao^K D^ O 
•"38aiJf ^jypaj^K-pj nyuiK ,;scr; D:y-*: 
^: l y . n ^ w , i ^ « Dnwuy?yD rw 
n iy:^yr.soMK D*now 3»n n'« 4Vpo*3 
-yi yucpy: n i i :
 f?y2^iD cyn pB yavnw ' 
WJ ^"Pi Daipw : ByBnJiKi wn WPB 
i y j jyin*By;2ij T ^ ; iKDnyi pa yn 
- j ^ T^ K DnijiT T«
 v|jnrtwny 2^n pw [^op^a 
pp>UBn ycvB w "2 p^-ioo 8 iy;;»;y: 
PK >Kp{#? cyi p2 nwwno n .piw5 PK 
•yi DO i^ awn o^oyjya'p^ntDD ,UDIE jynyj 
PK
 ronyp"noD n w jjnjm Dta$rjn o;yp j imm jyayiyaBMK oneya D?*H P^-.DD iyn 
•TJID31K D :^ DJKII D'ESJ ?Kny;yc*n nyi jyv. 
Dtp j^S'fi " y^v^PB pn D1^ jyoipya 
DI>B;^K jyn:mn*5*itpyi s v$w tifyn 
tD;jn*ty".s-D"ii .D?KP^> iy;^D^2 H *HK 
•^ DDtj2 H T« ,o>"noy;D^ T-C oi#n |«oa't 
iyj^T Dnjnwopyfii38D"DiD PK "P^?P "ly: 
"HBBiy VW 2tjn ^^K .P^IDD oyi nyo:*n 
15 iyD^y;DMK o*n n n ycn'E n TB
 #iyi 
#iij5»p tinuu vx ov .DiKD^nyE^ Bmrvn 
"av-B$l|)WJ jyzijn Dnyn *^DpyEi:«D n ts 
j ysy^vpns swjftmi JHW ^ jya^iti? 
,DP"IDD yn"i 8 PK j i j w yv;^3 n 
D'!3 ;nyry; "qu "H^ K =^n a^u jyocpy: cyi 
jy3»n TO ; I"IKS-. tsp^cn ",y;^ DD«2 i jn, 
.BIS [ynipyj pa sp* P* ww *i lyaiPBB'ya 
pnnwDjirw &* **$~> P^W IMP t8 ,DI2# 
•ti:y H TK PK ,mi pfi y^i'E iyn TSK unw 
T E n ts2 iyD"iKv, iys"8T on^p'nE^ yD;KT 
fon«o*neif tsyo in :K jK-jyonw »mi yo 
yevy^
 tffRD oysy WW n Bjni IKT pK 
.D^^nbyio^o jKcrt ny-ina TO w n ^ l 
yc^K jriiTK TOJ op'Wa o(jn yon9< n, t» 
K:K *IMK T^ K P"IDD K T» PK DiM^rnv 
,pH*iW ijny'cnyE IEIK 
jy^J'wn "2 .P^ nDD OVI W3K?y33K D l^l 
,I«tePt "inn2 cnyf-Piy 1?H 3»n
 f pMj pK jyaxnBBnyfi iv o^yi p»p B?> 2«n T K ?K 
-K-iyj D»« avn "I^K 1U
 r>g?n y^ysv;KrB 
ciyrtys n b o q*i jyawTfcnXTja'K jynd 
WX^hVb PK Tii«3 .tpy .:ycn nyi pfi 
P1FD l * MCW TODptfp TJ flB OJWIB TJ1 
. perat6? B:yrtjnB"DMn JIB DIUH 8 
D'j pK,D"a Hs-jyasn p*p ie I^^ ^JT* nyi p« 
o'u nyt^j-m uvcn^BO n ivn ,u:n?iy 
"l&CJpJ/CUBD n ,k'D^ fie iVD^aiK i*hn 
its .liintiu&iyn is LJBoya iyo D$.I DIV-» 
pfrya (jua no DDJJron»*0"P,?Bn H IBD 
l"p w |ya$n r e j :un?u BIDDPV IK 
nc'Dpi/tubi; B lyj^nya'K is D^pjnvv.^-
cy~ "^s. >uiu^ e pt; iiuiyn ">yn 18 ,*un 
e Xiymyil "owu Lnyn -ycants iyj«>n 
IIKX u* »n* i iKBiyi pK ^ i r iKuiy- ' t : 
-Koiy^u isjh "ee "yo^ i iK^ r . ay" iy«> 
"neyi t-$n .y D$n iy-j:iosr ?n$x nyn DM?
 t 
y;nu B ca iKy; u^n iy <* 1"?J i"B3 ,&":: 
-;i« IB ,1*Tjn Dnr.'C D$J .O'J ny-.$ W i 
ss IBD Day?y32«j D'; iviyr. DiyatMfo. yiyi 
pK IK ,iyc$n v u .3hD-»y"t; iy^vwyj 
oyu ID-'VJ pti "inK* o nnycyj;i« po *m?nyfl 
Diyp^n MpuiftHp pfi J;IVOPBID;I$P H 
oifi\ ,D:yp^'oyits ..iBDcjia lyono B J"i 
PK DJJII ,m Tin D3«Dya D"n iJnyn 
-y\B H pfi D'Vnauw »l IBB T ? I W ni« 
ntB ,]yTCDnpy ^ [ynynanK iy?yu ,Diyc 
-DIE pip ->nyn OK pit? Droonpy oy m 
.jyj'B'BD-nyj nyiBB 
J'D«D r^OLM |«i iy:yD TO IK ,p:yn *pn 
lyawyruK ycxy? «i ~IBB D*V, ,OPBS 
4 l«p tmfcp pK o»ny;i D^: TO iya$n nnK< 
iynyr, D^IDSD y?B .Dycn"N \ymi D"p 
DivoyD:ytyiByT y-iyuiK p/cms Dpyoyoy: 
• ; IK lie cnjynyneiv njn Vt Dyo*p H pK 
nyau -nK$n p^ijsrn n .Dnyaoyo ynyj 
-*n D$r. .oyK'tT^i D I K ^ T y*i:ypiD lyvv 
iKtm jnyt:iK n«c Iy^ l#^ y^3 ovDpy>$p m 
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oiyii oy .D"2IK DB^P ny*n on? ?y::B^y2 
B jyn^n ^ t 23 ^ptf Dtp ,BO*BI?MVIH 
-"snwvtro ytrc$p B lyc^Dtrjn w-eaJry 
J*PI£ pc yo>e$p tsayctfyoyD nm t^o jyo 
PK ,P"IDD Jmysycn PB D"V ixn inn 25 
jyD^aiK jy^yn yaJyn .DnyoyiB y5>B D*P 
iyD3iK inynytD:iiK lyftm D$V, ,iyBye> PK 
-y2 jy5*t ,23 JBP*5 PD iscpHomtrn nyr 
.85 ?BP$5 IV fy33B5 
jmOvya J»*BWI ya*r«n n*$a 
IV 'tt#m 400 1$3 Jy2y3 IV typtfttKa 
,ppoip pe TiBip D:*»irn Dnyp"cpi#»p 
;ivy3 PK D"2nK m*K%o*e jnyawa* ,DDBO 
.l$'VBP3K3n$ pK DP'nDD IV 
1*u B •wtfip 10 ;y2y3 iv jyD*5»cy3 
m#»"D oy*n«5 ,52 5BP$? IV |y2$u 20 VB 
~iy iv DK5yctf:K DK? PE D-iyp"epi$5p PK 
~K3i$ JB |yo>»niv;* $*?& oyi jya*5aye 
-y3 OE* inK 5>*T nyr"3K3-iij urm .mrra 
.$PD'V3KnD JKD PE 8 ^BPltf IJOtt 
•QWWI ,41 *BP«* ya^yii ,IW3T»T»B n 
,ty33nxn*B n IMK PK ,tnyp^» y3*o*p PK 
onia-D^nn jm njnnynsiK ,62 ?BPI^ Dfn 
-"T iv iy?yt3tr iv iy3y3jn
 fi»»w iriyrnpi 
PK ,t3VcipDH jjnyii ,DiyiirDpyBUBc jny 
fWm tyo«ny»w T^K p"tor5my;ypn B 
.tnyDjnfi p.jj^ p rWWjna ^8 ^>«p^ 
,Dyo2ny3 ^y^o^o tD3xnnjns - D"ii 
03ynMjnB- D^II tD'D jytDBtiv DJJ-I 
nys Din 03iTiyD3iK «i ]y2$n JBD5"5P 
$Wfi ps onyacycs yiytyiw n PD 33B^ » 
-»?p Diy2Dyo n npV ; I K ^ T 300 |y«m 68 
tPDMlW B 1KB wj IV D33B^3 oy TK ,|yo 
1^ 3 i n ' PIIBT 3O4*DIJP H .nsvii o,Ey3y2 
-3yay?y33K nyn tyayii Wp B ID^ D jynyr 
.Dyn3tfiB eyoanya &*r\ 
bsptf grvms ya«ne ^ p n o n w n 
^ 8 p ^ |w nyDBDDini pM BB»m ,25 . 
jjH»» nyr«D irtnpp .23 
T»o"D PK Sywc ,nyi3Kii iynn2 H 
JKW0 PE yo^^p D^B iyoipy3itjB iy3"T 
DM7 5»T .2 .tpy . t rn n T8 ,D33B^yB PK 28 
-iy*n HPinayoB i*j^ 3yii3«p ps oiJpya ny: 
-*K WBfpHDnwn "t anayaya ,iyoiBEre 
."oyoy-n n"D n*>"Ow ">va 
iya«n D^B ,-iyoynpyo Jioyay^n nyn 
ny ,yaKiD H |ytD3>5tP iv yo^etjp n IIE 
lyaa'O'o n^iyptpy w ^ c n DIJT ,Diny^p 
m oxn i^3 !IK fjxhfrtya lynMnviaii jw"i 
on^ipon 33B5 iy3"t |»o«pa»DrnDtf H 
-ip Daypys D 3^ D^ BP*5 n ]y2ijn ,jynj$ny3 
-DH H pa VK w .Ds3n3yDtriyB K iv jyc 
-oyn in jy3"t oy Dip , - I^P iyiiy> WDIP 
ixn nyoaiK D3"n iy3"t yaJyn rwBW 
D-iyn by urn »23 tew1? PB HprpHonwn 
pn«9 nsy na$5p DB^P ny5y»vyBD 8 DDKoys 
-y3 inK t^ K D^V nya^yt nxn pK .Dyoyn 
D33B5"iyB 25 iwtfi tB fl'S^n 312V3 jyil 
VSmi ,23 ?KPJJ^ ps onyaoyo *i D^I ,O^; 
iy5»t ,25 ^BP»? PE lyfiyc H I^ K iyt3"2nK 
D2BO -\VBVV »"i PK 5"ii ,iyinyED3yiD in 
-^Kiyaycn njn .oyoym pK b&vipD lye 
n r n H TK ,DIIKI t3iH3yo«pyn nytDynpyo 
D5BP$5 "iiv *1 ]yc>nv yaKiB"MOTHon 
Djn ansy-inaycB ,iynyn oyDav^ya ?^ r 
: ww1? i n 5ijt Dy ,23 Swtf po nyoiB^o 
• • W W fya*5 fiK HDIJ5P PK oinpD n„ 
"4V3V D-yr 
nypnjjri Bmntu tmyfy nyi 34 
PR P'")R PR VO'C^P n ItfVi .IPD^niSD'C 
*n*v n TK
 rprinun "WW n iva^n ,fep# 
PB Dia$E n PR 1287 tjmya PR mny^ao^c 
yo*D$p H \vn ,Dvy* .nRSip 428 m*3r iyn 
Tpa opyt PB p o v o u r n Danjjnvs o$n 
PR nmy^ae'D 3147 fcpi^ njn ta$n ,DR: 
.mcty-ita PR iR^tp 3,600 
Dt^ n $W& nyn yaSyii ,DP*HDD U ps 
ttfytayoya 9 |j»«t ,DW&ya ta^v i n - Tin 
l«« iiipav rnn PB jTODjw iv Dnvnya 
•*i nyD"3iR « i« IRII BRC R PR > n o D 
-3Rsy> ly-i^yo TR fivwtvm IINWJ pra 
.D"irPBV3 ^$3 m m P""iDD |«K PK ,jw 
r»e y^yayn 21 taaitya ta*n y ta^P n 
-3'ta*D ^y^yBD PR fc&y&n *ire ,W3'D 
-31R .pKBHra T1RS3 WHMBftW 18 pR ,jya 
Diy^pny ip P»R oy an ,irrayDtrow vi "iyta 
38 5«p»5 TR
 fyD'Di»p n oayayn ,iyn$nya 
i*no PR aw«3N y^ tDpR")B R tasnya ta$n 
pUSMi liny^ata^o n Dip PR ,unn*fi Jipar 
.lyoynyc *pa *itn o*a Dtp 
anayiynonR ,V)Rtp .rpy .aytrn n 
v i iRB yo*D$p H tapaRnya ,oanya cyn 
tt»aiK ny"t tnyjpny PR D»UIR "lytaia 
.taanayya IRE 
•$P ijn jyayn OBncnv npuyaftfB nyn 
.rttmtfyaiSD tanyu yta^ o 
~3'R m w p irtaipytpy Smmtvri n w 
Dnypnyu o w n s : oyn"? 58:$tr"a-iyta 
! TP1HS 
hJWtf |tt TUMP ivtaipyipy H ,TD 
-:IR PB lyosa PR iyp38i iv v * ,jywm ,38 
-tp n- oyn ,ta"3nR ytaia H IRB ppjp "W 
i n ^2 imviw Do^ DBpys- PR y:tfyu jn&b, 
H nRD HpiejM Dip ,i$eayii:$P ipaaipip 
*PIR anayaya aaitaaR ,DR:*D Dpyr ytavy? 
.lR03"5>p PR piHfpty5 $wvv DMfB H 
•Syno'D i^va raw oyti w « TR ,iyE$n n^o 
5*t Dipi D^panyiw PR cy pa^ ySi PR jyB 
•5RP*5» nyr:iR ta^ o lyoipn^c 
,ot^a jya^ jnnn ta^ n 
t£a ^8 ^«P»^ PB nn««a .rpy .H 
-Djm PR cnif5"ta oyn«5 p"^' 
.Diyp 
ya^yn
 r(yaaiaanya n im^rmav iw iW*ws 
.OEEoypyaDMR tat$n j ^ a r H 
*n3S;Dy"a R pe lyaRDDMR byn PR 
iyn ib< ,DnH3yo^pyn yo^o^p H oyn o:yo 
imm ?*T nyo^aiR lypyo \vm\ OP:IB 
n D>D l^DlPDH TySlfi 8 ^*a .iyt*>y:D^R 
"iyna"« pmw D y^3DyD n iy;<n ony^^yc 
.en ynynas H .yo'Dtp ^y^ o^ ta iynistai" 
PR lyB^nyaix \V2^\ lyny^ao^e ivDipytpy 
•oyo iv pR oayonaR PB aaw"3iRD»iR ny"i 
oi#n >Rpsf? ijn yaSvn ,DP"IDD yoniya \v? 
Dyn"5 ntf ^oy^D^D D:RctDiyD n 
-3R ^ T oy -\y\\ IJI t^ R oy TR
 fiyny»W3"R 
PR *5BP»^ PB tyoEypya n v w ly^ya a:in 
Djn jy^cyo iv lyoipya PR ta"v n jyn 
-yiB iv IKPWKI "t iy3ijn
 #oayona8 oy^; 
v^ DaasS'-iyB jyatfn PR anyaayiiji bwvt 
ps T^ R w n a w i .rayiyBa^p R [yaifn 
jyayayaiya^R ly-^nya a-iy2ayT i^ Djynnjrn 
.yo^D^P nyn nr 
Tt jyo D$n aa'D'o \vwnv l"a "?«2 
,iyDp3iB y^ R jyayn oyoa o y i a m w A 
oayy^ifi >^o \y:y\\ iycp3iB ^MIV >i HKPW 
PB oy:"R tyayii PR w w i v ^«D Rntaopy 
lynyDyB^ R VMK •D,yv5$n ^ya1? ,nm n 
-yaa^R ny3ya-DD 3^"iR H |ya^n raynyfi:ijp 
•lyssT "iiv n v w i*in ba^Mj 
#iy3iEyaD i^R yo'cijp H taifn -lytaysr 
nyii^ ]y3ys DiynyaB^R lysijn Dyo^n n IR 
lys^n |HJH nyo^uiR n PR D^aiR o^ta, 
oyn iy^5»y3iytaanR "»yvy?B y^ y^ fl PR 
^u ta$n yo^eijp n .taayv(#nB 40 tpnt nna 
-ta^o lyvasa nyn iv Diruynya oyi jyayr, 
||r5»l1 "1 iv oayiBya »t pR DERinyiy^a 
-"t «i nynij ,D:yvijiB 60 H jya^n ^S»»m 
-nR n"D"iyii$ -tTtyo ivat^ n iv |jnynB)V iya 
"*n w f t a o w n .taayvyiB 40 HMR 0^3 
tR t^ao^ DB'ys D^nmyo yena R ^ n IM 
PR .iy2"?3 ?IJT eayv^nB 00. PB I«IB njn 
TR ,D3»Tyaiv oyn 'oy^D^o biuwanyo n 
•RD c ; wiy'Sao'D yin^R pic jyjjm tavy1 
• n m o n jy5n«jv iv ta^ a jyaipB p^p ?ys 
5RP«J5 njn o*n .jyowya p*oy^R I'R 
jyoiaya D*n yta^cijp H ban lyaiRiiya 5y»B 
v
 / 
nyp-iKn tsiyonsa D«P^ "ijn 
BW'S, |IB Jinyimns 8 inn'swain 
PB i»t52nrt5"V H PK " I P P I B " D;J»*HU 
,BPB3'ip3 ,*nwp BJ'Bert pup n - y i 
IPt'ttpsp'iiv B B " i i 8 8 3 B:'Bt?n H Dip 
-5yv3"K T B ) .}8'V8i3yo8Mn Dyo'CBP n 
"iypi8v, B3yoi83 o y i " 5 „ o n onyt ;yo"n 
.(B8380 1P30PXP1 TE 
,38 ^pttf is jjcoyp "ijrt pa mnjn 
.ontfHa cyi"1? .p-i^ *.,J 
-potj'pa ,38 ?«pjj? ipjyn yu'stjp n 
.n PK ruifpcp? .V ,5ye>B'B .an JIB "ijyn 
»n DPT i^: i?83 DBI .Byosnys ,J8DJ"§P 
-'opj n | | y 2 s n ^jnsv.pa oo't3cp3 !Pi"t »1 
~iy «t px 88 JspaJ PE .tpp l y i B'B ova 
.IV I8?B i y t pK IP28JEMK y i y t Biy^P 
'1 .3P11 IP3'B2'1 8 T1K SSPBl? OPT IPITB 
D*p fiMWWK osn ivoipytpy y?8P8? 
•'o lysepo posnp H np28 .PB 'DBP I P I 
•IV:IK PD'nya 8 iyt'iiP3D'iiK iP2»n jyara 
-ya iP28n lyiySsB'o P3J8o .B»*fiajnynB 
B'MSPtPlliK DPB'BBP TPT B'B tK .Bail's 
]p:pp B»a ,DiP3opo n , " t jyjyn f>8P8^ pK 
lyrpiE DBI pra*»t » i MI , " " I E „ nut |»i 
i p i P ' ^ D ' o B P B ' I B ' B D y c m H . .fimps 
B'B iPi380tPiPE3"K jimyj ny2« JP^"V 
DP 'tt JP3383P31V t'K DP?8 PK ,PD'C8P T ^ f 
.p' t BE1K1P3 BBH 
11883 .TPP 58PK5 i p i pE JPJJ'B'B H 
l y i y ^ B ' o PE IPIBUPJ asitps B E S ip;"t 
-p: B ' : ^BB3"P t'K DP PK ,PB'BSP i p i PE 
-?pii ,B38D5>BB n I P S T D P S is j ' B ' u ipr, 
DPT IPITB IV B8HP3 BtJH PB'CBP '1 P3 
"P3 IPB5>8npj28 t'K "51BT1 JPB16 IP! 
PK PBB8P2 IP^npmP W 33'B'D 8 IP18U 
-'JP' *l |P i" t DI5D3"K DVB'BBP i p i TBI 
- B : K I P E jpiiPJ jp :" i P35>PH /unyfciB'D Pi 
5BP8* tic toBiB IPV:K: D P I PK l £ t f i * n 
IP3"t D1P3DPD «1 .BTliPBDID JPIPII IV 
.B«582 J'EMK IJnifliyj B^PDCPJ B'3 
PK |PJrB'DB8C P:P1P,L"-.PB ^ H 
-jy^P: BEB T t PB'D8P H B8H PEHE'IK 
HB1D tP2P3PJ "T T1K IPTP'^JB'D H IV BPT 
-UKJTJf njH B'B BDPB IPfiPBL" IV BBtf PK 
Vt IP28n "1 D8T .BPB3HP2 !PBD:PmP2 
-:yo D ' P E ) r w i j p i n»DPE8iB B'B jnptp; 
-P31P2'8 Dfl'K p« .(JBBM'B'RM ,«pVa DID 
, D S I ipjyv, iPB"n^yv:"K y>'3"K iP2pj 
-P3 B«n IP PK ,jP:'BP3D'1K JP '^11 TB D8V. 
8t8 PE JnCf'SnE'lK' H tK ,j:i3"B p ' t 1P2P; 
iPBD^P *tW\ BiPDB-lKBPTDJininPBJlN 
.-in^' s nR^tp naywfi. jnpv t'2 -B38 P E 
•3"5p J1K *)KP8^8B .18B3'T B3JTT'tjnB-B"V. 
"ltP2 IV PO'DBP D?K BB'BB'P2 IPTP11 J8B 
-jyilB'H H JpnP^PTP "T ,PK D?8P8^ 1 I»2 
H 1PJ^M1P2 fPCKtW ?Kt IPD T8 ,B"PJ'T 
.B"2TK n 1P3:8B38L pK PD1D P3'B'i; 
ainyajjmye H nya-'K oanya ye'Dsp 
.KB'BKp-ij!B ^K»3ijB"''anyi23,,K H JIB 
OST ,BpB2'np2 1K1B8 B3PTtynB-D"11 
331HBK1P2 -1P338^ 8 ^ 3 B8H PB'08P '1 
-3'K 1PT31K IV KB'BKPHPB H tK ,B0'BB"P2 
B3PD (uj f|3'B P't ^«' I « , " , ^8:8«5"'31P0 
IPO DK11 ,B3PD 2 Mi H D8BC38 .'IB" 8 
BB^Pn 8 ^Bt B3PD *13'D H »B .BJ"n b^ilifV 
8~4?K DPD3PBDPP ^KIPJPB'n TB |np„ 
"P2 PJPTBB 1PPH8V ^ 8 ' IPD 1P3^ P11 PE ,1380 
PE) KB'BKp 1PE pB Pon83"K H .B'By3 
|PBVP^ t'K (1P3DPD PB 1,8" 8 B3PD 3% 
-D3PD 2V4 B'B PK ,1K?8T 7 8 0 0 0 IWW "WJJi' 
TO JPD?8'» .1P3BP0 1P1P' PE inPD 1,811 8 
TB iriB' 8 lK^BT 78000 JP182B" I33PPP3 
PB'C8P '1 '11 ,P01D '1 .DB'BP3P3"P"1BD 
.JP11P3 313P3 D?811 ,t33P3pi 
1,83 tK .BljtfpiP 31P33Pt81 B3P1HP1B 
PB D't83 8 D5>8) PD1D '!• t'K 3313"D I"t 
,DD'EP3P3 ' 1 1KB 313P3 B'3 (PDH833"K 
' i ?8t T*tf»B pK I P ^ 8 V '^11 IPD apjpn 
(8) B3K H'W IPIPH BlP3PnP3 KB'EKP 1PB 
jnys 5-8' W P D H3'E PS^PII p s .^BH « B^PD 
' 1 DP« ,3313"D p ' t ^83 -128B P"1BD C31V 
1PB 8 1KB 3'HB'13 | " t B3PD ' '!!• P1P138 
inPB IPB?8mV38 .D3PBDPP D'BB PB1PDP13 
P33B^ 8 W .DPIP^P PR Diy"3K318 
- '18: '0 PK BPB'18'80 I P ! 1P3P11 IB'DIPtS'l 
,385triBB I P ! 1P013P338 01V11 ,D3'1P3 BPB 
58t KB'BKp 1PB B3PD H3'E PB P3K1B '1 t8 
.cn:piPEpi 8 iv jnp3iP2'K 
BB'BCP3 |jmy> t'K P3?P11 ,PD'08P '1 
W W Myoma on"* njn 32 
-"£ *PIK pyoaytewa jyj«t ya?yn
 taiVD"i 
-""OT|f PK#P ,1 5»p*J IS ,Dpllpp D»H 
,9 ?KP$5> iv tiOJNfrm y^s tfljw DI$D 
-'S PK Dn*5«D DID PK P1$£p 
Djni 17 ?8P$> 5>8S pK Dip pK .D"OT"3 
-cny DVT pa DISPW iwn irirPDDMK &: 
-^ K"iy;y5rn ijn 5»$r ,u»i3 /IRVDJJD jyc 
5*p$5 ps lyoiscD z)n jyrrvpniv D's$ 
•r« inn Diyn nywnpyo j w n -iyn .IT 
iny-i:8 H IS {y3»*ie> JJJ; iy TK ,DT*KTtt30 
"O'D yiy^T Dtp ,THD pj$$p p« D>RP$5 
-vj »a oj^ Dsy^yn jy:"t mftni rvw?: 
-iKnays jyoirny nyn t>2 »n lytic ,D*iye 
.IT 5*p»? w jy-.yr. &nnyeD3ino 
j#8p$7 pa y o ^ t r p jyjj;; D^SB 
p« SyB'tre ,it?2:"^p D3jnMjns"0"ii 
8 o?« ph$ttya oewya |M»*i prates 
PK jyamyajiK W D3KD>$S c a yo*£$p 
, v m a pa* 5y*B8 oyi pram po^Dflva 
• .?$D /ly-ire ps pw ,u> 58p$5 iy:y: -.K;y 
.38 >8Ptp iy;v: i$cn*n 
PK JjrpD^ D ,*I$P8>$B D5jnnjnB"D"vi 
"$P 8 PK [yiv.ya oe^wya jy;"t p#&fe£t 
PK io 5KP$? ps .tpy H p r p m i y»*e 
.p<c"iy;y-iD "ijnra p2 D"p n 
s«p»? ty^y: DT^yafe mini® TWia 
D»V, iS^yi ,,wii pc yfimDc 8 \vm\ as 
va ,Dr^y:E^rt« D.TK *HK o$n 5«p*5 Tjn 
•SK; nat? ptttunil nam o5n n IWBtfnya 
n .jypiwpniv onyu Syss nyn j u r a 
.o>n: IX D*3 PK nipw 
"ttf iy:y: Ditfw* WWMvi --anna 
p*t a*j c:ynyjK 5»p^ lyn DIIKV, as 5KP 
I« D*3 38 5«p*5 .9 5SP$5 ps nysoiyno 
PK ,!$DW("T ,iy D»V. ,Dip 13113 8 D^ 8 
• -$5 m t&e'Bvya .i8m$e K pmn uwma 
C^ K iy'i«?D-i^ vH iycny:3"iK ?t?T 38 t>t$p 
y2*5;rs H jyreyaivDMK yo'Ctjp *T 
mm ::i3u-tyt3JiK 18 ty^^o ps \voc$p 
r.y^r PK -lyo'UiK 5m»x 'jam* jrmsyt 
W v: ,20 txptf pa Danrw 8 PK 
n c^n
 #D33*5*jyfi onjni ,D-!yp"o m^p^y-i 
n nnnuimv prnyi ^ t v(»^2 /.py . rp 
iv^n ya^yii ,I^DD^I ps onyp^c Li^r'y^ 
;ii .n .K nyi ps iyiy^3D*o t"iti«no 
foa3K>W onyn n>no . w?p ps iis^a 
-P'IK prnvi 5«t ^^ KlJ2 ..rpy .en n D^I 
yove nyn tD^n im^pa^DDmy n |W»^a 
"iyi "2 DEJV. DVI air^s ^aiysvJifn ns 
«a D^2n« yn?yp" MKoya uiyn yen^c 
(onyp^o DD»n) ^ JBPIJ? ps imir^aona 
nya'K .(onyp^D DTIPD) SS8 rsp$> pfi p« 
.nyijyr^i Djjn-nyia w D»P n iy2y;y3 
DID pK Pl(J?p
 f9 ?8P1J? ps DSnC'IS M 
. ^H H DtJI DPb'tf ,D" iycrs [IK Dl^?"D 
ps DiJ^ya cyT [yiiToann ^ t TIWP .ipy 
mnou i^si^iyn nyi) •wvajnuvP ivovy? 
,17 ?8w5 (mm Owunuvp ps Dr-.ya ,4» 
,D;:8?"(yB o 58p#> .JIJUV Diyp^c nysn 
,D"iysn "a Ds: lyu^aiK D*n
 fn v5$ ctji 
•»*o pi^p H iv \vwv. D-;nysD;y:D |y5ijt 
.Df»8PJ#^  nyp 
182 Dyoanya yiyaayjiji wynnyia 
pmpwa OD p^vya vx D^II ,yD>ctjp lyn 
•»DifP n ciji ,4o .ci: ir^WTJn "yi ivavii 
nv-T D'D |yo«nv ovwv: 5»D «VIV D{jn yo 
T^K iyo -iy3« .17 5KP$5 ps yo^c^p .tpy 
n inn .D-n^^nys 8 iv jycipy: D»3 
D n^ ,jyDipwn^B ly-'^ t own ,iy3JpoipD^ 
jy:y;y;iv ^*op«e W $#ptf ps yD^e^p H 
•O»II \nfyw
 rbanya pn pa u » ' w » n n 
^ ' ^ y ; ,D28cy: e*n ^yrD^o wjnnjne 
CNpi lyaytP ^tjv y-:yD"nya 8 PK D^T 
po iKcp'-cmrn nn W»IM oyy1 iyrn 
-sy^ya Diyz^yj: yny^t \jr\f\\ ,17 ^8Ptj^  
.D-yE'-i \"p D1: PK
 fops»5p a n a s w tt«o 
n DtjT ,t'K n 5UP«5 pa 33i3n"nonys n 
D^^D nyr^z. K TK jya8D »i DV11 D a^nK 
•aiyai wuv »i jyoJwiiVB^K PK ,D^an8 
-vycr.K pn «? iyEi8T riyaye' n PK tysm 
.5KP^^ ny"t ps oanfiMK -un 
?KP«^ itf3vnv3ij DD^ DE»ya bw\ ov 
-ysu y^ K iyinysD3KiD: jyno "t D^T ,17 
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on pe D-iysoyn yivDpa n pB yaan pro 
oy"2 D;jnuyiB £apa$ IWttrpnMHP'J 
,tnaei? H tjraitsra w Dvanoora DTjm 
.•uaftvSp ^ : pmv rwimfB 
jna&'P*va PE ?apa* o w e PW?P 
-?K -.yn pa lycny; iv b'i'S'iSur |y»a$">yfi 
jia trfiy^a-p'D iv^ nt#v ur T:^E o y r w : 
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 #DH»5iyB ,84 ,*apa? 
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/J5 Jfcpijft PE jyiySynaB D&nftiv 8 
" 0 "y i spn*' i*i ,Diyp"o ao*m BJM«9 
.tj^a-.a D:*<V8D';K n pram oyoanya ?8p 
irwynjtotmijB Din IKE i^nuy: onyil trtpi 
,D3;Kf"iyE 5»p*5 nyn .p»noo ?any:yer: 
j * jyaya **i ^ r naga .rpy .:ytrn n T8 
iyony;tya*a spin pa Wf«Mina Hrt^ftiijr 
,pa aaniPt^ B 8 w JWtifc Pfi KVWfi *t 
pa c iy?"^ D D ^ V H p r w j a m f jynw *v 
.eiyor yrcna * i pa pa K*E5jnato 
"•,82 Djm*$ tO f'aptff' PE DEnctV 8 
••in Dip
 fDVD»i5 .na1 v ; ,Diyo8P tttfs 
•W ,ijnva njnna h oo^trya cijn 5»pif5 
*8P*5 O'c (W^anwVD^o jynKP pa i«#c::,'i 
•»a H .P»IDD !xn:ynyDr"«E Dyi pa 25 
j^Mpyian inyr fyt^a-iK D?8P^ y"i 
•«a -jya^nny ^ytny^E 5yw> im 
-ya* pnviwi PK .a .rpy .e»n nyn PE ; r c 
, :KDD:H pB D^E{J Jmjttypn pa iyo5«n 
/waDRVi iyol4 jy i ,natr pa jyulO cy-: 
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8 tf»R
 rn«io nyn pa P""DD hn iuwn 8 
po y38? yanymta n jyiyoyaiyE iv jyo^e 
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 #onypn*n Dii3 tt«nw ,02 5ap»? pe 
nyDDViw H PE i:ynyDB*ya y^oaP l y n 
.n^tr .12 pM y-i;8? pa P8n MBFOVWP 
5wi& PE yc^i jp 8 D?« ,ny^c i y ina 
(OMSwraa D^? PE ,Dia^"w oyn*^ ,w 
£apif? nyn -.8E ye5»n y^y^vosrB DsauSiyE 
"a? PB yo^eaP D?8
 rriia3*aai nyma 
"iyE »pni"n v : PE D I ^ ^ D oyn"5 ^2 ?8P 
?8P^^ PE yo^cap D?8 jNtnn ijnna 
PD Dnyp"cP^p pa ma?"B oyn"5 ,on 
IV D'E^ *:wi pe.n^n D»a5nys ,a5ysaa 
H lynyotnynyr, tD v^ py^ D n PR (raw 
l i f r i i oa« ,Dyoaa yi'Oia^ n PB aaiSnaan 
n PE iyeny^iv p^o t^a yjjnjnmyfi ^nn 
-:a pa lyaiaiiya jyaan " i Bail /BB^wa 
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"IKB jyavn *n iya$
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fW b^pRna w i jyayayaBMR DO ?KE p'p 
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PR .oy?K lyanK ny^sy: wnao^Rp 
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csv> #*& » .nynya-Jiir n PK yt3"5-CDEytr 
- « i r CH 'K ?yp MR! ,M3 K i^n orEya cy 
W U i"P D ;^ ni(n: PK PK pnjn PK ?yn 
CM-;K C*J D i^i u n a n jyoimv ny e^sn 
,-iypir rw fyii ."na^nc nycsiK^ oxn 
KIIP 5tPw « jyoy^K i«(3 T*K iKfcOT 
o:yr:y: nf-np yr>n^K *1 ^M D^V,
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*.o*; npeu p^p oz«r 
.o5yn nyn PK njn:y5*yDD3*n n pa yj"K 
iiK yoDQHtj n jPDyDD'jttfyniOT o«?n DIJII 
nyo ysftyrs .;:nyp5>yEy2 ytDD;y:^B-,yi^ 
-jw oyT IJto5»«nyaaij jy-iyii iy?yn pria^Dtfr 
pp w^^o Mmwvnyz- p« IKSMI IW 
. t yvpnf ly taws nw-p^neo 8 
•nwar D«n MI p»i "iyK^ gn |yp jyn 
nK yoiM'JKanij H ns ob"3 nyn PK o?y? 
is pe ,iyay? PK e»jjrMifi .nnyo IKB *ijrD"3 
Tt o^n Dm
 #p'noDnyO"mK-in83:yT;"K 
nKE ayu W35»n 8 D^D taanayya tDU'iy IJT 
-»n3yaoMK bifli p^noo iyi .nyD^aiH n 
TSBDWWIVI H D f^l nyT 3V4tv...on 
-rK IK wiryapyiw oi(n OHBDifP^niJqn 
.TOW tx t^ya T^ K ny D«(II "lKEiyi ,"iy:^n 
i^isrnrnyB ,DP"iDoya iy2«n irovgiR n 
-yucr:^ pmv DH^K 5 t^ y*:«eai(p H DJJ"I 
DJ(T 1p$n yooyns y«*^DD'?8b^8p n .jy^ 
t$riD W 03yn o ^ w IKE P"IDD 8 #iysnya 
oynsi^ tjM e$n 3:K ."iyE3Kn3 p:ntD 8 
'itauyra-'M "iyn TK ,DII(P PK tynyvsmrm 
ya^r PE nyj"K TK I « :
 r w lynya D^3 PK 
8 038cy; DPI^ K PIMK bipi yocKyn ynysyn 
•^n
 rpn lyiynya KM ?8T IKT n MI ;jia>a 
yiy^r 3MK TK D'nsyo'ya nyo^nnK n ?y3 
iyo^ 3 PK PKIVMP! lyayo . nn*iyn*TjOMK 
•yo ,Dnyoc» o?yw H D^II *IMK *»yfaWD«» 
.|yB3K-!3 P3111D 8 WnD 5*0 8 T1K "t IV3 
ny«3»B>n;*K iyn ^MK MI D"iyp"nt3D y^8 PK 
yiy^r HMR tD^yocys:* p^iv iKwttjn iw*M 
.nyony 
-IK n ivr^ Mi p*5« jynyaij'vpKjn n 
PK o ^ r i iv ayn 8 opynn3^K iyo^3 
yD8?P*^ yD"3"iK H .i^vi^ny-i y^ K v^^ D 
Dart ,yvytya H on^ DpyBDyi ansyotr ts^n 
y^: nxnif |ya:njn:y -I^ B DfiBDpya o$n n 
-yi DIIJD ny"3 8 D*y VH ,p3 .yvyrya 
•"i "i8"i3 |i8 ,yr8o ixn pK p n s HJipi 
.5ysr"3 Djn jypMi tyny3*^vp8jn yoD3ny 
iynn*E yeosyn H lyr^n ,»:8py3 MI 
iya58ny3 «oni» lyivownyoavp i n JIB 
- ^ " K Dsr PE 5"HO K jnomviit P*K PK 
-xn ly^anya^ tya^ovK i r i ?y;y3 I*KB jy^ 
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-5R.TP33R BT »'« BR3RB jpovpS PT3P 
•owpiyB ytDDJ'tpn n |W P3"R urupw IVB 
-p3 PR, Dy jpii jpatjn TPB»3TR DRII IJBJIS 
ps ,'Dnss TRS"?1 B3PT3PSPT3'R n .BRT 
-y; t'K m s n TP'P TPBBnnpa TPT ipaSpii 
8 tP3>inp33B BVP< B$n "flwn lj»i ipii 
8 /TPBTPV. jnjn:8 B'B ,avonwa weave 
TPT .o ' ' p o ' T «f J p 3 p s n n n > o 
,S5ipi' IPBDPTS • DPT p« ipiips pa 33'B»a 
BTP3?K TPT ,!RT3R5 p» «p» B3'EP3 DJfii 
llriBn Jj»3*n TP3TPT H IPCUV pit ,55$n 
"RBD'h HPMJ "P'lO H ,{Um .DID |1K 'H'D 
TP'BTPSIR TPT .nraejjSi t?mifi?n /Ufcn 
'Pye DD'D .TPEEBPP Tptr'BD^R'VRD TjO'5 
yoTt'jwnif *i ps pnjpjma H /lyneitj 
-RD npoennw i m JIB ,TPO"3T8 IP'VW 
.nstr TT83TP3 ,3TIB8EBTT ps BB'Siry 
•yj o«n jyny-!38 DPT -^ a^ TP3TPT pnt 
~.K DPI HE ipTS'a peDjnp'no HipJmfb 
"'IPV ,PD»ru ,jO»n PtsiR PK tV2P$ TPB^E 
B«n TP?IBTRPPB DD'B .T3R? PBDPBTP? 
•"318 H tic IPBD:P'TTPB n rs ,e$np*ijh 
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.">:85 nptjw p8 Denyn c«v, ,»vBDB'y.3v 
«BTT3 S 
T8 wn' nnj#-» "~n ^?8a pw PR Dy 
B3PB1»] DJ>H"5„ DPT ^ NE |P3>nB» 3y^ E 
Dsn n8B .D'J napa n»na P : "C "lyp-iijr, 
DSpnE ?jyan»P3 B'3 IS IST ps v « 2«n 
IJrJWl Pa^PIl ,IP38niK ^S 8 I8T8E .ln<N 
"IPT PK iPTDpnPBj'K B': ip;y^ p.np"K 
•|P38t p-|P3?'a IV ~,P3'8 1'K npj 1SE 
IPP38T 1»5X1pn T ' 8 TK 5'11 ^ 3 Dllp 
D811 ."nppnsil B2PD18J DPH"5„ DPT IKE 
DPTP' .D838B IPlP' IS TO BP'U1 in'N 
i'8 Vt T 8 IP'BTPE |S BB1P TP JP11 ^8B 
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!PE"V,V HSBRP TPT .1PD3'I3R PTPT3R K3R3 
iP^sp'TRT n jw "anc tnr t j t f PB1''"1-* , - 1 
-TRtl' 5RB. P?R BTPli "BTRB-TPB"3TR pR 
.|P3MK h «1'1R BD"T.pR TyE 
I'^ R T.R3 t'R yDR^P yDP'TTP3 H ,nBK ' 
B'TiSPD'HSlR ,C*:TPBD3''E .1PP31TP3 *)P'D 
»1 .T3Rfi i'R I R ; iptnpn y5"nBTiRTifE pit 
n « B'3 J18 D'TR Tr:yt r s 8 ^83 |Jjj*M J» '18 
nypnjjii Bayo-isa D*I** njn 
-y; tr; 'D*IKB DD^PBMfD nyr;iK ayr. spftm 
..-naa lyo'n; j«p jys 
-I$E lyg PK nyaJyn
 r*ttKti»yn D<fjm 
n pe WVPKIE lytptspHS* i n JIB iynyt)tM 
jTOiPWnpojnn PK ,Dnypn*u JWYMMPiiM 
#nyp"owo n pe oaifca Bxajftn iyon*p 
-y:ye-p*B»8P PK -yDy-ipvD DBVUNH Din 
1$; ,"BI*B WDD*5IP**D nin pc w n 
D$rt ; W J W * D'O IJnn "iiv iyn$ bW'B 8 
i»e 8 jwnipiw^nK immia tainvn 
lyrwpiDMU T^a f t o$n D3i*a w ,BWB 
o n i$; «^3a D«n iMRifl /utfe |tmn 
-y-iB n« .n^yn iy,noK i**tt nttfs D38cy3 
nyn yo-i$ED8^ B he o$n DI»BO*3 &FW. 
b w 0 n n3*ey D:^B* »a$5 PK TK jy^yK 
ya^^K B^yninawiK T ^ iy B*H , w w a -
. / H wrto tytnin D$II tynyr *y lyBwySm 
I'limvyn ryaijn jyoiojfan n pm ,T9TOM 
-yjwjra ou *pm on^ n »t ?ya*n ,os8ay3 
-$E lyobyetjip yoatifi^B n nti PK ,oyn 
DIP* Dtp D#11 ya*¥3»K H |jmjra PK n*»5 
-O'**B PK mranaimi hK wwo8^y3 
am* iy:ya . T ^ ' O W
 fo*n onw JMPnK) 
***•»**• n nx ,iya8o bftfnsn B*3 WK^P P*P 
.]jm$y3"ifi fy'-nKiryn &#n 
•3yr:*P yrfnny>-32 H f! e«n Bwyn 
HQ*»J IHf fKr"-!jnyE jKpnys* ixn pE fW? 
li$;
 #Di3y3K naBonw 10 en* ,B3in;yy; 
.jywi »n» PE jjtxn 8 
y5« n .DD1W>»3 nyryJ- inytaw ^K iKtrpy^ y 
BJnyiny rownw wncnyDW ynyi;K 
,5y;;t$p'$ 03jr*tjnBT>»li 'nyo^n ,im$viy3 
t383y5»yn 8 PE jyi*v.y« DTOtfMj PK nya5>yii 
— MMP hmf^'ftiBMl ny;y3"K pn PE 
-yiE nyi rtwSWri lyE^y; T^K DH^ K tyaw 
•yi iyi .W3V fyowew n Itt t»3yn,T 
•npys ovn I ^ D J ^ H rs ,jyiiya T^K BSDJIT 
p« lyo^ DC *uyTMD opyr *w inyo Dlfiwy iv-
-^o tfy pa D;yn»#3 jyanpya D^ n t^f^ VP'if 
•3;y 11?; lyossy^yT K^JiyDK^ E D?B .n;yr 
ljn*r,ya o5nyiny S W I K P W IW**t "Wtt? 
ne-^ ejnpyD Smyayvn iw ,po D5«W 
,nyEEtiiyp D»KI5 hK oiypn^ti nw n;y ma n 
~v$vi ^rrvema D5» . W ^ 1 oiyna H PE 
pJnyiny 3'Q'OB*3"K T^K yiyayp ^ 3 iyoK3 
'b"iyt2K^  ,-t jifi ,^'KDPKD DK^ i^ iy" i^*; 
"K^D PK j»» Djm jK^yr^p y&opyj n 
.1^033^811 ,?yc 
,nya^ Kn*B jynya T^K iKtrpy^ y H iyn 
"&wm y^ K n iyrTE ;yc :^y; vt iJ^ D#n 
nye « rya^anys ^ ; iwn o»in ly^'v 
.ty$*wn 
.BU oy^8 ron yT3y 
PE '•ip *yn PK nijn t3"v lyryn Tin 
jyay3y3 oijn wpi ^»E K »TD»B iKK';yn;^ P 
PK ,1 '^VPK nytDpynn IKE Snuwrpy IK 
PH fpt*c pn Sjb1^ i jn .n?28e^aia 
-BBwa pajrfttjj D^D ^peyijmro^n PK 
pjyattp-neayn « PK we»a njn -nra 
ojn ?ymppa ty^pp T^H Bjn-s tpojnpyc 
» PK ,jyavK onyr 1rr>M oyn DBT 
-^^npea^K cyn i * i ^a i p r w w v w f i 
TT^B npTjp iya?jm *»»»»« *KW» 
c$vt B^Bijn B T ^ J J B V ny t» jypMi ix 
• I i w ^ w « T^ K ny 
nypn$n nayo-iaa ttnvb nyn 26 
.ornnya *p! \vn o$n jntntt' D*a PK yvn 
jj»«ja Bijni umm^njiB « Dy'onyBoya 
-iyvK pruiov »n» 8 -inysyaaiK c o 
DftftM o$n (Kcpjtfy PK |KB>»J»£$3 H 
-iys ".onyfiotp narmina c$n JKWUFB 
nyn » V H iya$r IX prw^ntnB 8 taajs? 
ny tyi ant TK ,&ny?p-iy o$n Dnysosi nyta 
T8 ,Djyoo^CD s ,aaita"v H PK jyry:?ya t3{#n 
-*PB |«*3>r|«p iyvu p« osntava DTW ny 
•pn» nyn -IKE r u w 8 PK ny TK PK \vopn 
0Kay5>yn nyi iyaynB ny 5ni
 #:3«ynya |«pw 
,l$*JJ»: Dnya^ o H pe itauppyo 
Ttt T^ P'VN 03yOD"DD 8T8 D$n ny 3MK 
ny-!;ysyiDy2 nyn 5»t D*J a w PK ,t>38c 
"«H .iy:yp"?2tj-D^i n$f»E J'SMK tp t3Kayf<yn 
-uw T ^ B B - o$n Dwyryn TjrwyflyiDya 
-tpiya wDyDt$WD*D„ vx iv TK ,py$piy jyc 
•8: ta$n -iyco:y nyryn kjwjno"* n JIB jyn 
*l IIK ,D*yetry:;ynynEW D>: cya^p T ^ ' O 
•v rBnfcttM DSnsnn ?#:« I$J PK yaKnc 
-ya gyn TPK .D>J iyiif ca t^ya oy ny oyn 
D'aa PK DwySpn cy-t p.no pip 8 bbn«n 
"iy"y ftnsrtjQD^ iK vaw o$n -y n*. ,pn» 
tayn ny — lyanpya nworn DTPM IPIM own 
gyn wv DK .iyn*2 8 w Dvnwya T3M 
onyri oyiy ay o;yp"^ ny TK jffiySpny iy 
•yayntrya prow PK U)B"S nyn p« Dtfil 
tMp WP p^>TC9IU ,D*p [IK IVDlj; I«? pK 
.D^yotfyaaynynsw i'oiys. 
•iyoipyanyB PK 5yayn» ^yp'oc « t^#j 
jyaijn j i^^ oiyvu n PB iyowy5yi n 
QniN
 fi*:y5 iinwtjritt ty^ v^  bveoyeljii 
,*|W?*mny8 "ijn PB iyc{j: i'K pr.vs ny 
njnaij: *j« MW'3*mpB nss iri'D^B 
W© yrn T«
 ftnyamyB o^n- i^ ;y5 .no m 
??» D^: iy D s^n jiwrn^nipE nya»* mitre 
'
,-:B D^« 113 jKtr^iyiys nyT JIB -.ytDDKya 
ryewp^jn iyna n oy o^n .jjjnys-D^v. 
•ya ?ya»5rysn*B ?yrn iypayrrynB.'^B* 
D-:yp"DniM D^ H ps 'mysbip ^yrcyo jyn*r 
-'o >«3*«f"nyD3'i« iin pc ,D^ yn DPBO PK 
"Jn pc wefitmn vi w>w twzmw 
.yDBBjD JIB wS»npir»y 
n jya^n tmpjirtuvp JJKB:^ ps i^?a 
-n» Dpmyj ai#D y>K iy33io»x lyDoycoiji 
lyaya D«B prrw^pw nyn payn |ySp*o 
T^K DEI> H ' .D;yiuyis D?8 iy'myE^sj; 
ny own ^uny p« ,>IE lyry: ay-i D^C pisr 
yjjny^wy >T jy« D;yc$2 nyn Dyanni 
H |yr*m vnvw iyoaijByaDMK w\\ DDN^-
•tyivtasinyo:vp n p« fyJBPHBI 
lyowySxn y:y:«?ry: WDDtfcWfD H 
» |yD>»nyaa* nynn'B :yo I^B 8 D^ D ivs^n 
4328 |y>*t oy 3*IK jyDyisryn IV ar^A 
ryjya wjnnjnfi "18E D8^,^38P 8 jySybtr 
•;« Jnjptinyta n pa aaw^o n •I'oiVBoita 
•nyns 8 jyJyDCD'iK iy;y: \y\w PK xnsyryn 
rnypyii DO^B'V^D nyn iu ,t:8in:8P*tD;yi 
Diypn i^i !"D iyD":v n ps D83y>yi nyi 
-iy B$n PK tD^ yoiryjDnK in B^ n jipw 
on*M e{jn i^jr'cpnoDn p't T8
 ro*)y5p 
PK ,i'Diys^a jysya jyc^D^ iv Di^ KnuorK 
|yD*i5 oyr. ov w, DMK bo DH'K aaso oy 
;iyo't?tr oy:y 8^B ny oyn i'Diyso^ ryay: 
8 "iy-T*# iyj8Hj^ K nyj"iyv^n 8 i^t oy ayo 
•D a^ T8 ,D-iy^ p^ y ny D$n T W .nam iy^ya 
"i^no lyt 18E I^EK yn:8^ 8 VK onys 
Dijn on pK orrK "a t8
 ra:iaynya | $ w 
PK ,jin»a*D law^^iva oyopna jyaisya iy 
ny .^ yoijn iij^avD^ 8 PK |"K bnybtr iy 
lyeawtm P« ^ t^wy i^ TK ,oatfiya ^MK Dijn 
cijn ITHIIVI oy'Diyso^a inayana^a PK 
\"P nip PK DiyEsip t«
 #yPMiya aiaya ij) 
jiK ycy^s iyi "IKE ^ > w a ! DS; tsbri^av 
cy Dt#n -,ytn$syi 8 piuiO^TiO |WP l«i 
-»* pn PB i*DHy DIV lyayayanyrK inJj 
--iyE PK nijeny "un Ml "syn^ K: PK ,a;io 
JIB Dt3:yoB"t3D n TK jy^v.ya tnyrr 
cpmya oy ny oijn ,a^an iym CHiPVli 
-yit'onya^D.'i, T8 #»yp yomi K nywiK 
^ijna D^K "i:in jyf'ya 8 ISB tyo'tajr iy^  
-ya'epn-ya T\K 9yi»egW iym D^T "pan 
--ytDi^ K 18 iyi^ny;;« oysy Ipi o«n jin^r. 
.-^n'iya:yn;K Dy'onyssip
 rD»aiK WBW1PI»K 
-yaann PK amjwwY ^$yp3»il y^8 tya 
pK ,oysy TT ca'Eya rcn iyr i«n ,Dpy,:,:' 
•aija »|*»f jyp i;8Diriy-^n *un pnKor hi 
26 ippnyn c^yD' 
PK T» D¥* ,W3V J s p w u i ^ o SRMK^ 
n o t * nruimcjK yj"? 1$ pcwnsro iyxj»: 
"Dipj 'K (IK DISPfc'WfD
 #DyDmrp5*D 
"HOf I T U M ^ O m M D*H pK ,DlDT^«nD 
nso B>or> ITOD'D Dajrptjna pn ps 33tf 
p« nwytDBHBf ny$we> H jyanD*m o*3 
?B ,&)tf>p-w o$n D W .p^ntDD-y^ossD^D 
,SPDIP n ona iyop»riD;$p D $ I ppw p*t 
j *m .iwjna D^J « I D M PK tf»a iyp »i PK 
pn n»D p* lyS-yec ix TT DSjrrwn oy mil 
P'DPBD 8 ijn:y«;» DS; i y Sni ,|ipsp yaya^K 
yowy-i y338> 8 TO ./iy»B p« jyanp pa 
^D3i8P lPD^pytpy mx iy3^83yny3^« oy PK 
fraipD i y " t |yoa*to lyccy-is n jyaSyn IX 
/iyay3D,nK"D33iD,,x w p v p f H D^O 
B«p onyac^B JIK DTJJDIBD^DD ^T 
« o*o ,iKsr;yTuip "lyc^s^s njri \ a \ 
oy T8 4T>ipiya jyDtfcya PK rpyi ivSmp 
•yn D3yp"iy38 o*a n w m n y f i ny-i PK *n«-i 
T D i t w i B nxn p« ww p'K *n -inyc iy-i 
TU»:>« h * 5"DJI8P ivoipytpy *un .ynoo 
n pE'rjy^yc-^P s tysnya ix umyj D T K 
n pw i»r:v ?K3$t?"3iyD3,K Diy2D^E 
"T TB JffW ^WIJB">jnyD2*K myD*BD*DD 
P'-K nyD3iK lya^^Knyc y-i"a T * jtfJiu 
8t8 D«n ^D3i8P ivoipyipy lyn .nyon«e^ 
nye lysfiKenyBiyp jn»a PE r;jnyB3$p 
oaKTDjy Tt iya$n onyD^o^DD n p« |»BY1 
DVH **W1W rnn Dfl) oy?8 ,tyro»myfi ix 
w f t iv:KtD;y ix t^ n^ 2 rat ,wne D:ypy: 
-^CD'iK — D^yD'cc'DD El PE DV- jycny: 
-3yv,:ip n IB iyp iK^n jnyc i j n PE \vc 
ijrv. PK ,D*onirw3 S W 9 » m ^ 8 i"in jar 
DiyD^BD'QD H fyV3^B*XDH pE y3K"lE ^ 
Bfh J iwamap nyi -,8E ly^ipyan^s T^ K 
-yipyo. iy;yTyiiy: njn
 fD:i82 IK^KC y^»i : 
p*i iyoy:iys
 vnarW DD*&mp u n PE iyo 
oe^Dpy; w»n PK ^ owt^ r ioDinrH 1W2W 
• ^ 8 ?y;yp iy5*t DnyD'co^oo n TK ,vssn 
K D?« j n^ny iy f i - ;n PK nyo"« n*iic iys 
"»M iyo*:y^sn oyomj^w n ! i^^r-cEy-ip 
u n f i o y i w tK
 #2:i3"c njn pniya nys^ ?y; 
"D'13 PK C**DPK"5fi TK "^ KE \VV1 PK WOfJ 
83 c r ^ nyn 
» • . ' • 
ivn^iw Di'nyxya DU |VD*D^ H Jya^t T ^ 
lyny^ao^D H lyoyu -i«B ,iywpo H "I»E 
.DD'DBW jyarjn 
lyo^Knyj:* Difn " l yo^ - i y j ^KP n 
t^ K iyiiJtB H |W1 PK ,?¥D iyS383 8 tDyDD 
iyc PK .lyaiKyaD^K jyoy^K "3 tSyoa P3LM 
Tt D^n .iyD^DCSK DIV iWDi:ya ^ i o^n 
H83 IP »3»l bwJ l l j f i IK ,C3"Xy3DM"18 
-nyr.iy ?WT iyo TK ,nyn "IKE jjnanw ayyii 
8 «fili iKtrnyiyE lyn pB yoDsya H jy? 
.DnijriyEjn 
\ 
jnt,D»n inn* iyosy^ pfi ^KD t38^o PK 
D f m n PE P"1DD 8 lyj^iayaonK i p w t r 
D'DDVin pM jyj'E'BD DyiB H "3 iyD"21K 
n pk ^HM D^V yvTip 8 PK PK ,iya^D"v 
ayo n^B 8 pn .iwaiD^v y^^ajy ynynjK 
TJDtWW T1K 1WTDD n IS t»«1 -WtWBW 
>T PK D*jjn ova ,D-iyB"DJ$y"iyoD n iy: 
-D»o D*3 iya$n wrn yj^yxa^K n ,ony i rm 
nyi ."lyvytDBnr n pnw iw«t DpnBBW 
•y: onn'EyiJ^ ^^DEK^^oy: t'K p^noo 
,o^3 ova n iy^ IP'TW 338? D 3^ ?*3 pnvn 
DTi |M$fl Dnye>^D y^nyDD PK D iy i vm 
DVH y ^ j n r i ^ n PK ,jy3y3y3E i^K P^-IDD 
i8B"iyn .yo^^DynB n |M**» $p jyp^noo 
-jn 8 t3D8"i2y33""iK j i j ^ r Diyooyns n D{#n 
•ynyB iftp?n»D'» n p w r f w w i i »lf|wSP 
ly^oyo jyc^yn " t 5*t n ,iK2"? n$ I K ^ " " I 
ix lyvyrocnB? n 3H3y33 i^v
 #p»noD cyT 
•W yc«2yi H .yD"?oyiB n D»O lynyoc 
-"K lysysys y i i Di*n p^vi^ryn i y rn (ya 
8 J»»n ix D"n:y3y?y3 8 iyDK3y?yi y3': 
?K3ij,iy»:"iyD3*K ivi ps yooKya H ynipa 
H jya^^iy D*3 "IKB n w ^ K P ^ E K ^ E ' C 
-y^DBBD'D 8 PK inysixD'nK lyxyiDsnc 
^Kp^BKisijfi^ D nyn PB iyoK3y?yT n .p>ntDD 
DyiW3*OT3 D>3 T^K ^^1^083 ]V2l^7\ \pW 
ps nyoyiD-iyE n PBDD jysysys praipi PK 
PK " i MjyanSipya ^ w D:ycoriB *T 
t'Ky082yn ,":.D"P3'Dy5'3K3pK D"P3>nyE31K 
DP80 n3"iE nyt3^ K TK
 #yo"n KTK \mtf\w 
TVpvgn tMyonsa wb nyn 24 
frnaaxt "iya"t yi»a hfi„ yoy^aix yyaw 
.yan'mia 8 |ynya PK MKte H .jyoiaya 
-jn nytn "a VI D#n aiyacsa tawinyie 
ps >yn*D^y IK lytyJunija wuva yosa 
, a$n n*Dp«ijn iyi iKtt ,"^tp p-i^ -» v;„ n 
nyoD^ D iyn TK ^TOUB pmv B"X 8 a^c 
i n pBanyaayo iraipytpy H jyJnyiny pa 
r« •onaynyfiyn 8 vm 'an&e pp'ftmfD 
ya^ayate n aipi "iKB-iy-i ,c*Dq«"iB a*a 
n vfcynye a*: nip iyp DBBBruny^ aana 
5"na nyo*r.3 K p8 .jyatnnasp fwn&fi 
D58 jycaya 1KB lyt^ DC nyny>Jaa'D H tie 
•aye *i 5"ii /iiwun W 5 » n a woipytpy 
njrwp nya^n yaw D^ K B38py2 «t j w r jyip 
D« w: at"ii a$- wpi ^ w n e r jny^ iBSfi 
nyoma 8 PB onyny^ B^ K o^prnya iy«! 
-"n aa r^ 5,yn^onyM^^pM *«n jmanwa 
*iy3"T "Bi8B un po w a ^ s n T8 ,nyc 
*n DiyaiKii n jyatfaa^Kya n W D W M 
-5yn*any nyn apan iKsny-i jyJnf "? 
,iynya nanyiioayca^i o5»v. ay f« I T O ' I * 
,"iif iy?^ T pj$B>3yiwtfP yiraa'^vija n t» 
• -;$P yryn "2 JIK , T * W jyiyii |yttf«nya 
B^WpnK Tifwya ryjyp \vo ayn oasrayu 
ny iy;»nya Mm»n#n |y5»T ay.iyu jyj 
*n 5$r iKC3yiu8jp n DKMrvu iv afayfi 
PIC 5yn$any Wjrn /i^ TONtt •jySnyiny 
|ya|ewpn« H "i8B 28^P noma 8 lynya 
.WcnjnyB nyr p« DVWjnyBjn JIB 
D*3 pK ,iin$nya B3^ vy33$ vi* TO oy 
-«D nya'vu Tin pn "i8a$r T8 ,aayp"5ya2$ 
-8atrya lya^i lyaicaySin ayayn ,w$p aiy: 
"n pa B^vriB j'n«s ;yt"K pw Jn^ac m 
a*p a^n ppav nyrn p» a$ — Dn:y"(y2 
T'^r^K pK T8
 fD^D»B ?nW 1HK' »*ltff BnD 
impiya ay;:3yj ijnaBOP1 119 PK apnaan 
"yayaav ly:"! Dlpi
 r v b w "i:yr?io a»D*»ni 
-njns D^« nypifii impcm n«c [xn^iwiya 
c*a cuinnriB ayjytynya nyi jy^ ys a:y-: 
OT lye DD"V. 3i^ a iy:n33"n wi» ptc «o*im0 
.iyaipy3:'insi.!y:,n c a ^ s : n mw 
"ny IK jy-!$iiy3 lyry^ yaiifB TI« TO ny 
" *n "n Dffti ^3ia^v D"iya:"B -T pc 5jr*n^ t) 
H'-nijpyn H T« ,y^ yE » I , DW,TW tMpi 
oa&Wi rt iya5»«ny3pmx ivzw y-vorvyz 
lyo'Dt? H iyp*^3"n« ps a"v H puvn pa 
•83, t>« ya82yn nyrn JIB psaJnyn nxn 
•3in | '« nj^i^ryi n is jjmyj
 #T5I%O 
.jySseya 
8 «a yoesya iK^^Tjrryfl n j^nymy 
.Drwynyeyn 
|Kc:yr:^p iyi »3
 rpmx nn^ s- OVJ 
-y3^n« ww9«tri s VK ,saj$tas pn 
nyi pa ybo»ya y^s ts ,iynj?iiy3 02^2 
Dpjnn jyiyii aSnyiny jySijT |K#"i»nyE 
Tin iMBnmnjn ";y-i pa nyny^aa^» y^s pa 
•py?y H aoip a w 0*11 a«ac3»
 few$»a 8 
-:yii3$p nyi «a jya«3y5>yT n pa i^a |««? 
yj"p iyony::t< aSijoyn 3Hjyjyp a^ i .I«K» 
•ya iN^3yn:tjp-n a^n ^yo^^ya yae^a^ya 
ivaipyrpy oyi jyi^nao:^ IV |ym$tf 
cy m JJBIB n naw pnniac iv 5>Dai8P 
nyaa^ K p« y5*«3*^ ¥«3 myitx vx a^ anK 
IK^yiu^p nytn iv p« ,D3^or y?J8t#^8J 
"iPMytn mm p« .oanya 8 lyjjyn:"^ 
.Df<yn38ny3 v^aya^K ay' ^ n a$n aan 
Di?n ^o:i8P iraipytpy pa wnya iyi 
"ij*8D yoMia r:83 8 pK r» ^yan^ya vtosn 
aTaonpy Da^av y5«a^x»anyoa^ D»n 
•D8yn yny»M jy^nyiny pa ayao^ D p»p o :^ 
yoMia y^ y^ B p« .Druyiyayi 8 Tin ya. 
ya^ a^ K ana ai#n ay 1811 ,|yatj*V8tu»nij 
ay T>8 ^ arajnBjn » B^aonpy pniv nn^ ^ 
VI a^n ay >*m ,iyn^nya iy3yay3a,iK avy^  
nijfi a;yr-a \xvpv5v "2 t8
 ffytMiyaDm« 
,"-,yaynp p« iya^ pD^nny i^K y^ y'B |yoip 
•P8"1S e3»«V y^3^,V83iyD3,8 H 3M8 118 
V» "2 oyao'D DmaynyBjn ayn a^ a |)n»vi» 
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B3'?a i y t T i8 T ? T C K : IwnB ,yiyi3s 
-y3 |y3"t 38B j y i y .B3«tj»n i y t y i ps 
-B83 ' i tx ' i i ,iyrp'Bi8 y338? lyitjuya B P I I I 
B'lB iyBD'?8'S8D '1 T» ByB"iy318B DiyB 
-83y^yi ytj"BO'58's»D n t8 p8,iy38o is 
iyascypys ix nuyf r "5iy5s lysso iya 
-yf' yDso yD'ii3 n ]ix .Bict'Diyso^- ° v i 
-8'X8t3yo y?8 ' i 18J . » ' ; oi5>iy e n iyt 
-38P i y i I ' I K iya i8 i D«H .jyosnya yrw 
3'i;y:n8ii"3 .iynipy3i8E t'8 tswyn 
-D'D yiyt:iK i ss T O iy^n \«mvx\ittP n 
-iya Tt osn tai^i D»11 IVOSB i8^P 1JP»J»*5»J 
.eftrutfii 
,!y38,vi^8iyi |W DBi8£yi y^V'E n pa 
-f>yts |jn>w Jrapt yporu ' " IW"» 
•18 y:"cy35-8 »i B'3 ty i 'cyiya: '8 D*H ,ys 
,B3*'W yi3yayiay3 ,n 113 ,BE8ciyB"3 
.iy38^V3i8Eiy-38,xi^8'V"' vv\ \vzitr\ D8n 
«I'IK. )yn'vy3 t.'iJa 8" T » iv^v" T O 
-y3^8 18 iy38iB D8ii ,;y:8'vtfS'Jn y^^yt8 
- is ' i »3?Jftl B'c Ji8 ,iyB?8i83 Dy:"-: 
D8" .BTcyiyB:'8iyE r s ' 33i3yny3 • i ya "3 
lysyn Iyny3-iy3"t 
P8 88^ BD81B 'B38 !8Biyt?" .'1 (1 
•18'XP8 ytJ"B'^8E 
3 y i B oiyayn ni338T "~ (2 
r 
19 nyjnyn M}»n*a vnrfy njft 
-TK pc nyoy-iD-.yB oyn IKB D»rnt3»n f"r 
VWft pram W i*rvKr:K:n$ yafwi n:y: 
P* "ttOSOPI^ P H t12 JrUVD K TIK D5wtr 
TV 8T8 p* TT orcya ny mi ,ppjv 1WP 
D"p3^pvr, nyn p« b5$n T « |W ,n:«t3C 
-K'V$D njn ^yo'S K-iy^yBtmycaiK D?$iiy: 
Hfnoya y-i«->3 *p* B$$II ,"LHKB nyc^ DD^ 
ayn ttfyotrynsc PK .bH^nys IKHSP Dtfii 
•*5***$o nyi 112 nynybBn$B D5« tyiwi 
***$?D H TK ,3M?J TK ."blKE "iyC"l3D 
i*tnyi IVPJST TO Him "DISS ytr^o^ 
-yDBnv~i$3 nrr« BJKtDjy *pi 3$n T * C$W 
nyD a^nK ytrvK yosto yoMia KTK 1*2 ly^  
.lJSD^V KTK P« 
ayyn D-iycv TO *"ii /"iKBnyn ^K2:^N 
oy p* iy2$ bvy .DypKDt? D'JKHSP ."ic 
-ya u$n ISHKP .no TK ,irun jyoipya pier 
,iV^D"iyn is ?$CK TO oy VDMJ I«B iy;i2 
WW p* ,Dyn v i* py2o:y pie> TK ^vn 
.DTDKB i^PVivoitfi itn Dipi 
,in$nys nyi bSybtffcntfB TO a$n jyo 
rjynyrya 6>a i*n pa pram pmrn 3*i TK 
TK .DDIKIWI by B^PD'TO p*t ns P * 
PK ny is ,Dpiyoy2 ^»Ja V V 2^n 
y?ip w n K TT tro o$n ny TO ,P^K by 
b$n neftnr W81DW BAENPW !"t lie 
-"tt p2 pw jyiyn cr^ya p-is?ee> nnyr TT 
oy bm oy TK
 ropJxnyJ jih 2$n v« .fya 
r J : 
i- " 
•Ijnr"* nfrratp WW IDTJKSW 
3"? nyn w mtti T^PTII btofli tynyne 
-»ys .D"T ^2 B"T j»4 pftft Dsytf [O'D 
-yii IVDD1:^;!* ybaybyeotp p* nnUttM? jny«! b'b prpimniP W I»W ny^K utf jyonyj:* ny©** IIWl "I •nyayrDb^rw 
"awrva yc2«n:ynny. nyo:iK w^nbbn i \ 
-iv tr: ^c :"p nysij *nn jyjyvi "lyo^ntf $y 
-8T p2- iy-L>^  wi ]yii
 #iyp"iDD JIB tyn^vpn 
iy?jni "t .Dp^noo |ia iyny PK DIJII ,iy3 
oyii nys^yii ,TinyE ;yny^  lyo^n. DW DMW: 
'ii JUKS »IT*
 #iynynD jy^ynoDnrK jyaiyia |12 33S3ypTy3U H |«* lyD^ B* IJ^ D'D yty*1 
-DL"ya n p* lynny: iv S^noa* D:^:V H 
.iya:u:ny2-DD"2-i» y?* pc a:io 
r?«c MI i^ nyr iyty? "Bh oyn jiwyi 
-2,IK„ nyt^ iK pB lyawnSwya n ;yrn oy 
•o«f3 oan^wya v^vv, ,yoy-ifi wyn:yny^p 
lyriyifi %«i DIJT ^5 11»J .2 .K H p* ty'mys 
P* ^O'EfcP IPB"V.V jmynfi pa yyn^ * n 
.b"ai* 
,o;«;y: eijn Diyeew twy-rtyiB Dfil 
"T»»no pn jijDy? "iyr^s * MI I R H O1- PX 
P2 iy:nxn inn:* n 3>W p*
 rDior^^v 
-nyi TO oy r** ,^n tjn^triyD:iN »»b»o 
•**n;n3 o n onyDcnye onyEr:«: 5**11 ,1*2 
n«n jrnyn ynxn:» n jm jommpw JW 
.jyriy? ^^; cy ?ye 
•a** ?yjjjB"u„ nyi pa syav « "3 
t*i^ oy3^yii ,"iyc"K'D$DDK oy>B ^ynoon 
PK unviiyj iwtf&iyfifc pmv 3JK^ DU 
•yiE nyi ,DiysD^: ^yrcyo osjn jifbarimvi 
iilf iVB^ DnyjD IKP'iycs "iyn. ps c:y-rt 
^ i | oyn^^nycwiK iy TK .oa r^ya ,n*3"J 
lyn^n yaJyn
 #"iy:iy"i pimp H pB PIKOC 
-ySynoDnr* v^yo P * ovy TK ,finy?piy 
DUii
 roiTT|, T« ,tsiySpny DnyED :^ .iyiyna 
•{#n ,iy;tjipy3 mnt t»3 (ya$n iyb"3i« n 
,D^I PK ."i»2nyi jyEEoyp tancy; "I )V3 
•yii
 roB:ipis "in PK WV^P ]V>VY> "t DIJII 
.n^Bnyi lyEsoyp pnsoc jytio TIK "t IV^ 
•y: i^a nys^yii iDrgrn* nyJynoon:1* IVT 
pnijiiya D3»i2yji by T:IK P «
 #Dvy jyo'j 
•p»n* PK ny nyn:*i ,jy>'KD ynya^r »IMK 
lyayrDD^nK ynytaiK pa jyiijuya lyonyj 
•tyi^ ^D K PK OTD y-iyiic tpr\ 
iyi iyn ,iyoipy3 B*J i*i PK D^V »% 
"2 D"t jyay*5 jy:yp 3"? oyn D*»» osyc 
•wni* TT oyu iy3?yn ,DsyK- nyi 5«ii
 rb*n 
D"3 iynpBM* y i byii ,2"? jy2y^ po*^ 
".jy^c PK 3«5 
-DDnr* jy«*5iyfi l ybD^^vrnn 
po ybanc n b«e IXTOKTIV jmynfi |Mm 
•ya by >*er*P tvsijn »n .i«^v*ry*nv 
oyn nn* jjnynfi jyJynbDn:'* J«P ban 
KTK .D:^;V y-iyn jyp^ EMK iiB DDfcjp 
VpWi aaytrw onrt -ijn 18 
,jy;$enyn n tr> fionni 1MK PR oy 
-ayuayp ijn «a prDD'fc'vifD y?8 D*a DIP 
-pr?D iyi O'D 3*D'DP3"R pmya fya i^ JRC 
n* IWP jww nMDvmn WHIP Ma P*D 
iyriRD iv Danya jyatpi Ibftm ,yana*R n 
*p%aoRP jy^D^w 8 IMVJVIUVP nan lie 
p»B D^^yo yv:«3 jyonyyjya PR artrs 
pe jyyrR ycpR-soaR pram pratpDipDn 
V9$9IM W P« rWWftn *1K DlDt'?8*XyD 
iv D J^ nya DtfyoaR jyayn ya?am ,fyaRne 
is -anji T « . D U M ' H W V I D D*: pro 
DPWa D1; TJIR cyn MNtwitfa'ttf nyr;iN 
-aR njn* iJrwnnn* vi WiMWW "in w 
anSnv n jyayr, lyoRiiyn PR mrm^^ne 
r« oy m jJpa'V'i w DIOP5«**$D pa 
p« jyDD^R'vyo n pe jxn^iiy; wrew 
.WHWmp 
-nys nytaw TR ,nyan pn ays IRHRP -iffi 
-TR pa py |«p pn a*a ?yc |«p turn nasa 
.5yt«Sp nm$ "Diss ytr'D^ya »9sni *iw 
"TS .|MSM Dya ps "D"i8B H pn cy w? 
iv, ppvRT'aRJi* ijftMi m'ti iy D*; jyftm 
-jm TD ."DDiyin$E„ pa ?Rpy? $ |W)i 
D**ProynD lynw D$*I •lyanSny D \ \ ?rr 
-yn ya?yn w i » n pa Dirpaya fjnyii 5$i 
T D jyBsjJkrnpi "un* nya^-w jnmpin. 
pann -yny^aD'D y-iyraiR own
 foiP jyinD 
' ^&fi p»p ca iyayn TD IKII PR ,pno T-IR 
nya iyr:is Dipi TO jyiro pawniM JKM 
\ymm TO PR ,DVDPH tyomya PR I3BDB> 
,?y;*nys ps iyaaia"o »i Dna a w n T> 
nyraiR BHS brosnH) P*P IMfli W 
TR ,iypiyi TD .p$*ar nytaiR DSD p« v n o 
mytaiR iv w$a ^fciyttDjtnya jy;*n TO 
pc T:IR jyaya "iyvyn jnjr PR ,Dtyaoyfl 
•yt:iK a^ myDMN ty:"! vtfvv tW^nya 
-"K iy^r o^ o tyr-uy TT HO rl^vW^Bnij 
.3;iTcnyipD,T v:v: 
T* wa^w jjwnaiya Din rwyii OVJP 
rft^ WP ."it: pc 3;i;"3 nyi DM? ,jyj:fctay2 pa' 
"i*E nyn DnmprR 2^n T « DjfW ,D^"iy-
, » t n » nycMDD »^^ v^ D nyi ps mrnwv; 
— ,Ty3RDP^ 5p n p2 *33»0*D 8 .ViR 
fyty- jyjyv! ^^ K. 2tjn nyn^ M ,?yi' 
1*o oijn itfnsp .nr tti&JM ~8E ,o:yTDrK 
oyi TB
 #tMnnwp IIX^UD'^'V^D oxn .ow K 
DD^DB^ya jyajjn^TD. .bjjnnyna pe DOB 
"lytDD^ c is jyo^n i*c J"ii
 riy'D"iyEC!?: *82 
PR DDiRiiya T-R ^^nya inyr T^R c'ysc^j 
D"iyncyo H pe yoso yo^nj H ^a eakr^ ya 
-{^ B inyt "t "2 T^ R ps ^vaiya "iyi:iR ps 
1H"3 H |jm TR ,ny:ri iyrn TO .nyris 
nya'R tMtoft\ ,wr. pR DiyaDi^ i
 rjycy; 
-JIR i^ a Dinjynyayi R IV jmytwa fyayayj 
tyaijipya DiyaDJja D?$n ,Diyrcy: y^ yr 
jyo"ii f>t ^'r, ,D:^R IV Diyiain R |yD*Dty 
nyii D1: |yo«ii PR b"pa>nya D"iyso^ 3 ha 
,D"iyacyc ynywiR .T^ R o*yn DP»D DVII PR 
Tt fjnyo*P ,yocRy2 IRE iyo*Da» »? jyn 
•;RP n ps: lyaau'^ D ycu^^s n iyayi* D'j 
-»5$B yaJyn « 0*: «t D-^ R oy .jycRn i^ 
ps jRCpy^ y n .jyiynya «t "DIRB y^ ^D 
jipTOPawnv "iyi:iR ^RmyrR .onyo^tj 
•"DlRfi DM? Dnn'sya 0s: ?{jtc;^ p oijni 
oyDpySyn T ^ pa cr.RT PR .DP*D%?$B 
,1904 D3*t Diknyiuwp mytaiR "a [yn r^ya 
yo»na n ^yDsay^y" y"yr;iR c$v- cy-v^t: 
•ijnfi^ yaDMR fya"i y^vv, pa DyDnij*8a 
18 pa TR TR |yo«n HVDD^R'V^D y;ya 
.miip'EN 
n :R ,:;IK »a Din^ aya v i Dtjn Dvy^  va 
-$s ny^t ajpJw o^ a D?ny>ny pnyu yopsya 
n iv (jnynya »? ?"ii iiffinyi D^a
 #pw5 
,D"pvr;yE n ry^iv m; ,?yt"?p y:y ijn^ 
lyDRVDRP H PE lyDPR-.RS pR wwiv: 
TR pyan pa T N PH -DDR [yoMW 8 IRB 
•"IRS [yaajnawa i^R myrm vtfw nayji^ R 
rI^v«t»38aitj nyrjiR a^ snnya^ R pw^ya "ta 
yny«t ay^iv jyDRnnjKP |y5yD^nvom8 PR 
H lyanyaoMnR »5y« ,|yaau"0 y»*D,Jya 
tayo yiyrriR D^C^T ijioontwy yocy"; 
DnyaoyD"**D"i8B y^'Dc^R^v^o n
 ronya 
•"R |yn TR ,Tjon pa TR .D:yay-y^mR 
|y?8Eya:-R »5yii onjaoyD yiyi:iR pa cy; 
.VDMtm R "R2 IW15 W WTR V:VWV RTR 
'fIV^pme T*R-oyya?yn PE jyssa VH DOR 
-EMR D^a G*npn nT.n |«p pw y^ D?*il 
.lyaRory; 
• cnyaoyD'yofeiy yoMia H TR r3M?a T « 
TB jy?n8r. n w »W3 PR ya?yrcyT R5JI*B 
IIR iR^Tjnya iRpnycR i n pa naovva 
r. 
17 I p P B3]>0 
'31K pK ?8 ,I8H8P ."10 pB J3U3BIVUD *J 
- 'DD^K^IJD n oijm 1831$ n£y<s<&if nyr 
»*n ny T« ,D3"V jttTWlW! 02$ "ansa vv 
PK 5ifl33«p /"Wlfll o:yo"i83 Wfim oyi 
a'jyn qtv PK PK
 finyty»* OK jyaMK ^ 
n c o ni £ v t w t nyt3iK Dua D38pya 
•p^DiB w«t pn b w O T P *y Ktfyii ypiyii 
pc xwS nyn "WD3W *DDW1*0. pK IVs? 
."iynyi» PK niosnyo^,, 
onyii 0"v iv D"S PB TK ,no« PK oy 
n tavp^onp *WMfli o;ycn83 DH"$„ PK 
,03yoy^y Dyjyont?y3t3n$E D';IE jy5"no 
D I W H I P B | i r \nv\ »»t rs ryp^yi ya$yn 
Dy jys^na p« Drjtrsr-pno pa iyo"*i 
ixn$
 rji|W « JIB ?y*S3tt*fi |»p pu w 
yoMiya pE a:tf*U8n n ^ c « p r w o n p T O 
V 5 w Ittww TO M S M |ytH3*tenr$o 
nyn« t»"n D*I f ipwpJt t iy warn TO 
-iyi$ morftptfyp oyn jyrpnanp &: *w: 
*% MW OP:IE ^OflttB yC^DD^K l^JD H 
TK ptpnwa 8 PE 33#i3«n n jyrp'onp 
j*»3*5m iyrp808 iv o*: 03"o ,oonp i m * 
.o$3 -iyn$ 
•lyeo^B'VSD yiyrjiK *ti ,3HTv.p"iyo 
-8D8 p« jyvp'onp p»K pK jyttfsn ySSjni 
yny^t a^wnypnii ,tyoy58 PK oy^s imp* 
ny-i nyv^ D'K |sni Bfciw 8 lyase ,iyn""i 
-"K PE 33tfl38H H tJfTOWIP J&W MM 
D3Kpy2 iyj"t »SM ,y?K \v*w\ pt? oy3 
P'p B '3p2 «pM ?8 r^P"fl !»nyfi 1 « o W o 
tt*D tT3 T* TDSnyDPK PK lyB^D^B 
t in o*3 o-.ye'P T O P« ,DP*DI5*B-WIKB 
T*K ,iy"D-.8S PE ;5$BnyD*o njn* 9A)WV 
lift *H /DP'D^fi mj DHb 38B3"* 1*3 
PK ,0"Y *1 2$H 5fi|| D'3 .C^33y PK D31JT 
-8iB w*tfifoik "i8B nSnya n 3^n TK B*3 
TJO *i T:^Bif T« ^ ,;r-DEMnyn n .|V3 
"**&Qy$WW& y338D PE RIR9 WV'HW H pK 
nyi PB nm5»n ajsm ^ D n ' w w w yc* 
«t IKE D*3 # 3 " ! y35yv. y?8 t8 JD^DP* 
5yp*e-i8 193311$ 8 PK 180-if-yE traitf -2P3 
DBn "araowwi ?yo!2 PB " D t s w r i ^ pK 
ixn v^ nyneyTOT j'siyssyr^ sm ?IK ^ ns 
•y: ttmpi n*o ^»« ,TKonxn y38rnyD"3i8 
DPKO i8B D*3 PK ly'Dnyeeus n8E t»«BT 
83 p*v^ nyn 
•tf$ryn y^BD^«fv»D yny' iv iyoy3 jny«? 
nyi "3 lynijim DD8iay3ni#E T^K o$n
 r |yy 
•ny» D^D lyouiya vpi iyns?n jKCjyiuijP 
; Dt3"B iKtypnom^n vrtiww PK 1015 
^uioupnnna |yr$5»vu 8 t3nn*By3;^  jy^^n 
JTX383 H 0"in^8"18E O^n Dlfll ,515D8P 8 
.jKB^yiuifp ny-i PE D«p3*Dyno 
iyo85 oyn «»b rs ,byDB^nyn 2$n T « 
nyi PB (Miswitiifp *iy"L-na D3i?n^tyT 
vi$v)\ ,iK2"? n» |K^«n>ft»6 iMpnwv 
i i n v ^ m s n PB jnipnnyo n iy3y3 jy^r 
-iv3"8 D2yn 8 ynDDH3'K "lyo^ -nya 8 PK 
njn PB -lyjJj^BWBSiij yny3y?p n iy33*?c 
yny3yf>p ^ (yjimix PK ,ynoon3^K ny2?yt 
•8T,3831«'pB yoitJE 8 iy^ ny31V3«JI D3^3V 
«t ya5y« PK ,ty3y38i |b*n "t ya5y«
 t | y^ 
•jnymjK yiy^tuysnytr pyii Dy T8 ]VPW> 
-2^ 8H Vl flE ^ 8 0 ^ I8^ B 8J8 D^ T ,jyD 
MI ysriB n D^-I ^ yp^yi^yno iwypwaya 
n«B DJJM
 fgrrari3 « in jyama Tyb^ans 
D3^3i» yiy"? i^-v8i,:83"i^ pa yo-i$E 8 
rii>DpyDy iy28c iv «t DIK ,jyony3:«j iy^r 
"iyo"2"iK n is iy2,%?2 D^T no 
IrihJStftt « t'1?3 t«)y oy DIJT ; 0D2?yr 
-jtti D*3 PK T«M«M baiyoip no PK y3KiB 
V.B .K nyn pfi »t wii !y33iKv(vy3D,n8 |in 
W » v&vv, i;y3i^K pc i in^ 5 \\$ 
) .oBKCiysiyp. 
•yao^K ^*K aifh D*Diyi TK
 ri»i$3 T « 
oyon^Bo VDMH H PE 331:^0 H o p m 
-ij,V83-iyD3,,K iyr:iK PE ijriy^3B*D n PE 
"»yr;iK t8 ,T»*I pa IK .T382nya ry?8; 
"D'D H '^ y^^ ,1 SKP^S oi*o»nBij p^^p 
0*3 5iP33«p jyo^ll ,25 f»Kplj5 |1b WHPft 
•^yn jyayawau ?8?B 8 *»MK jy33K3y33^ K 
-2ij 18 PE 5"|io 8 tyny^ IIK ye*:^OMK 
-$5p nyi PE f^ '3V Diybjna "ims DIKO^I 
Dyonij'80 H Jjrn -IK3$?
 #ynoDn3*K 33n 
\p$i ynoon3*K i y n PE m^yiM H PE 
.tm^ewy *ITK 
inK.TK ,t8H8P .*10 PE 33lOS^ny2 H 
•q^K nt^ n .*> 118 .B .K iyn ps IKWjnuijp ny" 
*T5» PK ,"tn8E y^^DD^K'V^D H bl*3¥BU 
0*3 Vim J"D PK 2ljn "l^ K .B»58B 01?IJD28 
ncK2 jyp ya5yn ,03yot3"oD \"p O28oy3 
WH yp808 18 0^8 lyiyil Dt?D"0y3D,1K 
."018B iye»OD'58'V8D nyi 
16 
(jijuii WHP1 oayo-isa oyn"5 ?K3$e>"3ny03*K nywuno nyojnpyo tewym) 
[yaioya oyn "iyoi$Byr"^tp„ nyi .osse 
H inn P'O pfi |W?WJlVDm« 3'0*U ISB 
-2?8nw /fyOD^SMttfD,, ,"5y2$1D„ iyo-iyii 
oop^ sya oy ps "lypwisynD wypeaw 
5$r T * is jyoipyao'i* PK oy rs ,*ITK 
-:$ *n n« IPDO*5«'X*D n DTPBDS mwn 
.iypiDjn$yno mtmairota i iwrm 
i w j "ISB ryaisya "Wfcp* H Dvn onsii 
iy?y? iyn oyvi ?y"iyn pna iyop*B w *w« 
|KP»t ysftni jyssniK nss S"ii — .jyaina 
•"V ytyn 6tjn ,D38py33i« jywsa p* TO 
y:*OE H lyofcD iv 3*0*13 ISB {ftft&ya fiib 
amp .VB^k-"Di8B s DT^snawjnrK pB 
pa ijuaya |HTO ysJyu ,y?s ts ,D*IR pw 
nip pB "iy-:y: I»JH lym Dprsnocap^K 
.•ya 3$n ^ K D$II »"&IKB nyt^DD^s'vsc 
PR jmwyiuip nyooycoip nyn »3 ba$t 
tpifa D2^ rsrs 3^n spic Difll
 fya^yr Dip fynya 
,9039190 ps J N W I ^ P iyay3"N Tyrant 
pk iyoo^Knoo9i3*K yiy3"K VYuuLjicn 
-ya pK OT»39B9 ivnt^ n "lyo^s,, yiyias 
-5yh oi9Byi yivoyia9iB yiy1 iy;ya B b w 
:«tey3i9E jy39n Diyo^Es Jmyjytfn n ya 
,tywn>3 DIS -v. $pw iyaiK lyooaa iv iya 
n
 rT3yroo"no3"K H PB 33iyiy;y?piys H 
IVopyo oyn ,«D^B»p"iye *i PE n r v o v n n 
iv -139s s I;E C#Kpl£ h pE onwiyio n 
p.B |yj*;na WW**3*riinM n |yin»JKriif 
-fws *w: p« ,?npDVtt*M o3yoisa DH"5 n 
.oy3 
BtjffipgfJB Tin ?s ,b3"*y339 agn T « 
:yD383ya^ t lytaiK ps ttwtgnMpl nK 
?*i5a onyocyn oayoy^y- oy3yone>30-9B 
any3 oy nip ; iyrsis PU)t»4pnrih PB 
PK WOD^S^D lyoss hB iyo"ii 0*3 
-yiK
 f t93«^v i9wtyn yny3»^i5*iw 
iyinn o^aik Wf bpmi v^ DD^P isy urn 
•yapff^pin inyt:^ K ; on« IW o»a TJ. , n 
•ysirxpwn pn "JV tpnn |Ki T- Vtt** BT1 • 
' .?yi 
~n ya^yt n D^I
 ft33^vy3:^  aifn yK 
lyayncyanyoatK jyaijn jo&tt jyo«ay5-
oyi jmosyn fis "Donyin*jifiw p« 
Syp^ DiB is lyay^my vx
 f-mnvr\tt: iy»2*j 
p« DiOT i^tntvDv iyayn ISHSP .2K .nc pE 
.DyDE'inyi ny jysSyn ps ,*oi»t^onyss^a 
PE nyaaya yaoayD^iyB n PE "»ya««w D^-
•*nB n PE ps "DISB nycoD^s^^D "iyi 
vw r^ K p^cya^s p« iyt>:yoy^y yivDjna 
nyuD^ D iiniya iK^aymvp nyooy^D^i nyi 
"^"nytaa'K nyT pa "lyoyipi'D "iyi JPWI 
nyo"ii ."i»w onypn^r, oayeisa D*T*J 
nyi ?'« L-a^" .-,Q„ re: ,isnsp .ID oyosMnyr 
-«3-i« p»i [ysSyii
 fi^3"^ ny- pa i^apsnyi 
lytH P« pK ,T$I3II3VD O'flB »*3 I^ VgT^ J 
-sos ^DISE yts»0D*5«'*i$D n Diyii isais 
,isn«p ^c aai^ r ,cyn nn s ,bB^ pasa OTP 
lya^njyay^ya ynynnyo "3 Burn no DJ?n 
"S'v^o iv ns;ty yayoonya j«i oa^vyaoms 
>*D"i8B nyi3is |yii ,>y,By,,3 DIV .jyuD^ 
lysscpi^p I^ B aa^ o^ D |yonm s rc pt#n 
p« H'oyp .aya) lynyo^iijE »nv op»wa 
rB»o*n no o$n fnyanyi D^K (oya^s ^ ; 
-yaya o^ a «T ,33^ 0*0 oyn ps |«oiy^D o>« 
|ya"t " j 5*m 1SB3"« ,03*11 D^T \V2 
","O"ISE yti^ DD s^^ v^D n PE lynyoensfi 
iyi v)M ts jsnsp .ID PB aanaennys n 
nijn J? nv *s .« n PE immnuifp "iytavy^  
-lyayD^nys s pn w os^yaomH i»i T « 
TSK ,"onsE iyc,,oD^«,vt?D njn HB lysw 
fb3*iy3'ciH n*w ojna^ays Sys^iiv y:n^ 
"5^ fB PI^1 va n„ p« |y3y»tny t«M nys^yn 
a^o s ,iy3oyii*3 iya21 oyi j w w n m r 
ipw jyoiaya ?»nD38 3^n v « >ii cynsij; 
-rsw iyayii yossyn nyn ps pc^mun iy" 
W
^I$P„ ijn p« osnys nyr ."DT^snoo^n 
•yn yny-i p»b p« 2«jn T « ts ^oyonJya oijn 
n PB iyD8D6r o5y3#io.y5s D«T ,oyoE^r 
(jyop*Wtt> n) »i TS PK ,iyoo^s^i»D 
llhi ..-.yp*oyn»yno yiypsrya-a^sn jyi"t 
•y^yn iyraiK.oSnya iym oa^vya auntie 
5"n. ,D3s^v pnwDttf TT "t lys^n ,iycs3 
jyi^i "r MI ,oo;ywDD vrtvin avnT-TM 
-ya o^ a SipMVP /»*pw '7 i's iy;y^-y 
15 ippwi D3j?Di83 ontf^njn 
.e 5 .0 n m 5TO ly-iyoy;: s iM*n |Wim »%o Ijnratl DV |jf$'ii IVDD^"IK:« H ,[^V 
.fynyr is i$: m*4a W'ftH m DP:IB — tatiwwD* lyss*: Dy-i 
ftwrn iiuttWR .n w t f n i "worn* •y»*D n„ imtfuptf Dawn 1905 pM Dtjn 
-nyo'Q pn IKE im"S tysnsi i» : IDOJW -jyc$; 8 ,*D:y"S* n«a"5 n:y r n o DD* 
• a w iy i ou pr*a n ivaMm p* ,&$&{ ~»fli Snoocu** ' i „ no oyn anaraw 
j ; 
•jjyp ,jjnwri ra ,22 2fcp# JIB T1IHJ3 v^cipytpy 
nypi$n ajyonua ow1? njn 14 
•pi^P iw w r a ,mypvn ,oiy3"a H 
r.$ w r « u n » iKpnyns "iyn pa nyasr: 
innuM^vw jyin^* ytavyJ H [ya^n nip"? 
-a^ MODWiiya y«8"OD^ K*VijD "lnye J y s 
n pK ooyn nyn ps nypyn-rJijn H m D"p 
-ynyfl IM*n yaJyn ,SD'K iyn ps iyayii 
DIJH iv 10 fjyoD^iPiBDnj'K D5« taayr 
•JK'TDDWK yiyunya K jya$n iys irwi 
-*yn jya*n jys w ,$tfs ,D*ium ,j$'3r 
?iyirrs D5B |y'"nwi 
-ya «i"io * 0 K PK mmnrn DK*5*II 
! ^na^sny iwiya D*3 PK ny 5"n ,iyi*v. 
PR MttyittO p fw 5ynDon:*» n. &f»$n 
•*JWI DJ*N im
 fa5*finy :K iw.y; Kpnmii 
wa nt« IWijnya DawnDya taa^n ^: TIKII 
pnpmy PK ny iyn ,pm* primp t^o MI 
"ly-nv DEKIP y«a K pE nye^ya -syn p?« 
•ttnttiyran yftrv^D n ijnyo;y|iy; 
m ,p<iitt tyin«^ D*O D*3 tapayiya nyii 
-ttDD^K'VJjD PM any-iya o$n jyo awruffi 
| y » a h « ne-iKnya D n^ iyc ryti |yr»np yt? 
jya ? wyD$ayaw tf»K D D ^ K ^ D nypiptf *D K 
-yaa^ K1 C D DasryaomK tmpi nyi e$n 
n lyry; PUftfni D*3 MI oysy ,tt"P3yDten 
D*N*BB* iytaa*p-iy-i nrr ps lyBD'SitnfSD 
n "in^K pntn PK Din- J J U W W H ftpm? 
•yp »n D*II lypiw iy:a$n iyo$aya iyp$itf*a 
"iyE ytroD*5i«*v$D |n9(W1VV PK l^no jya 
• •^D V^I I^D S n PK nyn^ DMP .nyoyno 
nrobiftpftfC) IKD D'*n« |jn*vya $J*n 
-K*V($ i y p $ ^ c n no"* i«n
 rnyo58inyB 
-"2 * ^n &cnya„ ;"^P'"»W Jjnipw | »D*S 
" I ' P ^ ^ D pE ?y»BB> 
,]yc3Do-(K3K y r r ^ H "i»s ,Tn^« onyr 
.Kp^yeu PK jyay^ayny^K ^^: iy:": D»pi 
0*3 ,(oy DD^n ,|ynxn) pnta oysy \yfrx\ p» 
ys'ovy^ si r^ » y IBE
 #i»ir*K p»p an:yr^n 
.^ jte^ n pfl ^w^ya iy'nt:« i« ihUBliTittttWn 
os: i tHi jyDo^-iwK ya*3"R n I^EK nyan* 
"lp3* P^ D^C ivc«PV jy'Tiwvyn ivs^n 
*y-^ ^y'Tiwvyn ojrr vfimtit pnxryiv 
tnp IJPI PE jyoij: Din tyo^aow iy5»w "» 
•«t'38r.v tnypiini 5nt3D^-rrK lyiry^yf' 
"iH:yt3smys ,BT ps T I » |w VDtu«nye n PE 
. D ^ P lyo^aiw "iy? lycr.v imrute ytso 
yBvyr> H |ya(jn jyDD^^vifD jyoso 
".in TK
 Ptpnyn"K ly3:«Bya;ij imp ya>J$y 
,">yn jiE Danxnaya
 fDid!uv^v 5ynDDn:Ht 
•»t5D^N^^0 nyT PE DS^ DVU-. PK |y/aiuni 
n in iv iynvyr.v ma Dt^ n ,yoynB iy r 
_ , ,2"N yoc;,nyE;iK n p« UDDiayoMiaw 
nw H pa tf*B« PK ,?yaBB nifa s pa -iyta 
•nvyais is'ai1 Syn»Dn:»« n otjtn i'yD"3 
-,yn vx ,jHayny?a>*K D^I .a^ ayi^  ".nyt \v: 
pnBDtr lynn'B iyD'rw » D5s yivr, D'IIKV, 
•iySvEy; 
lyDjnpyo lyn
 f|Mvn c:yo DJVDJMI 
o:yovy? s$n ,Diypn^n JynDDna^K n PE 
."Wiv au„ nym PE y»a^ya n D T V ^ I E 
10 m ,nya"-ic nyn oa^r yoa^ya iy?n PK 
•"iyp H DI^I nsa T^K "ly^f'atyc -zvvio 
naytMD jn'yx ytn Dtp PK ,ta^n oBBKnye 
*y2 |"K( I^P jyeKiiv D*a (ySyDC lyny^act: 
lyi^cn^E "ly-iy^aD'o H lia
 rnpav y-2yD,,"; 
"Dy„ D"tyn^y»: y:^yv:"K p« iy»na ya"5p 
•ya D{jn DPKE KTK ,^n tanync^yE ."L"?i-nK> 
-"e>Djy is 33imMi ypimy «« jya^n otw 
njn PE ly iy^csnn nv~ xi m$vw n jyn 
jswiura 
^ayiaiM B^ a i n nsjn lwtvyn ,i^a 
i n Dirra'fw oiy" ,opayn niimvn Myta 
jyc^yaoiK jpva BHMP O*B m w ^ . w 
nyoaiK M*n |i« ny>3ynaK y r n -q^ : }V2$r, 
lyooyaDiK lyz^n *iya:yn:K y m /iyv*btr 
oyi anaynyra^K
 fnn^ K iv aa^you* ny^: 
3*3'wv ^ israyn ptfs nyn ps Meann 
-ytyaa^K \yz$rt fyDD*5«*vijo lycKc ."j^av 
jynsni Dnpw .5 -^ .E .K ya^ taa^ n H TK »|jrn 
nyn p« ,nyDjn3 PK ^ya^aytanyE r^ K 
•ys iKpnycK iyi PK osw^v *i D*H ,D^V 
riyrj"^y3 PK WWW iw^ 11^  iycr'nyi 
»m iiif Diypn^i Jynoom'K H taiyv 
-a^K ~w? r^ K WJhi yin^K y^ K »*o if'iur 
.imiyb^ioMM PK lyaitw
 fmonwHi 
D3^ 3V .? WS'-B ; K H |ya?yti ^yia^-is nyn 
rnnij* ya*5ey sww5-n-p« DSK y^a iy2«n 
-
;K ytav^onK n vtmtfJD^rw T ^ ' " ta^h 
riy Dnypnipi 5jhniM>H3*lf nyn PE o^ipanya 
DK^MI PE ta^pan^taEKc h pK n i^ r . ;m 
13 nypujn D3J7D-
,0*3 * pit — H«5TO TVOWC s w&v: 
om "www nSsm IKD ,a:iayr.y3 H 
-yjo*viM DU o$n ,iyvPfi njn pn D?$:ya 
"mnyoaifp nyn pB jyai* |«n pip Dirraya 
***& u* lyp'nrtyp iMpnyoM (?) w r a 
D$n iiKiryn yaJyn IKB ,a3uyiiya n .1*3, 
yvsy$ n PK D*n ,irin*B nyi pn o$$?ya 
•ya |«M |>jp DMayaEMK a*: nn$< Dpyr*irs 
-:IKV, nyn $tf8 PK D*H .ppav yiayo'H 
lyny^iye ijrwa Km O*D D$H jyo D$M nyi 
1 '^EK ?y"i"$nyE D*3 ;yp \yn px /ifrsjn om 
?ya"i D ' w n w yi"$P 8 
oa'*n pa PK niMivyn ,ou onyutriys 
•8D>JK lyoMia D5>K imipiya 03K-ieya D*a 
,iya$t ix $t ,TUfpn PM /innyJ 1jnijn»e 
8 PK ny TK ,l)tt<tij oyn IRM o y n r \ ; y ^ « 
D"X g taoip oy nm o:"n .UfWB lyfi'Via 
nyi TK ,DPKB nyi *pi IKE onynyi iyo |Jm 
-MPagaiif i»p o*: -i$3 D$n urffPB utoma 
iyi i« ;mB"iya PK oy yafcm no ,|**tf 
jnay»"iya |«M |«p D»a wjn IJTVPB w n a 
oiyn Dfi
 fnyD"3i« naypia ya^oy pc |jpw 
oy i u ,iy^B$B3W nia D*3 w y 5 nyn 
om DM .lya^c^va^: Dm* jwa 8 bum 
-ya m"bD$M*¥ifD n p$n*in tymaya Dm 
-n^^ ysxy5> H ? I H iya$n gnir$ira|D 
-ys-jipar 8 jytnaWBnM TK ,iyny?yaa"M jjn 
i M » : i i n i | ! 8 jya$n jya ho u u m 
nyc inyts H . t ) ; » D y 5 y I y i » a 
,tynyiya:"K jya$n lytaD^Mwp yanayDir 
•*m iy:yp lytraw y^8 Wtfi ,njn rm& ret 
# 1 iy;yp
 #iya»5 jy:yp iyr;yo y?« PK jy; 
-ya * »nn^v :$ a^ nye j " t o^ a tysrayrD y?» 
.m-vwr^Kai^-DEBcitp yrtaytar 
n MI jyoD^K'WD ^nijv yoma 8 "I^E 
Dm rOPVE -ixn t r w w -initfP unnip yoxy5 
iy:"t npi "iyD"3iK $&p9w yccnnyr: n 
jya^t ,33wmya ppJvn**sa yft nyoMit oa^n 
-yc 2*DD^3 D*a iy;"T «i Dim ,n«DTjn cm 
n m 33ujmya mrDpncoa^p Kt8 TOT VT\ 
Tn H om P« .t*K aauynya i ^ a v - r n c 
- V ^ D n jycKtiv or 'n lyf-ycr y?5jn? jrj»3 
jrt3D3^ny n PE v5o:y:«ic jya^r ,c:*r;v 
55 D H « ? nyi 
vyi 5»i »?*)1 ny3"p . ^K?D # !V?SEy3 iyo 
*j ' ; Dayuoa^yn DK — BpipyaoiK o^: D.VN 
.aas? *IMK 
o$n Dt^ ii .sis jynya nya« PK lpvt H 
T$yn 8 D?8 DSywyin^fi ^y'-iKiiryn ,on't< 
•DI9V SD'na 8 |ltB lyin^D fyonna D?K p« 
"y3„ nn'K Difir yoyns ytPtDD^aov^D n 
cya^K -"IKE 5MI yoyie n iyr, p« "ooia 
-38B nyaay? ?ysB cayo lyn iyp !8i
 #iv^ y«fisr 
nyvayo lyuoya *nn MI ,DIE |«K VIM |ys 
p« .yn»a n^« iyv38D iyp yoyiB n inif 
onoya on*K o^n yoyiB y^DD^vifD H-
•ya a$n "Dnsa yctDD^^v^D H ."[you,, 
5^T Dtfii
 ri«b'wav 8 ,i»wyD » a w a osn 
^ y n 8 w oaijiuv nyawpnyoK H pa""NMf 
W ^ D ^ M ^ V I J D . "iyn J»M aaiayiiya jnya^D 
-*w iyT lynya ^M iiMivyn p« jaioan 
- ' D D ^ M ^ D >n |jm ! iKQ-iyn c^ ayo iy?8jn 
"•y^ tDV^ D^ ya anayo^ys taijn yoy^B w 
-"« n 3y^iv ma pnm Dm T^ K ^y'liKv, 
osnya D n^ ny ya^yn jyaSijsiy ya^a^^aya 
Ijnya*w§lf(ijPiw oyn |«s nyanyns D^8 
TIB WDD^K'VtfD ^T "2 ."DIDtn^aV . 
-ya w y38"ia p*p lyiiya ta-»a oniya t^ K yo 
-"aiKivsmw y\ ,DjyccD 8 iy'm^vyn \yi 
•ya D'a iyp yoyns yt^DD^iovsD H ,iyo 
TjftrrM a'anoDiMiiya p« ]ywi taan^w 
-lyxia wa^aynys pM 1MB iy^ayD8 lyt^ts 
Djn p« ly'nwryn jyT»Diyin» om PK 
(D1DT»3!J'3V Jy^BDWM) D^DTnWiryn 
iv oayaynya yoyis yts^eb^M^B »1 tat^ n 
n " i o ya^ n n tyaKonya'K nya»a iy:yp 
jys D3xna oa^n jyn PK .aaiay^ya-p^ar 
Devi vvn \m
 ft*nnyp*tiB' ly'twtryn PE 
-*D^D3» ,DDsa".8:8 ^yaij'VPMyi cn^ K iyc 
•:yHiy2 ya^y?8 i^ja PK a:>*3"B
 rOD^K»v 
'»"T3 oy PK ,\vz>V) yw-nvz o^ a PK yu 
n i n Dm -nKiryn TK jyoyanye IV D>a" 
T*M TiKwyn .lyo^yjciK D^3 D"S yvava 
D'3 ,ny3> n^nyaiK D*a
 riyn:yDMi3iK o^ a oa"n 
ny MI nyajj^'i^ixn nya^ ayn iy i* "lnyis 
yv:Ka n .pn:v ty-.nip o*o lyiiya om »'M 
-^aysciK nya^ p cm oy DHKM yaMnw 
nyn om PK ,iy'-nKivyn iv aai^rw *i iy» 
PE Drutrya ^P'DPKD D'TiKiryn 5*M1 ,i8E 
-DMK ^ i Dijn ,yoy-iB lytrDD^K^D lyi 
s 
nyp-Wi Bjyc-iBJ ( F r t njn 12 
yafttttf jRra H iw "was o$n D*S$ Stnyj 
*y*B m m M B V I PK rinn'DWjjj BP"IDD 
.jyoonyoiiK DO D^nK mo*u 
y?y*x383,D H D'B$ ftruwn oyi -lyaya 
•yn I8T fini in'Oinmbumn "inyo K *mtf 
N 1913 pK pM K^DSTD'K DTJTO'BIJ H jy* 
l^nort PK ov nt D^mK ynyoyn 5y*a [ino 
.1912 pK llhtfiiy; 
D«a?»K VVJW H nyaK anayjajnayoww 
-ya fipiDWD'iK '$m fyovy? j ' a in PK D*II 
iyjyj lyonytr IIDK *pt T D jyansi rfmvn. 
w u "lya^ yr nyn lis tyjtpsgPJttnif nyn^s 
1DTU V* fyayn w ,5"fitMy:ya PK .w 
frm \vmr\ va D*H b«Mjs Tin B'D | jn4 
4ipi»MB*iK nrw 
jnyrm j#« jywni T « Siw jfvamftv 
iy»t p« ^DnyEDtpa pa in*1 K nyiy^D^c 
inyo 5y<s TK tpw PK ,yaKf> nwnMpww 
oyn PK jyiyii jypiiyiD'viK $w o"p3*Dy"D 
"»«ti nyi pa Hwnsya ijn IKD *I5CKP 
. .OB5P nys 
.PM"DD ^Ni:yrn j? is *pi "i |yo"iyaU(B 
S$D p w n MI jyjjni ,DMK DI«H OV m MTK 
.aaionyrMMiK ny"t PK Tna$wur I"* 
ix »iD38 jyoynye oo TIN ivs^n v o 
ya^yts PK DSKP^ yiyjy>p n epiK ryajn 
MIX DO ^ 3 PK v n a nyiaiK lwn nyvyr>a 
•D5vpMio:y D"ii 
DBisnya D$n DJftPfi TK ,nn«n PK oy 
DO my* ra ^I?J PK oya5yn
 f|insni wraw 
-yayrrc DO IJTD iyp Dip .jyiijiiya wriDya 
-ysyp Din D;yD"T uu 'Dyf tww K D?K \y: 
-D'O jyassriK y^ y^ o lyatjn oy .D»DJJ ^Knyj 
Ijragnwwin n pa yj"« .ivnsn D P T I W 
DO Djjn D a^« taDUWn nyi D$u ,csp PK 
"P*nw iyf'ntjs w ^ r o y5y^vj«yc n 
,»*By:y3 
-D^D nytr.K IKII ,DTyD^ y-,y:y?p n PK 
,nmj»tr)D n PK DO y\ \v5ws njny^a 
Itjor n nV ?y:^ »IHS DJJT ,KTK ya»5 n J^ K 
-8TOK3"it? PK raynn pnyii iv iv "DJ:K2 
Diysyo yi^ttps H iinyii ,D^2IK D;^^V 
jyo 3MK PK .nyeyc n ra tyBivwDnSv 
-yii IS^VBIS ^ T iijo'p yv;K3 n IK DO 5*« 
Twn iy" .CP^"!DD tfmi oi^n iv^ no j jn 
? i^isss3is ipiKnjiJ TKtryn« DIIKTI 
I«B»^j 1^R» pe 
*ya iycitfs «i -:»IJ lyDM'.y; « pa •q -^
"S>D jys^n iyay^K «i D^D PK [jny^n 
PK Jy«nD nyewiya nyn ^^: n5»a 
"an vw DMIK TiKM'yn ,i DK»J5m T^ K 1907 
K DD'K ny-; ji£ lyo^snK n {ysyttg b5yn 
'"no .pyocyv. .n PK nyo^anK n pc or,; 
iyv.y: iy3'"t iv-rjn w n .Kpnyry pc'iyf* 
,nonyv. iycn^DSDo*8 BO«B3«K r:»i $ pc 
PK ^ rmwm I^KDIK:3K H DO jyii pK 
irapiW w \ t pa T^ K ,-iKivyn ,^ y -.yztyv, 
"Wi *i : y ^ x Do.unvpK iffar^iwi)«5R 
•W D»?n ny |Q^rn ,D'3ycT»D^yr-K nwM 
-OT y^^r { y o ^ v ^ y n b ' - y n T"~ ivc-.p 
MI jynyt jv nny;y;:K:iK ^r\y\ T'K oy 
jyz^r. »i iysfcm
 #Djja s jyonya \av$k 
•pjna nnn on^ K lyaynmv p« wsKcya p*>* 
jye'ayD n DO oy ow: >iypy?» 1^ 3 ! i«? 
DO PK jyjyii ^: tJtf$? »t :K ,DI: uf« 
•«K IK iyrK's tjn D"* ix D^V p,2 tyaiK-T 
D*n PWi \V*p W 5#» o»r. ,D^s oy:ys 
PK .]"T ix -un$ wa»n w T I i w w i *M 
yaJyii ,iyr;yc iyo«t? m Dnyr |yo jyii DTHPI 
T » I p*r,Dy uxDwin iv enaieywNyavn 
PK D^MDD;V jrnrjv ,o^3.» pa ^ n n 
^y*?i»W PK jypna \$ D«3 ny^t |« iy;;KE 
• -B'ny n fie jmiya pWl o^r w t t 2MK ,|gi 
ihm -tinta , tw v f r - R * lyiMfroo .ye 
u nypnyn Mjwttp D*T** njn * 
yfrwrt D*3 \ftift "t tAnptf myppMnv 
"pi**p w i * 1 w n iya$n jyo^v yoM>ya 
,D*iyaoyD mayno ttfnyxya DSMP# "lyase/ 
jyoK3$D yr :"« PK ?33»5 MI VIM IVM 
•JUI imipw jnaypw n pe PK lyaysc 
yvaw n .ya^nanyx ftfDDBtf PK "iyo"iyi 
Ohm wuywM$ DBIK-W o$n ya-wy 
•iya$ ea^n jwwaBiD n jro5«mveMM 
"lynoyo n PK TO D*3 ?K ,iya$? T O pon 
o?Kp^ f» -lyase DTIPD PK piv^p n PK nw 
cyaya:K3-iyE o n Tin jjn*«ya wy^P B*3 
•yna 9y*B nn«' \**fm wa jwn "t TO ,nrroi 
ipi oy mi ,iysyc yftpB PK .lywiya -.ye 
i^r-tra -i$e s raAmmiM w Tt m 
-ya D:,rnyaDMK pMiay5o*a "t |tt*n ,D"5 
nv nyeojna nyt D*o |y:yp TO IIM ,|ynifli 
pn -p^p y^ K PK T8 ,iya$t o'vuynynB. 
"iyi PK p-i$> w w m p« iwrannMPD 
•ovSaMoy BMtn«<jr opnoo K PB BMwne 
W PM D5KP# D"iyp^ C tTIMPD PM pl&p *1 
-yotrDia -laypio rvcifi ynsa^a ly^nyv p-i$' 
/unvftttna wyn 
$qo yrj^K oaKoya isas? T* o$n oy 
H iyc"V.v lyaatfytDt? »i DW »"MP Tain 
-"iPDtpK DiymcDpyEUKc mn Dns-oaipap 
oy m T ^ " I D MTM lynya D\J jym |W 
oy o$n owjn p« ,pn iv ranM^tfa^wn 
TO
 f5yaipD >yo'3» Dna « W nyn on«r«o 
VSJi iyrn DnyD'Es >M3*tf"3Ty03'M n 
natoBnyBD^o y5>« PK fffSi I'EMK jyuya 
.jxnfnya o w m a iy:"T yo*a 
t^c i{y?n3tfny&3W PM TO iy»?»n ovy 
K iyajm lytrwotpM tysnmxfWMO «i 
"iya*v. y?» IKE oyirn^Vi rat ?"P0 lyiysyn 
nwnMPW y-iy-i:K y$pfe w PK ,ny»"a-i« 
.Tno PK DtD:y»: 
Tt tynijn ,38 5Mpi»5 ,DI^^"0 DW«S H 
n jpranuifp iyovy^ nyt:^ K D^T »?$my 
o^n mm ^M3*i?"3nyDrK Tjn PB yo^o*? 
tvn o^n ,58P»S lytyn w jyaysya 32^ DSK 
•on p« 3313-1-1$ ^ yo^K on^s»Dy D"V nyt 
*W lyany 0'3 SMW|9 IJH T^ K oxy1 PM rp^s^v 
.pnij* v3 t^ K 0Mpw 5MP*5 y-y-UK 
Oh® DD^n^ ,D"iyp"e oo^n cn"5 H 
/Diyp,,,t: jpi^p PK nysKT PK "iyD^ 2"iK 
D^C^ sK"i;ytrn pB »§*a i n D^O lyr^n 
W PK
 rDE8niny^;D^ iy"? (ronannwi 
o i p n u iyi"i Dipi , D I ^ " D . DH"5 iy$: 
|y3"i ,p*noD iyant3K3^ G Dpyt K pa OT.K 
#nynna MI MTK PIKDC PK r3K3 [ya^aya 
tr; T^K 3^ tD-DD"3"iK iy3H3iDtTD3w nyn 
.jynipiya tnnnya 
D3^E oifii ynrpinn n anjyasDsm 
#P"-IDD oyjyayayaEMM [K 1^ 3 v^nynya 
T« ,o«nya pr PK D'?V ys3«a H I>D iyatjn 
1UD DD{Jpy3 "ty"HD IX T31K Ot^H 1JK>lP?p 
"ix .jyayafiMK iyv3»a PM DWP DV jy^r 
-"K iytDf»Kny3 B"S W3K3 H lyDl^l \V2$r. 
•|jn ^MM .D"!yr"3K3"i^  mw ftfog p« cy: 
D^V )v tD"s pa cnyD^E^ JMiyjy^n n W2 
-:IK pB-lyDyiyoyM.H p« n^ ySipSp oaitys 
t>vy^  ty3yp ina npi oy^ K .lyo^ruc yiyr 
n3K^v?p pK jy5y« vn tK ,o^n T^K jyit^ t 
H Dyt33Ky331K ,D^ Kp^ !? ypiKD^ JV2t^ n ^ 1 
T^K D^I TK "lyp^yi^yno y?ysB ps rtMi33 
iy33nytDc* n DyD3sy33iK PK ,T5»D:IK 
-jjin -nK' jyiyn Tin .jyiyayaya vtz vtfvv 
WK K Dn*P3M3*WJI 13M?1P?P PK *VD \V2 
.nf$«v DH"5 ps i^;v 
"ly^K iyt:iK imi ,t3"i^  "lya'va^ K ijn 
rD"2"iK yoKe K i^ nci ^ ; unMl ^N3^c,,,: 
oy.i iponip T^M "113 .K^^yiK^B T^K 
"O^ o y^3"iy;y lyiyn lyoisys:^ T^^vnnm 
-"nyai^B PK iinnwmf iv DJMPIJ? H \V^ 
.o^pa^yno ya^ M:^ p IKE «t ;yo 
piijSp Ty^ BSjnMJ^ fi *.yT:iK otjn ^KT |«M 
ftfinwaann pity tsvy-pa i $ w lyaso 
-nyo3'K lyniK PM 5KP»? "y"i:K |«p yajyn 
,jyap>anyB »*3 IIPM D^D T* IVP ?K3I$B>"3 
ya'Dyc^ysyi Din,Ey33,,K Dijn 2 5xp^ 
ya^yii .DD a^yaya IKCEO^D:IJP pK typasnp 
T^K tD"s ycvy^ h .ttfmptya T^opa^ B pyii 
•yaya oaye^-iay jynijMya Dnn^ Byaa^ K ^ MM 
•*iv& pK tD-n^K PK nyacyo -ww .DD^E 
lyase DtrEyaya y5»K n .lM5ip bnjn3in 
-ya
 rytDoyE K pn iv 2 ?KP^5 oyn tj^jyo 
.nrwniwn* wamnim PK KPISWV 
•pn»^ P3 p« C 8^p{J^  H 
-3nyi^ yoM-,3 K \yv.y: nyo^ K t^ K oy 
n iyo?»nw:ye«nv n^no nyraiK PK O^P 
fK«srm*e>n tMniumvD p« y^ &ya p« 
•JH5TI mmBIHOm CH^O DH^> H lyaifn 
DTOMP nyoeny i n PK .Dp*noo 5ITIM 
prufltt) o n v w prutturtwaiM H iw«t 
•^ n pK PK ^ v . 8 p r u i w 50 umi 54 pe 
•ya ovTptys DM5rOD"an« H na "vo^ra 
J$D 8 prtnov 9 vw io IIE m»ii 
.*D8roro f*K Dfttptft jnym« 
T D S J ' D ^ D H iya$n "in«s iyty,"t *pvi 
p-isatr iya:KEy;:$ D"iyo8P DID PK piitfp 
-DD"3-IK yny"t jjnyvTpiyfi Irani iyp;yr 
ng 5"pD"curjY2 8 tsrvSagoy PK prows* 
TtHM o$n D'Bij f>K-iyjytrn -,yi .owrnni 
rt«i pnpyiiititotiM MI jynomya " i i»5 
lypwwo ;ya vro»M i s ; pK ,|ya:nyTH$B, 
.iy::ny-n$E yny^r y5« iramwi "t prayn 
iyi oa^vyaoMiK ? i ot^ n ?»s o w n hit 
PK .Tyo«a*w H PS tauoa w n r r f i f o 
-3y5 gtawnD i^M PK oy utn ,iyByc yrr-K 
,ny3Bap«#?P H fyasn ,Drp"ieo iv -»ya 
op^-tpoyatre Diyoy-.s PK lyasoo'mpD 
.DiyDKp n -IKE ptiurumtfo n prwPBwann 
pmn i8i pa PK xaftm jjtfiJKn DI*O 8 
/DS^DrD pK 1DJHE 
1$; D^KP^5 nyosa^oa^D n fyrn oxy1 
-m -lytrops's njn inn Drapwa W M K H ? 
.iyp'383"u$ v i p£ »"-
.; «$n$p'ff p» tf>«p$? H 
T C jyryn 1911 pE p'Janya'K oyi p« 
mSrtsiK. Dgft
 fp"ieD cyn pa B3$c-iy-
- r e nyn «3 onTsya;** iyssn njogopii^p 
•nya PK ijraJtfta PK ,SO8P PK iy&fcB y^ 
PE cotfiyE cyi "w .jy::83y: pnitf 
mtait fyaaKsya:* D ? N P ^ n tyat^ n
 rp"ioo 
T^a w D'28 M i n i w n Tin .|yan8BB> 
m o ro^iya 8 D)«9mn I 9 1 2 l»E ^ K E : $ PK 
" ^ ^ w .tr*3i8-D3*rv8P;83-i$ "KE n$ya 
rvrxx JIE oya^K OPMWH pnu v ~ ?yr 
Wwifc n D^T PK ,DnpT"3«nif yocrnyE 
a«n iyT";8r^ nyriiK Dipi iyD8;{jc "{JE 
'WWMS' TO D*a ny twjn ^oamanyfi tvo-up. 
"y "n: ,D^KP^ ynjin^oonpy- *j D^y^ys 
PK D5KPI0 y^j "v.v DTr:8n8 T ^ ^^^ 
t2iT;8r.8 tr ; DX'K T*2 ly:^: DWI D V ^ D 
"i^no D-naD v^, p« OD"T; H «3pteya .jjmys 
" W n .T'TD B1*P3»^ P8 ^8P*^ 8 pK 
.onypnfcn Dycnyp p i p^noo 
r « P^"DD "iv" D*r. D"X nya^ynyn p« 
•yjD'W TW o»n
 ffVDj«ivo p« ;y;;^ ;y;:{>-
.82 .> .LM,C ,i?8C8f,8P p« P^-.DC ft: ;y:s>'i: 
s"n jya^n U8D85»P pe nyD»3n8"oyDi^p *r 
118 J"pD"mD^»D 8 D:j8^"iyE CIJ3 iy"! 
.EKC* piC DSIftr^VP '180*380 PK DytBTTII 
-3jj; C J jyrn lyamy-nijE jny«t ;yn p« 
Dnjnain*^ ia*B DI"K jy^^i fimifWi iy3y;y; 
,orw*po/pK .p^noo pw lymnv nrna 
"{?D 1^ 8 lino iv :i:y: u$ny: jvat^ n T O oyii 
D3,oy^8:"iys t r ; lyatf T O iy3ijn ,vD3ip 
.P""IDD U80858P £V~ 
-:IK ps DV:"K op^ya pni fya^n T O 
• T E iv P^ 'OD oyi D"iyr,,:83"y yooya "lyr 
0«V 8 "8E oijr! o's* rKiy:ycn iyi .jy-; 
-tfy; op^ya a'oyo^yay-i tyD8atfo y3*:"K PE 
cyrvifio rO f^iyaya - p^noo iy?rtefvivDM8 
\"p o'3 •oijn ^K^c^^-iyorK iyr;iK ovn 
"a^vwo 0*: i^vytya PK PK T^E-P^-IBD 
.D,Ey;y3"P,nuD iySn^v IV eye 
•DM18 DD-^P n |y3$n p^ioo jytn pK 
anayoy^a-'ye ,I^L"P;^L"T"J'K |8 lyayaya 
anaynyra^K .jyoyp'e nr nyp^ioo y"iVT;i« 
">8E ^cr*K iyiyv, iijnoya DO oynoy T8 
•p:^r^rK *T PE |yiyii iv TDS ?ifDy>8 
-D'D iv D ^ C DIV jycipya n*o |yj"? ,c:^r 
•noDrK iy3«n TO PK ,rytya Dtp ;yD38 
njn o1© inyaiva» oiyp^noD y"iyr:i8 O^K 
rjyiiya PK 0805nyi njn .o"ai« aa^ oyp^ E 
-jjnya D5"no"ninyB |M*^ i iyp"Soo 12 TK 
Doy"i8 "iy" .intni ;yo 30 ra 10 PE \VI 
-EMK PK ,I:K^ yv38: n o-yinyaEMK o$n 
•n jyay:' ooyo^s jypn80B» 8 opyiwa 
-5yn 5y*B mm DB I^ ,DDyD i^E KIK ,DDT^P 
;^"p:tjLMn;'K ijn ;IE jmim w oie'fi ?ys 
.nab 
DyD-«jp mtDv9tip "iy" iyaya p^noo nyi 
-«-:' 8 on* .onn?Dyaa«j wa onyn ';8E*:^P 
i'-iyz^ K onu iyi"{?E nyp^-aD n PE iyt 
inn p.K lyJo^o y5y*V383^ B iyfe»* « ":8^ 
H .D0yDi8P •U80858P n iyTCl#P'tJ3 iv 
iv 3:8^ 'i»8 iyo^tro:y |ya«t nyp*n»o 
jyayt jy5yii Mt irqehBlV vz ;yEs^yp 
PE nra^oomn ycTE n jy^yv. %,t "lynif 
' " .Dy;P3 
9 nypwi wyonw m*b njn 
~i$uyaa"-iK ^Drc 3*1 o-yo^ B* Jmyayon 
w piiftpgwo "t PK
 fpp3v "iyrn p« |y& 
PK oyoip ya^ ysa^ K o*e wyoteyw iy38D 
->«m iy-i .DP^ noD yafrw"* jjnn»e w' 
vw m ,i|MdNnVJP Jtf8 PK T8 ,t»« D8D 
-yaa^ K PK "iyeye> w^^'o^ 5"no 8 p« 
-DD"3"IK yanaiotrSO 8 prupwa tnrra 
I'snn ta$n iipniv *! wpi oyivipD pn flfH 
njny^ao^o nya^yn Dipioy oSnyxya inK* 
-CD'MI *i ^tp PK
 fpnw imr 8 D*O m 
imp i'a*in iv^ ya I:8DB'B*K | $ W onyp^c 
-ay-inyr, ,iy3«3D^ K ya*nB*ia yvpK ;ypyn is 
DKnya ^ja pp*v *i ta$n pnw in*1 8 tro 
.i«5ip ^ H W B on« pa p r o n 8 
-*n HNpJP yiytaiK T8 ,raiK oa'nnya'K Dip 
"cytrya jny^T iywEa$ ony^yaonK ^n iya 
oyaSyn ,ayn jya*oyooDBwyj 8 iptac iyta 
-Syr 8 fynya jyo^v KPumnt n PK PK 
.ta^ nayu 
,$D3$-i$n r« Pnn»o onyp^cp^p 
•jnyspp 
s tau/afn qn* iya$n TD 
»D*K nyi D^ D ,V~V:VP ,w»ip*D p« P""IDD 
•nm$ 5"o yooy-ia H pa ya"« ,;J8BO*P 
ovn P"*IOD jyn PK iftSwi nyn p* Winn 
PK u TK
 rtmnw hi^iBmrwb^irinnM 
.jWIDjn 9pt *nin iyc nyaJyn ta^ D tos^ 8 
-ynyormys PK OB«BnyD"m« JftBiETn 
lyafcp. y^8 ,P"IDD jytyn ini WTO B^D 
•;IK iyrn Wfli iyast yatyrs T8 lyayayai* 
yo*na g$)ft* IKB pnta w pmw Y^wa 
#Daytrncpy?y PK nytaaya"i8P n *ii www 
•*c"3iyDr« 1 PB pn*HW wnoya oy PK 
D$M DjnvijiD .DWHJV, bWonw D*T**5 ^K; 
-ya D y^pynya D*3 93m*BH PK p^ntao npi 
w : r oSyp^opi^p SC;$I$D n pK
 riW»n 
-TE n oijn 1^*1 j^yn i^ya Daypiy:» D :^ T^K 
yayty^ya jny^r « jyujm DPcy; T» «t: 
.iyc:n8 p»\P pmv iy5ip «t
 #nyp»iDD 
-vvp cyii Kon'-B H T» jyrn jyoano'iK n 
"iyt:m .EKE? |$gi« *>Dpn»D 8 iy2«n yS 
i w p«noo jypn tD^ n D'wj 5wift?"npoa'K 
""ins n PK jycio ftpirci D*C b^tbenyo 
nn TWi Pif"n tJtt'ipys ^18 jyryn onyp 
-in D38cya )y38n D5«W»5 rwr^w D*n 
.D38C ;^ 
t8 /yonynjKnyaj^ K ps oayoD^o jynyDcy: 
DMI^1 ya^yrn iyo?8n bnbya to^ n jyc 
/ jyErt^na D ;^ jy^t «i ,IVPW, i«n pa 
nys ^DK tMjn jyo tK ^^ a oiEa jmyv 
JJJUV H D'liya pw T'K ,P"noD K jyi^r 
prrn .inK^ nijQ « »jtw |'yiiptya imN^^v 
ovy^  TO ixrwyinya lyBeoypya w H'2^ 
jyD'lW K P3 ,?ijD8 MI D"V nya^ ayr, >^y*r 
.|yo8Bnvaij oy jyaa^ ya pw raiK T>K "TK"; 
-$e'"nyDa'*K lyrjiK.pfi p5kp^5 ySy^ s 
PK iyp:8ip onn'Byaa^ K in "2 jynt^ n ?«; 
-ntjv ya^ a^ .K PK »pW3ya b«pan^DD"3i8 
~vm ytyn Tin .o^yaya eamipatf iy^  
-?8mvayD8nv T^yonnyo DV.DD8O DD^ 
pa jy5»Bw DU ly^r "t vw«9«9^ n lyts 
. f. jf^ywn jytDoay^ p oy: 
-ny jnawriBiy I« T^K » T ^ 0 W /D^T 
.nasanya nyraiK p« w v 
.)9BD^3 I»K tf>«p^ jnytaw 
1911 i«i3»i D8:^D pa jya yo -^iy H 
t8 ,I«JDD^3 ps iyDMi Di^ya raiK iyc uijr-
D^IK jya t^ DJ'KP J^' iyarepii0p n^mri *" 
rw»n "I nyn*
 rp"nob\ ^Kiy:y^n K t8 
*^yDtp yny r^ pa lyi^nya jyo^^yaonK 
-jjrn ta^ a .oiyjp-iy D{jn pj^ av H MI D»I? 
iW D«n ,p>nDD 8t8 "IKB Dytt«nyan*B an 
jytn D8TnD»n nsa jyaiBya D s^tj Jmwycn 
"iyo"3"iK n iyp^ pK prif^klMM P«IDD 
nya»iK DVII oynxipiB .-lysyc n i K pmv 
-ya ppjp nyaijDD^ a n oy st$r> itfafit 
PK I^T ,ya8^y"iy'a v$W2 8 D^8 oa8"t: 
-5n^i ly-iytaysc oyn n8B jynya a^ Ma ov 
tra oy« oy ,p:^ 3V iya$DD$3 n pa pn 
lyasjn w w tayr i^ DDija PK jyonya 338^  
.i3«> PK D;8*3V yoDpn^oc H pa ya^ K 
IWDDifia PK tfitgn DiDtj ^Kiaycn iyn 
,iyc8a^o "iifE &osy5 n IKB nyt":8a"i^  |8 
-yanya^ K onyii xn«3ya-pp3V yva8a H PK 
"jni lyaiji T^K iyc iyp ya^ yt D^T .o^ yD '^ 
.DTno ynyiaK ^ pK DI*5MB DH"? n iy; 
-IKDK' 8 iya;8ay:atj D^ KDKT ^MK T^K oy 
PK P"IDD K^nyajre-r-i K n8B aauyuya yp 
-3"K PK ,pn^ v: PK n^na tao"^ on»r 
D"iyp"o-oD"ii yo8» yoma n ts 4*wynyt 
-D"aya p-iKtac inyr |yiW3 0*3 I8T lya r^ 
y^8 lyaijin
 #P»IDD ^Kiyaycn K "*«W cny^ 
nypn^n B3JH1IH owb njn 8 
JIDK nflm nyn *p jyj$T mrwtaPD n 
vS IKS aanyiijB ya«na5i$fiTy ^ny* -iya$ 
r;titf n y w n e Daw ^Bwroajrayj 
-;$3 n oaso PK DPI^P pa ppyprafiB 
HOI ,trw&0 *\ put pr$p»prc nnyo vibSm 
yaSmi jy«WTya H O*: ^ pnerurn oy 
n .pipa PR KnaomKa 5*p*wp& ijn 




 rnjny*53D o^ Jhytaw TK lycsn vo 
D:s,n pa iyj"; yaiwi ,piiff<ia pfi oanrnya 
jyftm ,KD'B8p*wm vwvn K tyaya iynyj 
jv^tniffi QVT jyosKnoys |yj;Kc:K Dsy-\ 
biiTBWann ^ t 5K5cn$& i n TK ivny; PK 
Dyvoytf* IK Tin 71a yf»m jjnyr 
•:IK jyE y^n ix i^ayo Dtp PK -:s$E-p"~t:c 
jyv:w j'lya'R D5RP$$ lyasfipi^p. jny; 
•:^K uptt/imsfcmwM iw jyoipya iv ^JR? 
wwhwi ynytaiR . r n c fnya'K DtfE 
:v*y: t r : nwrmfi '«? TK |ya$t Fwpu PK 
. 
1912 ins n ijn 
.jnjD3j??$i .aw lie 
(4$*w onypnsv, DJUonvs Dy*n«5 ftuvP'Khyoa'K D:xnvynB) 
a*: %i -iyaR ?pt jy^n TO .TJIR |yayj 
•:$ iw*»? 3«o ,OI:*D put an« ttfytwyaas 
law oyn PK .o»aiK "iyT;iR CD jyajRayi 
*n*x vy:v$p< |«p vxny: o :^ TO fyayn 
•*n nflj .PHIS nnK^  s D^D m Diyruwitf 
"SP, "lyrjiK iyttfsny^ nnR* oyi v w iya 
D-E$ ^ r a a w n o n D $ I ijrajyii ,jR«wyr 
RtVP 1<P ."iK t^p ijypiD n$fl K ODtpy; 
iyt»5 D^nainynsix ijfDDjna i n D*D TO 
-y'xa*r.& ijn T« ,D-iy3oyn rvtHK, litem 
5R3i^ *riyt!fliK nyuiR ps nawaenx ny? 
WW 8 a'bycD^DJymys ajflrttnu^n PR 
.lyou 
nywyK njn ps &"; y^yv;K:'5 H 
H PK yrx;"K D^T DU:1WM PK ^ K ; ^ " ; 
"K"i: Tt iy:yp n^ o nya^yn t^o
 r^ tDBMn 
.jyn^D 
irPT PK TOptgj
 ?ynyr toW nn,K , n 
•WWWUQ oageya TW VD ?V2i?n
 r5yp^i» 
a^BBoypo>^ n nana ?^ K VVTM^ y-i 
t W ynyr:iK IKE |y«iHnya ynyoya pc 
inpv'Miini pc nri^nna wv^i 
TK ,^ TK jyeoaymyfi pB ::r,vovrm PK 
w m i inr«R D^D ub»*>ruttj TT ?y:yp .ins 
. D : ^ ; P yc^Kpnyog 
*T»B W31K p K nmw nyo^K PK m v n 
•ya nye-mw iy-i PK lynyuy-iVDu* --
,n»ntt "iyr;iK atemravic i»w PK jjuyn . 
TK
 rD;^ Tp niK a^J pnw inn1 K tj^ o |yaij?i 
PK T:R^P5P PK p«n&D iyn m cv--2$: 
K iya^n oy Djm jrupwi I M M W ^S-
nynytD"ii iyn nn« aaipnm y»ay5c inyt 
Dp«f5»p PK D^KP^ yiyir.K ps ajopmtDiy 
-Hjiyowt lyn PIMK DBMmya^ K PK ,i""io 
PK niR'aa ytn TK .oy«K3 K D^ K ^K;^ LM 
onijfiyn -.yn jya^x oyii ,iy"ii#nyi d*ipo tr: 
r"inKTi T^K oy .ifiij1 Dwywsnyfi ojn pe 
•ijtnB ivowuitf ww s D3«E)ya iya^n TO TK 
Dtitfaya. o»a TO iya"i 1^ 1 ly^jj ,oyna 
.ta"i^  JK tiMK nyoE* 
lyn^n yoeKya y^Ki '^Vsnyw'K yiyr:iK 
lyasr 5nip>a«ji TK
 fpn PK UKnya ^«r p'K 
-OIK H m Dn5.?yiyn IVHDK> J*O* »MD 
nyaM "t jya^n ,v5ayo cy jy^ Ko Fynayec 
lynyi^  iyi:yocciK TK ,DKny3 pi PK ^ W 
,o"prsyno wSvwv lis jyEK y^a ^ D K 
yw IKE 2K D\- -n \v$mw iyc:yo jyii PK 
K- pa "qu pmay -IKT ^yii PK inmyov 
.iyn:yDtroiK H nsna jyomya 
•^ K jya^n yocsya Jmyaye'Ti ynyTjiK •' 
D^Bih K U'o 1912 inR' nyn |yj:KEyj 
on» PE numnti fAamyf%d>and,ic i n PK 
jyry: i»i TSK oy?K ;iK$rn iayt»w W;KI:V 
7 witfii MJ»II» on*} njn 
•Dytrn 
o:«rvKp;K;ntf y.yroEyn ipsms T © 
! i:*E-p"iDD 8 iyr^r.a u p pn »*'31» 
-8tr iv 5>n$tryf»8 -IKE 5»n$o pnt DM 
DJH "2 PK Dy" IKE 5PD*D*T5y3 H jyE 
-ytpy >K-y:ytrn nyi pe 33'D*s fyovy? 
13 mm p» c\tiBjr\ nyr) n m p imp 
nv-iyrK igim I P I $ I W Donswa ( T O 
-.ye H !8 Dnjjhyujn K « yaxiE n 193P3 
6 pn ?$T Mavc^iiiRu^ iyi iv SD^SKP 
TO m o:yo 8% H DKDB>:K ,wn 8 o:vo 
ee'Drps cy PK o;yc W E H PE jsaqn 
oy:"cy:f*K IK T S noftpn 8 iPoten n 
P3«0M$* l*a DE y^n 8 PK ,T:$E K J I M 
• T D Mi Dn? -DyD;yEDpy DJipvMmiuftf 
•0*0 rn$v pMttin iy:;iK |y:yapn viwro-
ty:yp D«D«J Arwwn lyi »jm flnjWa 
t? nyJip 7«KK) -H$E p*nDD I 'TE |yn*BB> 
Wmny?ya lys^n i*o m DMS p« .injp 
•nn) linn** jnynne PE DP"-.DD n pram 
wv, (P"IDD S n w w n K ps 5KE p« lyo 
pc 5»E pn juys pn inn' » iitffi 75,000 
pc ^8E PK 1in«J
 rp"lDD fcUWBtl 8 
-y: *u n.iys pE |*n flijni S99vn ,OP**iDD 
Smyjpem *i IM bmi ^D'ljawSji^ni 
irrn Die Uttuya iy:yp "nKip-iroipyDpy 
to pe tD:yoDyDK IK |p3**>iVD'tli| Win 
pn$ .D^v lyrnons iyT i*B ,w> 8 o:yo 
-<DD;*P uruw p« IPtmptttf m Dp- m 
-yn H TB ^ ^ y e i n w r o r a ^ p t PK oy 
B4 ojm Djyo 2Mi PE KtrsKpnyg mvi 
,T3Jtfj ipo»n3 8 1*3 pD"5P3* iwnSip 
pfwpi Tta poftffl pft6ttnyfi jpomp cyi 
-D$2 pK IiMBWUfP ipt;w MM csasy: 
-n>P3 D$n ,*D:KIKD PK c i rcs ; p« I«JD 
•1 PK MtrsMPiyB $fti N D;yo s Dip ,oyc 
-3sw n ^«
 foiP3»n«D D5»I: EM^n POID 
-n^n ly^cny mvp $W &*& 5*ttlW«iPO 
•;nyn^E pg»pprij y^ K DM^ ipoa^ee xn 
-Pi iy:« D$4Pi KD'EKp-'iys D3yo s .\v: 
pc njny^D'C nPWpW *% * rno^i: »3Kc 
CE^K-iy; IPD?*« ,D:^^;r h p « b w » ^ H 
pn iv o ;^r CIJ-: pn
 ror-t jry^t iny^yn 
rTPD«3lB l:yiMD 25 -yiif u^ e n s uni .$; 
D"1: nyujiK pK iijpv Da nyo:iN |yD"2",N 
4PM«3f>1P3 >»PKDK1B |»p 
IHfj^ Ttya ?nipD y:^nyv:iK pisr t*K oy, 
P I ^ U "iypMK D>WJjS y"iyr:iK t«< tmifiiy; 
Plljna pfc D^ KPif? y"iy::iK >n "inyc ^^: 
HPn H»J»»n:* o^: ^KE |"p IKE |y;yp 
"T JPV^ DC IV D"P3^W3 iyi |nif ,D3{\": 
r^ K oy . I ; ^E p«itlD Dy:"Dy:?8 18 inn 
H Dip iyn^v.y: pripiwa ^ntp P3»5npv3w 
jy^^n lyo'K |pno pi$m iponn D?KP^ 
lynyotr "I ^ r jijur S w ^ ' i i P D J ^ H IK 
IS lyaiKB »t ?jm D"v njnp* v^ n^n iv 
- ^ .lyayj-DD^ciK PIP"? O'D PISOKP S 
H V ,tnAm D5KP*> n ty^ yp iv DIK 
yny^yia « ipsyn n p » 5K3^ '31PDJ*K 
f8D"Byp'iyB pnpayn s i n i vonm^H 
D3»IP oy m ^ ; i ^ jvnifn Dj"n m nysi? 
-»i H ipw ajipini stnwnw n wnw D'; 
yncny n p& pn iv jysnKT vtfm ,w>: 
DKor:K .DJH pK iyvDynyor*OKE iv in 
DIV jppim Dgto iy3«? y-iyoynj »1 iynyr w 
D5wi
 f i« ib P1I0P ippiijna nyn n^K IVT--Z 
DVT ipajni Bmjnfcwj p»n pn 113 ipo 
oy nm ,P"i«i3 PK py^DKs PK e w p ' S 
"WijJp onyn^in I^B K (PbKfiv lyo^aiK 
.^ y3Kc 
n • i n D^n pnw DK:^C W W D^D 
b-»r«aiv o»nyj l ?KP^5> PB IIWPOTPP 
DIHD pro miKii ,D'Bi| ?Kiyjy»n j ' v w 
r $ I W PiitfP H ijnn'3Wi* W D,:"itj: 
jhV'U DIIK Djnanapa i n jpaijn K)9mi 
D3mpo:iK Dipi D'EIJ ^K^^'nyDrK ny-; 
0"3iK 5pon n t« |y:iEy; p« ,iygytr H 
CMfl PK ,pntn: pc Dm»BP3DM1U D1P11 Dlfll 
Dfc^ - pK ,D1^ D |PW11%>3 Dyi pE D3ytDD"C 
,nn^ K PK PIMK tysKc iysyef n Djfii 
•E'1K iVDDya "lyntf K»jD5jnKS*fl 8 PK D-iyr 
-yc |lp3V D'3 rVTtfT 8 Ji|pi 8 PK B38cy; 
B*9W inyc n'lK iy^8o flinSgp^ PK iys 
tfiiinrn v; p.E lysytr y?<K m ,;$D K PK 
IJTf'K 1P« .iyC8PV H>W iy=8D D1P*D93lfP pK 
? D p w p * 5 y^ yDy"l3 H Dnpt 
s 
"WW wymw vwfy njn 6 
peuff /wnnsnpon w DBTI iys D*n 
en ipiM W>M"« p n w w a l"p u ;^ 
.J$PD IKD jypns pa Djy»>yDt*D 
-iys pe DVDD'D -Vjratf1 i n IVDJW 
Dtf W a i l i jypyD IV "? "IKE "WW fJW 
yo"?-iytrD"£K&? rare iv .D^nvrtrrv-
/ 
•ya "t *ti jypns tyr-Dyo iv DSSC yr;yu 
HOT W O p\&p -H $T?K 3»1K .o^ yE 
-$-.£ D*: n p« DSKC yanJtmya KTK D$n 
$ts D$n JJJW H 2MK ,-)ysya> ^tpgo 
•:'K KurwnnM n pan D3«o wnftmyj 
pM D"itfDpKie:s?p JIB Ufew Baxnaysyi 
t$i ^"i o$n [KT ,DiynwDpyfii:8o"an 
PK , D W : » P r n s pe W > » » B Sjnif pit Dnmva o^naip n pB oyvipB nyi 
-K? jnyiw WW K tnrntrepnun n IKB 
•two njruiK rs $T?8 DD«n oy ,j$no rc 
HOT » n pe »*nyaif taia pnwi -lyry^; 
P* iyDyiyDr« jny«t jyo'ns* iy;yp »t PK 
ve .pyo H iKDTjn iwnp IV unto [rig BKC 
TK IKE DCIP jyow D*: DJP itrn s |jp$n 
S?K tsjjn WOT *i y5»n Djn ay^is ypsg 
'VpK 03«2 STK
 f01?B3"K .iruyO'^M 
-IK n Jn*D « prangs TOW ^KPKOKIB 
by TK , t tWM K IPIM t«TB sty; iyt3"2 
niwpHJ "lywDPyEiaKc cyn -,ycy2 oa*tf 
':***„ IK D$n ogr, P$2 K w D"3iftt-n ;y2ya 
n» iv ftp njn^K iD:j»n:K "mxnayejn 
siicv &$p$D«nB nys p« in "3 iyr 
ijn 2y^iv nt^ypwim CK \V? TMWP 
,f^'iWTPP*1 ps m m m -,y;y2y;y;;t< 
•WTWB 3 nyi$ '•jyJKsva prpns |»5«t 
Diy;y?piK2 m D-iy2oyc y-iytaiK pB iyc 
HOI Diip r» ,D^T T^K new lyi .jinipw 
rW*i^  iv ina i^a yoi: o^ny: otjn icav '" 
jy^wa PK nyiD"2i8 "lyopyoy: njn TK 
-"2 .^8 Djn IKE iyc p$n /-yo^ronpDH^ 
•y; »n ,VK^S pn lyaifipyap^v IVD^K njfe 
rtp |ya"t oyo^p nn^inmpbn : ca t^ 
,|yw©W3 *.v "I M D1; n^ a IWMH n*ta 
,Dr?T T*K -fan r:«a pori TO "iy^ ^ o*r 
2y*^ v opycya jynyv. Dip'l n HE ?nip n TK. 
PK .jyanoiya'K anSWjra T^K i^ar-^yi. 
sfafflB ny^ .K
 T*K aii3*ni9iK3*ii cap 
r W ^ W i yatKnpD r:K3 «"t pri'M oy 
gri"5 "TOiteWBSp nypitjM: n »5jra pe 
yD^Di^ iciK-iyE H y^^ yi'! iyayii "ijfilf ps cyoD'D K ;y2^n |jftm r e n: ;;K^ 
'^-^ Tt inyr j y ^ v D;^:V H »*K fflPSW • .nyo"3iK PK cyci#2 
.mm* D:: rata vw "iv-1* vtomi ^ D*« 
•nip« n IKE oyen^p^ yatunyo H J pW "iysyc 9^ Nfmfn| *11*« T» ^W r K 
•^ paw .i» ;^i' D'i n po*»i ,iy2»»:P^^P "iyp 7iv bpyzv: \irm otjr. "SrvjSataM &nw fl 
fI«DD^ 2 jrajjtfit^a K^'E^ y-iw^ E j»« ;jm .p*Jp nort p« inyr rjip3?'^jn 2yf> 
W%» PK MttftwM .^ eu;»D;«b
 #I;K>I:^P: prvti Dipi "ve^ftv *j pfi n^#v n c»#-
pa -JIDS; s" y^ Mi jjioan "iy^ :« IN I^ N 
|"P T* W5p"p s,r rs ,«t» PK D*ina$a 
jxnyayn s iv DISJ iwnjnra K IIE D ;^ f^c 
OM> •lya^ yny^ a s iv oi$ jynyayn K [is ma 
•onic t3E"!Kiya otjn ivnn^mw y3:s^ ). m 
ntj; in ;y2isn D^2-IK o^yn;^ 2 n TK ;ycip 
"IK n imi nyeye* n p& D#P«'P oEiKny; 
-yc n iv ,02^ yoDy"3 D^T ;y2^n nyD"3 
yoDa^ yv. oijn iv^ t^ n iyu^ 2"i8« imi "ys 
! DinypiKE D»3 PK ,02SO 
Ijn^tipa ^PtJtsynfi pa nyp^nnp *i 
P2 |y;;i;""^;"K H PK jyopaiB n 2".K 
n;»e n wJjni pfi iDfr?* |ya"t V^PWoW'tt 
PK DO«"D*TJ« mwn DijnwDpye 
CC1P Ml IK"I
 pOyt"3 D l^'rK "iyO"21K H 
oy" iyvD^y-iPD1-; w iy:ir bvn n ts Dtj-
H oyn D»!2. |ypjniv i^: prt»*n 5^ p^ D#nfi 
Dnyn^ wpyaia8D"3io PK DUJDPBID^P 
H pna'3 !*•>• Tt .cw »JH *»'w PK 
? nayn 
-y^  pic pK oy-; p» ,tmfi P« in TK 
'**\PQ*I •vrwKv'v y3:«o pnjni Bssr.oya 
-y:pyi\s ypnnyosjnyiaw PK ,DyD"a'o 
-»DKB y2?y?K |is ncK DJH jyayii
 rbpw 
y?« .;y"i"i w Dipi ^D'r^a T^K |yaan 
,-inyc ii$: PK ."$E D»:IP'cyrr-yiK TK crvw 
•y3 PK c'^'i^'ar fonayOBTiKB ,V3^w 
tK TVJ^ T iv jy2«n KIIO p»a *iy^ yr yo^ K 
"ITK ryoSunatf eyn iyo"3n« tyoypyo nytn 
ivpvsn oayonBa e w $ njn 
PK ttfti "iyo«T PK IVOPVE„ [if *pw B»JI lira 
•WDpyCUBD 18 IJNJipDyj Dyn Dy |jm 
B"3-IK ",v>n pp>yy;DMi« fy2^n onyi 
"t#n 1"W>K ps nvD"3n« H |W /PWMII 
8 B<D ptfy&tr:inynEiv DE-iKny: *qn rvn 
.jyc essjt mv .&D'5-rnB \yov 
n PK jya^Dfi^nys *\xt n JIB jDtyn 
iwt uwenp 8 B'D oaKisys jyo fg 
,iya:iDBnny2 PK lynPKB yjysyjyj:** n 
ijrimi m pn pywi t faw 11 iyo anyr 
jpSpwi PK oy anK .flowi «t Tjy2y-.sc* 
pn ivo t^sn Diy-iwbppe^UD n :« TICK 
pn
 #-.jnip5:D^o xnytjix jjnnjnipw put 
iyny; VW^jbo pnyww PC iyD8D Dtp 
pe y j y w a »nyw5 DS» art«5 on» 
-on, i$ can jyo ya^ yyi /lipyc jy?yn 
8 pn g-^ppfi ^JT Pip an« * J9*"MCIP 
p*«r iM IEIK DIBQ ISP i«n ,ya8fD8ne 
-*"m8 h T8
 fJ3iMnnya tt)»Mf n roan 
"•K jyoipya lyeytr ?8P80ipB H PK lyo 
Tin PK (jnjnifB "I DV9Q pnfi DJ/T nyc^ 
-HE y-v-c pa .caiK n Pt lyvriKE oyi 
-8t nj^*:Hii n t8 yfiuam fifrbrann> 
-^3IK «i ts TOK PK oy an* . \ in^ ;y*> 
iytyn aJWis PK ,DnninijTjrta priinHyD 
.fittttpJO &: |»t"tl p*p **t iy:yp n*pi/D 
n iy3$n is DE-IK"W *q*p HI jya^n IKT 
-?lfVl DnynV»TDPyE138C3lD *1 p8 .B^SIS 
•BMfc (yaiKittttfj pn DE^ Knya :2K*> pur jya 
n preipya ,"mym .oyara RP*«I ivavaiv 
T1D JKT ,D"3"1K H DimtPDPyEUKCSiD 
-"31*^ jrwaw t8 awuMgn n P5KD pn 
UhM ay>5« ,Dpyoy3 OD8n;yD8o imjni "»y& 
nrepyBuao |«p .lypns KMR jyiyii$B. 
•*8 ; ?y28t jrp»a pjno D': 'n^ T BJfli ?yi 
Hfpswrw SK p8 O H ^ ^ I * you n typyo 
.D"3T8 n 
E8rt5-;*ipD P^K ps yoniOTMK Tjn D>0 
-ircpyEi:8,2"3iD n ps lysytr yf»8 iy;"t 
nm ."ivsyr |$*M' Dn^ DP8iD;ijf> p« onyn 
P8 ,-iyo"3"i8 i^^v oreEytrya txnyv, oy 
,B28,ct>8,£ n D8n ntK^a Di*ntrn n wn 
*y:pyr.8 Briw e»a iyp ny:"P wn nyByE;• 
H p« 48'-^ PC D*32M?ny n fftlf tffl*W 
**m fJW 8 nyo^a^ n tya8n "lyfiytr 
-iDpy jnyHi8 PE iyD8D IK on« pic* DCIP 
-y»t po op'cy;py^8 iyiy" iny^ao^D jni 
n« D^ iy?8B Dyn ay^iv p«
 fnwy5a y-
-ya tDiyi^  wui\ yv:«a n 11J ,jypns n 
D>8 PK .ijf"i«nrmDW ?" lya^ t *iw 
,tyDyn w nniayi 'lyryn- pa- Tt SyD^ o 8 
n'lK jyaMK pa Dipi D8nDy n^s WJ itttfip 
-H,?iB';i8 8 nnyr pu iv ^yo'D nyi D3*»c 
PR iKciyco "iyT t8 n^s IWIJ5C Ht .ny; 
-"tDiKE;VK 8 |*»t "Pifj Ti8^a Djyiria ny" 
iyn^cDjy Dtp ?8»;Ty pH ^ i n nyc^x 
•flffptawiKPi iy;y)i pvaroinnov n 
iy:yp jyn Djrn ) ,jyo o;yayn IEIK 8i8 *I*W 
•ya lynyn PE wy»?ib>i3 invniM jy^nnhs 
"lyny^a^D n ^ ^ jjjhn aytStt upyc 
-"is yooya n fyaanoMK iy:yp i8i |y9jm 
-co xnyraiK MI ::K5» nw naynwi .iy^  
ntji ,pyo n lyoipya is KIIC jyaijn Tyiy^r: 
"i8B |yoHib» jy:yp D*O »I isr^ yii ;:8r" 
iya8D is P09M0W ^t jy5*T DVD fypnE 
\ .lysy) 8 
,nyT ?11 nyn lyaya aanayi^^K y»"iw n ' 
Vyojw ;yay:ya Dnyn ,8"2i8 58P^»8"i£ 
^yi — "trtn"p^„ iyo$j oyj"Dya?8 oy-
8 ,33i:nDM8 18 oyo"ny3 *BTP>PI>W mum 
Diyii ,v$r> \yo DU11 D8T i8ii lAMbVtt 
"iyc nynt? lyonyao^K pntav^cpa 
onjhi -lyne—in8Eya y-iyr:i8 pe .iy"i^ ^ 
n D8"i j«w oyr pn Kprawi mifti nyn 
lya^n «t Ml nyna^a ,Dijn^DpyEi:80 
n8 D"iyD"ai8 y"iy"T |y;ya tv D38Dy328 
"t jynnyp ,pna lyDMW 8 tytk &"3 
-:8 c a n s n py«8 jyp'P p» ,DIK in 
.wiiony" 
VI iy5»p"p D*>yi:8a n t8 TJIK o:8t ?yo 
~:8a n *Dnyiici3pyBi380'aiD n w pyiis 
PE W^P^P P« 1*W I^ T jy»?8n D"31K D*3y" 
ts3 yol4 n on« mow: Dipi nayaya oyt 
|W"« pc iyi:y;ya n iv
 fonpo yo-'tT 
D38T ,P« .P8D-pKT IWjmi P» I1KD-E5? 
Dyv8*ifi un *ii 3:K? MTK D^T y^o^ Mt ty^ 
iy$pi>pO»nK PK nyo^siK n |y"i83B8 PE 
DBKB* T^DrK n PE B"3"l8 D^JHrKS n 
yv:K3 H BWl 2:8? MT» ^yoil^ iifB wm 
-8C8"iB n PK iyt^ "iB iy^ Dyo ps am^Diw 
."ijnwsif yaKE3"K JK pn ,nysyt? 5^P 
nypwi Mponta anw i jn 4 
-WHIM p^8 IV*KB » i pm yajnynaiwiK -
yaftm ,iv^«fDV" tie oBwrunrra n n 
-np is ny~s DyoHRJieijB m u m w E*,K s 
Tjna H iyasa w «i IVDIT yfrov 8 iy: 
-ynaiwi* n j y w »t :« ufc'tfa W W 5 J 
HfW ,c*p jyaya " t ,JJ#jw»nynBiv y:y-i 
1* T^yDIK D"P3^PV11 "lyT PK PK D*11 
.pan 
n pe amxwn D W N P iyi PK 
DnywoKWWifcfi -n p» onyp^c pitfp 
«n« IP IV*"* ,P"1*MJ pK |W"KWfQDK 
$ ybftm W K ,iye«mMjoy3 DBMFI 
pK DE$ i y rn D-iyaoyc yiyr:iK pa 5>"no 
D:yoeny PK cyn .troy: EBWUPTOWIK 5? 
JIB Diys^yc yivopy urn rO'wyayaya1 n 
OBJI jyo. *ii ny i * M V Q N jjnyii w w 
nyi :DjyD"v,x n« ,*"WD"3*onpOHw Dip 
om» Dp't? nywapya^Kc K fyii f'KE 
prp*tt vtfvn tyw ,o"2n« n T'DDMK 
• T R W K l y t ^ i y ; o>yeyDy: |jo«i 
YtPfetra yivvA* pa W ^ H Q ' " . 
Vt p n m i n p*
 tnyo«n*i« P'DP D««T 
pii ',jypHB l y o w y a iv Dyoip H D»3 
-nyo ,yiropy H 1*fi »"an« HPftVB ;$u s 
"KB .p$w nytriK pa Diyaoyc W'VfeB' 
oy5« oyu ,iy*wDpyai:so K TK i n Dnyctr 
oawjyj owaig pn fyanp vt DIN prrayifi 
inviyp»WK H PK ,T»^y» MI j'5»a nw 
lycoyr r^yb cyi lycipya « jyait \v? 
;yc o^ t ,p: .lyase n iyay? 8 pne 
D'D jyan ,Dnrnew»Di3KD n 18 T;IK 
~PV y*\ PE iynyu tjj TIDE |y$"P3'ftyb J#K 
,
M
* na ,BS^ ny«t PK nrwpSao'o WVD 
"iv, iy:yp pit? jy5^T
 #ony wopysuse »l 
. - W T I K yaBiw ?i O^D lyo^p tsry^ 
DJjmn: n ;yv, oxy^ DJJT T:I« D3tft \y? 
-i:»c 9nyy JO»^3 ^ ^ tDnyocya T I K * 2 
cy PK ,nycjriDiK2 isj^r p« inJniWPys 
•^e^p H ry:"V-iy2'« iv ^|*5:yow MI .oyss 
PTC i i jycipyn o^n T*K oy urn ?« w -
PK / W ^ ^ ' s n p O H . PE B«B5liyn 8 D>8 
iw>»na iv T>5ayo3w ^ ip T^K oy MI Mrs 
.i¥B»nD'am M« Tmia » nwB WP fin 
PK NpnjRH) pK H J W r n t : nyryi 
"P p'K p»p Mpi-QTDtt pK s#t:*; PK Dy 
pe >"nt> K lyoJsnoiy c^; >JJT oijr. i ^ j 
-a"n enjm iv^vv, ,DiDP5KnDon:>« ojn 
"5yie .oy"3 s D^K DanyiBjra jyo^v y ro 
TOBDnwD h ^ D3^uv y n b yo^s yz 
|OT*n yny^i pn iyn$n nyxytDfinir n p» 
iynxro pip D'J D « I I i y : " : D ^ I lyo^ans 
» iv f^cfn i i j ,nyvyre&nc "iyi^ nyast: 
•n«; nyo'UV n ,vnD- iyn D^O oya^c 
,y5y^a T t P« p*K DD>^ e' onypn^M u:yc 
-"K ~w\m v w MT« p« . o r n o y?y:E 
D!J" iy3tj
 t|(nV $K3lfIP"nytH'K y;y; 
n jiD onyaoyo n TK O U D"« IJJ> D3"C 
- r « D^D !Jr«BDBnyB3"« iy rn ,c :^ :v 
"Kpjimif pa VD»V& K Df>K DJDT'SunBim 
Dijn : : i :^o lyn t^s DIIKT iypn i^o .j^'v 
yaSjm ,iJKanyfi npuw pa [yow^yn *-
WJJ .a .« iyn pa irjB'ayiva^p nyn » : nrayn 
•yi " ly^^f-cyr^E "iyn iy;yj oe^cya .? 
•jjtxn K jDiDPSHnDDna'K jyayii I ^ V I ^ T 
•yna n lysy: D^ry: t^rt wJjni jtjtnn? 
i y 3 r ^ v : " K D^p^^re s ,o:w ynyo 
•yn nyi at* jyjy: anayD^DB'
 rjny3y5p ^ 
-DMN iyD«:y?yn \ny\m jya^n jif^vi^? 
yoMna H p.E jyjMi iy'ncN a n p^^Erv ; 
-tyDrn "ytzix p« Tjnjr»5aD,ts Dyo,";tj!,K,: 
y:n^Dt3M« n Difii ,*K ,pp3V ^K:^" , % ' ; 
na^ D ""B ^K lypn ys5y« ^yp'oyiijyno 
D^l D^yEyj i^ V^KP3K3"l8J "yr:iN PK P ^ N 
? *p'P D T^ T^K DJJ11 VD ,13 ,DV; 
.Diypp JRV^SU H J18 p^S13 n 
nypiijii DiyeniM oyn^ p« lystjn I^D 
H jyayii o i y i y » i n v t 'SnipD I^B K ?*W 
ens jyny; yr^yu .mnyt^wo xnytiis pe 
Dy^jrvynBivoiK 8 B'S PK nyry: yonp Dva 
-syc D^IJD i y i .jyayK ywi pn p^s 
•s|»5i«3 inyt iRialjyDMiya K T*2 |yj«t Diya 
.^n jyray: rtt mil js^kpawi i j "tfn IKE 
TSK cy nyti w vft n ^ D n a K PK 'oy 
yaynynaixoiK n .iy-y^Eiv^iK pn ^ : 
iy i$ w»8P3»n«i i j r i Jnips's ypKD jyaKc 
-isfE
 fiya*a 5yp'3«( inyj ix DBKe^yrjw ,": 
5Wf nn^K iv oonyii 
-ya IJ?T jyjyr, aanrufcpiy y3t$c pn IKS 
noK nyn .i$enD,DD3$p IVT:IK pB 33lD"i 
onjm i$6nD'DD3$p wain p« JJ»I Dip PK 
*ovw'K« v* prwjttnv pojm DITTO 
iJWJKWf ^KE3"K DIP DJ"D I« I "Sjrno 
y^ynDDnrK ' p« D3*DEycya "lyo^ais 
-ya D"pa*Dyn» y^ynoonrK ,D"proynD 
Dtfti ,D"P3*oynD D"I$D iyn t#n Dyo"-; 
yjMppS jrjjnj^ tcnyfi y ^ o*o |$no w o$n 
PK jyaKt pa IIDPKBI380 nyi p« D^ans 
pnnrufBDJino pK jyna tiB D"3"i8 nyn p« 
nya$ PK "DiDT'jRnBoywK, .impnmfi 
iiw o*n PK ,frpmni nyiyi:« w»a 8 
.m pa TOD iyn J3iD"ny3 nyi;« i« 
cy: p? DM-.K fptonmim DEIP i8DB$n 
D«W PK ,«»5>3y | « P DO i*3 I#P iy o*r, 
"Dnpy pn |M»M DflfW WD.IM't IS tr ; 
IKISC lyenftav iyi p« "t ty;"T ,r5yo 
-'JKttg >RHBDH3'K* UTOJITO iwnnsif 
.
MD3$tr"T 
PK |lp<VMP3Nrilp iyt;iK pB yD"l$2 H 
-;w IKS riryotriys i*38: ,*p5D"i r:*?; 
•:IJP $D3818D nyi «a pni .Diyasyc yiyr 
-y: jyDKay^yi *S pc DW"« PB PK (jfram 
-$t nyascp^p n TK ,tKWteKrnp un^n^ 
,D-iys*p-pi3 n jjnn»3wmj jynyr jy5 N 
-PI»5P H PB D-iyE«i2«:yDD jttK,Diny5p 
oaK-ioya lyowySjn n oy Tya^ n s^ysysr 
35 O«P»5 jyii n3lhnmi , " p ^ t r n ^ - 8 D ^ 
'•"an» wpi Diyoyns n TS DttKSiyfl D$n 
iy33Kf»ya D*a 0 w ,nysytr wvt PK iyo 
ni3 ,l*fw oiyp^c Dim PK DD**11 iy" w 
BttSDenyE iyDK;y?yi yf>K ;y2i#n ,*n W 
?KP*tf Dyi jyaip pn ,S'ii 35 *KP$? o$r, 
-yi H D^: tfT s^ T*K oy .oainyj iyay:y: 
ya»f*D3yayn iyi^ yrfwD H PE ynyopm 
lynyJ'piy T;IK iy;yp D*V. tywwra 
m:
 rDyo"iya |8CIO*OD:*P VfJU| Dipi 
D8^ Wfi nyts^iya WCID^DD:*? nyr:iK 
DiyoKP
 fD"i«p'nysK ,DnyoyiB ynyr;tK 
pw -ly^vyopKiB pM ;y;^r Dnyc^ f^i PK 
iyrn i*o TK iy;^r ma«5o 5a WMitfWm n 
^K^DD-nrK i|wp o*: PK ;ij?:r i"".D K 
lyr^iiya IKT ,0^: i*l nn'K tmAa "iyc«o PK 
I'H^K D«f1 "I 
jyaijn jamam Dasoyj lyaijn D^V, y>5< 
Dn^ijnD;^p iyj"t pK n 5»PIJI5 w DJ;K^V: 
-D»a .i-iKija iVDipytpy |«« nt pnjjnyj 
D58PIJ5 yiyn:» n nya^ ?yai#n D»ray$ 
yiy^r pa stfuniM « iyuK$ny& muya 
PK ,0"2"1K DD18B JPlJP*! DM? UTW a^D'C 
^KP*5 8-l"t IV 17 5>8p$$ D*1« D01P 03"n 
nyauip iyi .Di^D^iysK "syssn piJa |is 
iyt:iK is Sfflfb'-M iiny1^ hw DT"II DPKS 
DM? Din'sya taiyn | $ w ^ ^ " a n y o a ^ 
•"31K H (DJ«5 Dcyni>) .DPj^ ra y::^K 
ny^T jy3;8?"iy2
 f0"3i8 ^^no imm PB nyo 
nyn ijn' iy:KD";yT yc ,a^ D5KinyBBDa?y? 
ya:»o j»m JHptf. W °P^B lyars 
8 fya^n w4rMt»iioiif "Wow PK. impure 
iv pK iyoyr*B iv o^prnys ftPTimpiyo 
J .|yaKTD8nD iyiyD;tj^5iK2 
m^wiB ya380 taiM iya^n D^yavy? w$ 
"DKI nyi s,a |ya*n T O DVUUI lyn^ noMK 
,5 nif .2 .K nin ps ivnwiawp "lyooyc" 
•^K iy:ym jij'ViJijtm "tyn jyay: Do^ocy; 
t:iK lyaijn tnpi **i jm twp jp SH'lOon 
-3>^K cyn lyaso bSsiiya lya^n bTp^'bnp 
lyjmi D^^ D y^a omji. jyaijn n^ o t8 ,pim 
pa D^trya oyn b>i5 D'j Dinr^KnoDnrK 
\ •i8B,:yiwifP w * "»yr:iK 
omamp^w VDMna 8t8 5yw«a civ 
"iyi ,t8DB^n m MI D3^:i» n^no jyayn 
DyosMnya DO$B y"3 n pe n^DpKiyi 
iyt3iK PM *i8i38i8B nyoMiys 8 J»m ,0*": 
-3ifp ?K3fejc"3iyD3,,K "iyi iv "?yaoK HBH 
Ti jy58T nyD^aiK n t8
 rD3«t J ^ ID 'DD 
-KT ^ D ^ I J B PK JynDDna^R iyin*3Wii? 
lyiyii l»o T8 iKOBijn .-n D3"D en 
noD>5itnt3DH3^ 8 inn'&ivain jyanoyj 
*1tJ2 yf'K DM? HJ^ VKT^ KSn^  p& yc"i^2 ye1 
.^KBCIJP n3y inwyn pc lyoB^w 
-31K pK W3K-1KE V P ^ I ^ n nyT 3M8 
D3^ey3 v$pnni o5w i*B,woD3*p iyt 
-«? Dl$n |KT ,D3"C I8D2^n .IT D$tt C^" 
•syc yin^K y?8 v w Dayn 8 111 D 3^ IT ?KP 
•"T Dipi n PIMK ^MK no ,D3"n ps tnya 
Tj5 iv m m i o Diny203KnD nrrK pfi iy: 
lya* |y5mi TU3 »80 ?KPIJ? PK io 5KP 
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•Siffi iJH": D^KP$5 H ps iyj;85nys n is 
?rHfliya Dp^noo *i ivrn fDroajnya cap 
PK D'Stf 5*TM*»n TJH PM BfD"ny3DM 
.o"2nK yo»tfu n php»Mwwi »ra bjffl1 
ny&jiK yens wyt K jw>n DP'ntsD H ^ 
MIOnyjiywiK n IMKD W *W pK ;»W»1W 
nyr:iK PK IVD"3"IK *I D$I; - , ^ a n y MPi 
PK ,jy3$n « nuymya n3W1Kg^»5W 
minjK H PK DJ»KP^ ynyuiK m <a>»»v 
-JIK H imrop [jr5«p piip w PK trtwio 
IIK yJmip ya'fturo y?« D*D jjionyjiyc 
•«w i"p n#a PK oy •jyto'D y&«£MD'fi 
oyrbjjra yjy^iBnye n pfe DIP >t^ ^ys 
,Dr^ES ":y"t prro jy^t *pnD p*,$5p pK 
D*O ?y"tfni ornpw DP^-DD H jy»« 
•tf#siy 
D?W$? y-iyr:iK TK J P J iy5c"iix TO 
DVttn B»w ins .D3*5SB iy"t pno ly^yn 
esnysiyana fyaip ys^yu jyowyjjn H IX 
--I$D jySp-^J TK ,iK&r;yu;ip $»:ip$o ayn 
B«IKHWW"I* *J»I ofrptf jny«r IJfD'na 
f>3 nm neo»P ijnjynyonijB oyi p* 
"tfte*ms eyr. lPDipyrpy 5K-)y:yeaT *3 H> 
yoiKcnjn nynne n iv «insMK w»u jyr 
D3^£B *1 pn» iv fyroyJaunyfi /iyD»a*iK 
•fnjn ys^ yT* i* jy«*na typ ,D"v Hn "a 
'-"> iysn>n ptfyn J#K yaJyit ps wow 
Am 
mm 62 PK 4i ,25 5KP*5 TC ajri » 
K PK C5KP$5 n IKD ayr K pn it) DU 
gFihjtfltt pc y:K^ nyn PK ajnyoyanye 
*i ps ayn "iyn t a / W S I K nyuypio 
•v: H IKC syn K T*n yw oyn D5KP«5 
-J*K ny*:*; "in mn p* ny3«£Pi$f»p ^ yp^^, 
^ritDD npo^rw nyoopya ipum 
ps iyoi:-i8u«» nyn/fyvi ,D"V nyi PK 
lyoip^nK oyn "Tyw*n DjyoiKa OH^?„ 
^ oy T>K ,niny*5aro ySyrjw pa narn H J^ K 
LnyD"an« 50,000 T^ y I« TK I'&yo "my? 
/ba'Day^ya iyj"T »5»vi ,iy>i"D toyoD^c 
•nyi^ tf ,Dyoy"n ,DDDVH ps oi"io H PK 
fp"noD PK pn pw iy5»yn ,D"iysKT PK iyn 
,iy3ji3:Hy3-DD^3i8 ynyoya "IKE 3H3yseyp 
""ii yiyayn ,a^ DDD"3"iK \viywp » n»e / r 
•3{JD lis ::iE«t?3$ ,iysy^ yi^D'JW ,Dyc,i-: 
.lytfnjruffi ynyn:K IKQ PK aa^opinw^P 
m2V&y2 iy;"T Di^ l ,nyt3"ai8 n Jy^vyeo 
DIM o^nn PK n^ymn:if nyn PK tM9D 
"K^EDpy 0p jn» D;"n i»a BB«l rT*io 
iyj*n jy"ijiDBrDB"mn n
 :un»iiya arts 
r W K lyijioc 60 PK 55 nysyc y5y*fi J*K 
o^nyaa* D'J from yvyrya*r^ "lyo^ans, -
• pD iyj"T Ty>n"o n ps oycn"«' n r>» 
ywnJtva yooya H PK W I * i « ^ , 1 " 
ya^ayJp n nn K .^#n K "IK^T py PN 
n^yinjn^ nyn pK lyenyn y^^yn fimm%%v 
rnyiijs i«s "iy»"mK n w: jyJn*v , " ° - -
-.yeyc y3j«D PK PK , O O I W T ^ O "IV'-
.jynyj «i ya^yii D'la jyoKp n IKS frz* 
V38? »1 TSK n^no W P pK nysKi iyi PK 
.nyoy3 OK 
H nya*»K a1*: |Ktr:yr,^p 8tQ3jnyc ^ 
•iT»eipj?Tpy ^Knyijnrn nyi ix op^ncc 
*j*p qttHyntfB nyT ps Di^yn oyT D'i5 
ipaa ivoipytpy ^Kiyjycn H PK , | W ^ I 
'C'tspK^B n ty3iT-!yo:iK w wribfi^wya pn 
njnnynnD n pK BP»noo ryen pc o?*P 
jnjyj'Dya .3 .y .wi n .DT*ID yc:n^-
$D:*P$D u n pe Dtftrya DV- BMJ 
Dnyoyipyo pspip n jyno nptwiuvp 
~'?D£5lfC 8 D'filf telMNPn T« |yp*PJ"1W 
pB VW9 tfPKWfi H IWV11 M1P3 IV3 
Kftim ,VD2rpD^N snin:« VJK pa *8?$? 
-^2 T O .{$ w n p:y>n itfftnirav i j n 
p r $ w vt ytjcyyn yJ'Bpi}?' n yw imm 
?:w i«£ 3*0*?: 3H3W80 D*3 ;Di5jpjr3 Brm 
•KD D*J inn [IK ,iy::i:^cnyn yoE$ \vp*w iv 
DM5 5ap$5 oyr jyaipepyd iv a»o*w jy: 
55ri iy" jyii ,Dnjn$B raewDDrip n *n 
nyiro ?x ,iys$n vo .n'ttttsv tr: DTJUI 
•yti njny*53D*o Vunp ivtrpy?py pM y c J 
0ttmi iv oyn PM lyrDynywnnyB T* jy? 
PK Dj'BPaDMK b$n -tfoinpyo 5»p$5 i j n is 
jyny^ tnssn cm op^ennnw a$" iy w 
& & & amnwa 
nyccpj njn pn 
JIB 
DDjns prow 
DTK* W iSnHD arKfiK1? 49-61 
Tel.. 1729-1730 Fmnklin 
.1933 TtUBWiJ i^sy^yo 
•ntr w .Bnoe jgw^p 153-151 
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